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TO OLIVER 
ANDLATTA
Ptcniler la In Good Form And Speakd 
Trenchantly On Freight Ratca 
Question
SONS OF ENGLAND
W ILL HQLD‘ PICNIC
On Wednesday, May 21at, Bro. S.- M  - -Gray, formerly ol Lodge No, 240, S. 
O, E., Calgaiy, wad introduced to the 
brethren of Orchard' City Lodge, No, 
316, by District Deputy, Bro. M. H. 
Lee, and' forthwith became a member 
of ‘No. 316. This occasion being the 




vctl and the members enjoved a game 
of 500.' Lodge closed at 11.30 p.m.
Large Audiiihces F>U The Big Tent 
And Enjoy The Entertainment 
I Provided
MIXED DOUBLES HANDICAP
■ NOW IN FULL SWING
American Tournament Id Under Way 
At Courts Of Kelowna Lawn 
TennJa Club
Z
Last Thursday afternoon the lî m 
press Theatre was well filled with an ex 
pectant audience gathered to. hear Pro 
'■ micr Oliver deliver an address on pol 
iUcah topics, als6 to listen for the first 
time to Mr. C, B. Latta, the Libera 
V candidate for this constituency.
The meeting' was presided over b 
Dr. W. J. Knox, President of the Kcl 
owna Liberal Association, ivho began 
{ the proceedings by asking as many as 
' possible of those in the balcony to take 
scats nearer the platform, as it wouh 
make it easier for them to hear the 
I speakers^ He then spoke a: few words 
of advice to the ladies, stating that it 
, had been one of the hiain arguments 
; brought forward by those who hac 
, opposed tlie granting of the franchise 
to women that they would be easily in- 
■ flucnced and would therefore not al- 
- w.iys vote according to the dictates of 
their conscience. He, personally, hac 
found, however, that as far as_ reason-
The annual picnic will take place at 
Okanagan Centre on Tuesday next. 
Conveyances will call at the homes of 
those invited, at about 9.00 a.m.
U. S. CONSUL CHARGED
W ITH CORRUPTION
WASHINGTON, May 29.—David 
■ C. Kerr, United States Vice-Consul at 
Vancouver, was arrested here today 
on a charge of having accepted bribes 
tb influence his decision on questions 
relating to passage of aliens across the 
Canadian border,
■ ing power went, a w,om^n!s brains w.ere 
full ■ ........  '_...ly as clear as those' of a man and 
therefore he believed that women could 
and would vote for what they thought 
V was right and best for the country 
)'-they lived in. There was a lot of talk 
these days of 'purifying politics" and in 
his, the speaker’s opinion, this could 
not be accomplished by foi-tning new 
1 parties, such as the Provincial Party, 
but could be best done by foHoWing 
.leaders of known integrity' of purpose,
; If politics were “rotten’v as rriany said, 
it was the fault of the electorate, as pol­
itics are jt\st what .the voters ,make 
them. One of the remarks that could 
be often heard from those who opposed 
the present B.C, Government Was that 
“Liberals did not keep their promises.” 
This, however, was not the case and it 
: was only necessary; t6 remind those 
present that the promise given, by the 
Liberal Party to supply the fruit-pro­
ducing districts of the Dry Belt with 
water had been kept. His advice tp 
those present iwas to take -nobody’s 
counsel as to how: they should cast 
• their vote, but to reason matters out 
for themselves and if they did that, he 
: ,was fully confident the government 
,Vwhich had done so much for the prov- 
• ‘̂ ince would be returned to office at the 
coming election. He then called on 
Mr. C. B. Latta to give the first ad-
■ -dress. * .
The  Liberal Candidate
Mr. Latta, Who was received with 
applause, began his speech by stating 
that it gave him great pleasure to stand 
in his home town on the same plat­
form as his 'leader, a manvwhom all 
respected, even if they could not agree 
with his opinions and policy. Mr. Ol­
iver was admired for his honesty apd 
would go down to history as the man 
who had brought the trend of Can­
adian trade westwards through the 
hard fight he had put up for equitable 
freight rates. B.C. had always beeh 
the tail end of Canada until Mr. Oliver 
had acted as its champion. Those pre­
sent could well afford to cast their 
: ideas of being either Liberals or Con­
servatives to the winds and. remember 
only that this province could not afford 
to lose the services of a man who had 
already accomplished so much in the 
interests of the West and was endeav-
■ .ouring to do still more. On the 2l)th 
of June no other issue would be .of the 
same importance, and he, the speaker, 
had no doubt whatever that the voters
: of B,C. would give the Premier an op­
portunity of finishing the work he had 
so faithfully begun. (Cheers).
Continuing his address, Mr., Latta 
stated frankly and emphatically that he 
was supporting Mr. Oliver not because 
he himself was a Liberal but because 
Mr. Oliver was the best Premier _B.C. 
had ever had. He was of the opinion.
, that the vptc to be given at the comin.g 
election would decide ; the most im­
portant question the clectpratc of this 
province ever had to settle, i.e. whether 
Mr. Oliver would, or would not. be 
backed up in the fight he was makiiig 
in the interests of the residents of B.C. 
He, the speaker, was quite willing to 
admit that the present provincial gov­
ernment was not a pc'rfect one, that 
tliey had made mistakes of a minor 
nature, but it was known to all that 
there was not such a thing and had 
never been such a thing as a perfect 
government, the reason being that any 
governnftut was simply the reflection 
of the ideas of the electorate, who were 
themselves not perfect. His attitude in 
his campaign was that the question of 
what government was best for the pro­
vince was purely a business matter. 
Apart from the question of freight rat­
es, which affected the whole province, 
what interested the people of this dis­
trict were matters connected With ir­
rigation and taxation, therefore he 
would confine his remarks mainly to 
those matters, bearing in mind the fact 
that the government might not always 
be able to agree With or to carry hiS 
. ideas into practical operation. A mem­
ber of the Legislature had to have a 
mind of his own and' should remember 
that his first duty was to work in the 
interests of his constituency.
Okanagan Problems
Regarding the irrigation problem, he 
reminded those present that it did not
advocate certain measures in the hope 
that the government would adopt-tlieni, 
so as to bring back an era of prosper­
ity to the Okanagan, The difficulties 
the producers here had to face were 
of two kinds, those for which they 
wete to some extent themselves res­
ponsible for, such as bad marketing ar­
rangements, and those which could be 
ren^edied only ,̂, by legislation. As- a 
farmer'and business man he vvas aware 
that the high cost of production and 
large overhead expenses were matters 
which must be watched by farmers. 
These were matters which growers 
must tackle thtmselyes either individ­
ually or collectiviely, and in this con- 
hectidn his bpinioh was that until farrh- 
ers adopted a system of cost account­
ing, such as is used in other lines of 
business, they; would never be. able to 
state a definite price that would have 
to be paid for their produce, whereas, 
if this system of accounting were uni­
versally adopted by growers, they 
could dictate the price they should re- 
.ceive., i .''.
. Mr. Latta next went on tô  show that 
the three questions of most importance 
to farmers in the Okanagan are those 
of protection, transportation and tax­
ation. Protection for the-fruit indus­
try was a federal matter, which he 
would not have rrientioned but for the 
fact that Mr. Jones, his opponent in 
this Contest, bad referred to it„in his 
speeches. In his,, Mr._ Latta-s bpiniOh 
the industry, being an infant one, need­
ed ■ protection, and although the Prov-, 
incial Legislature had no authority To 
enact any legislation in connection with 
it; it would be. the duty of any provin­
cial government to move a resolution 
to that effect and forward the same tO 
Ottawa. However, though he agreed 
that protection was necessary for the 
fruit industry of B.C. and did not ques­
tion Mi*. Jones’ methods, still he wish­
ed to point out that that gentleman was 
fond of quoting figures in connection 
with imports and exports of frUit which 
were by no means correct, Mr. Jones 
had stated that seventeen million dol­
lars’ worth of fruit and other products, 
which “could have been grown by us” 
lad been imported, whereas Dominion 
records showed that twelve million 
dollars, worth of these products had 
consisted of lemons, oranges, pine­
apples and other Semi-tropical fruits. 
He would put it to the audience if it 
were reasonable to expect the people of 
B.C., or any other part of Canada, to 
grow grape fruit or oranges and lem­
ons. (Laughter). Mr. Jones_ had also 
stated that two hundred and fifty thou­
sand people had left the country for the 
States, but the records kept by the 
U.S. immigration authorities showed 
that only half that number had done 
so.
As regards the matter of transport­
ation, he considered the present B.C. 
Government Lad done everything it 
could do. It had tackled the question 
of unjust freight rates fearlessly and in 
a nianner undreamed of by any of 
its predecessors and had also enabled 
armers to haul their produce to points 
of transport by keeping up good roads. 
He would therefore not enlarge on this
In spite of the rainy weather which, 
like last year,. came on at the com­
mencement of Chautauqua Week, the 
atteindance at the lectures, concerts and 
other entertainments given in the bi 
tent in the City Park has been ffoot 
and it is safe to -say that this will be 
kept' up, as all who have had the plea­
sure of listening to the items so far 
provided will certainly make a point of 
also taking in the programme arranged 
for tomorrow and Saturday.
On Monday evening a very'crowded 
audience of grown-ups and juveniles 
thoroughly enjoyed seeing Painahas- 
ika’s Pets. This wonderful collection 
of performing animals includes a train­
ed  ̂ pony whose accomplishments are 
quite unique, also dogs whose educa- 
tiori seems to be complete. What, 
however, created the most applause 
was the extraordinary intelligence 
shown by the canaries and cockatoos. 
The number of tricks they had been 
taught to do amazed all who saw them.
On Tuesday, Lee and Ellis, two gif­
ted entertainers, provided the li^ht part 
of the programme, which consisted of 
musicaL items, dancing and clever im­
personations, and ih the afternoon also 
a n ' extremely instructive lecture was 
delivered by Mr. Georges Henri Le- 
Barr, B.Sc., a Parisian who speaks ex­
cellent English with a somewhat strong 
French accent. It was an address of a 
very practical nature, which showed 
hpw by close study of human .character 
it is possible to find out vvhat young 
people of both sexes aro best fitted for 
and how very necessary it is 'that the 
training of children in the right path 
should commence as early as possible. 
Mr. LeBarr gave it as his opinion, bas­
ed, on numerous cases he had ;studied, 
that the fault of children, “going 
wrong” could be laid at the door of the 
parents, also that the mental hospitals, 
asylums and prisons, where he made 
special studies, are crowded with peo­
ple for the Simple reason that the brains 
of the inmates have been allowed to 
work in the wrong, channels of thought 
during the early years of life. Alto­
gether, this lecture must have given 
food for' grave thought to all who are 
responsible for the mental training of 
the young. It was full of humour also, 
the audience being greatly amused at 
times by little anecdotes and incidents 
related by the lecturer, who was him­
self considered by his parents to be 
fit for nothing” until he-wqs taken to
mental specialist and placed in the 
right groove o f life and thought.
On Tuesday evening, a splendid lec­
ture on “Tomb Hunting in the Valley 
of the Kings” was given by Mr. C. 
Vincent Hall, B.D., who spoke in sim­
ple, language, easy for any one to thor­
oughly understand, of the immensities 
of ancient Egypt. Without going into 
:ull details it would not be possible to 
do full justice to this discourse, which 
was made still more interesting by 
first-class slides, so that it was quite 
possible for all to get a real idea of the 
extraordinary civilization of the land of 
the Pharaohs thousands of years be- 
::ore the birth of Christ. As one of the 
cw people who were present during 
the recent discovery of the tomb of the 
great king Tut-Ankh-Ameti, Mr. Hall 
was able to give first hand information 
as to how the find was made. The il- 
ustrations placed on the screen showed 
the wonders of the tomb and the in­
credibly beautiful objects of art. found 
in it. This lecture provided entertain­
ment and instruction of no ordinary 
nature and all who heard it would have 
gladly listened to the same address 
many times again, it being difficult to 
grasp all the information received in a 
short space of time.
'Wednesday was “Music Day,” which 
gave an opportunity both in the after-
Thc mixed doubles handicap Am­
erican tournament is ii6w in full swing 
at the courts of the Kelowna Lawn 
Tennis Club and twenty-eight couples 
arc competinf^, who have been divided 
into two divisions. This has been done 
BO as to allow the tournament to be 
completed on time. The 'pair who 
gain the highest scorq in each division 
will play each other for premier , hon­
ours and first and second prizes will 
be awarded them. The competitors 
■were drawn in the following pairs: 
Division 1: Woods and Mrs. Tay­
lor; Hinkson and Mrs, Tailyour; Mal- 
1am and Miss Burne; -Poolcy and 
Mrs. Pooley; Hilton and Miss Judge; 
Gardner and Mrs. Whillis; McCosh 
and Mrs. Stubbs; Beattie and Mrs. 
Craig; Towcll and Miss Ritchie; 
Stubbs and Mrs. Collett; ' Greensidc 
and Miss Coubrough; Groves and Mrs. 
Belson; Stewart and Miss $rnith; Hill 
and Mrs. Pridham; Graig and Mrs. 
Knox.
\ Division 2: Alexander and Mrs. Mal- 
lam; Aitkens and Mrs. Foster; Kerr 
and Mrs. Hilton; Shepherd and Mrs. 
Gardner; McKenzie and Mrs. Lyell; 
DeHart and Mrs. Hinkson; Spencer 
find A r̂s. Reed; Foster and Mrs. Ait­
kens; J. Foster and Mrs. Simeon; 
Whitehorn and Miss Hayman; Irvine 
and Miss Shepherd; Dart and Miss 





LIME BEFORE SKNAt E
Bill Stands Over ' For Further Con­
sideration.
OTTAWA, May 29.—C. S. Gzow- 
ski, Ghicf Construction Engineer, and
But, Weather Materially Affects At­
tendance At Empire Day Opening 
Of Athletic Season
G. Rucl gave evidence today before 
Senate Committee on Railways rc-thc
After an exceptionallv dry April anc 
rcry rutlilc
Creston has been incorporated as 





Mra. Rees, Of Kelowna, Loses To 
Mrs. MacDonald, Of Vemoh,
In Close Finish
The competition for the Yale Cup, 
which carries with. it the championship 
honours for ladies of the Interior of 
B. G., was held oft the course of the 
Vernon Golf Club on Monday and 
Tuesday, -with the result that the title 
passed from Mrs. J. W . N. Shepherd, 
of Kelowna, who did not defend it this 
year, to Mrs. J. Vans MacDOnald, who 
won out after a hard struggle with Mrs. 
H. F. Rees, of Kelowna, by a margin 
of one hole. I t  is a matter of coincid­
ence that Mrs. MacDonald, w h o  was 
runner-up at Kamlooprs last year, lost 
to Mrs. Shepherd by the same narrow 
margin that brought her victory this 
year. ' '
Entries were made in the competi­
tion from Kamloops, Enderby, Kelow­
na and Vernon, and a qualifying round 
of 18 holes was played on Monday, mor- 
.ning, the eight lowest scores entering 
the match play stages in , the afternoon. 
The results of the match play were as 
follows:—
First Round
Mrs. Craig beat Mrs. Campbell, 3 
and 2; Mrs. MacDonald beat Mrs. Wil­
son, 10 and 8; Mrs. Rees beat Mrs. 
Proctor, 4 and 2; Mrs. Maclaren beat 
Mrs. Pogson, 2 and 1.
Semi-Final
Mrsi MacDonald beat Mrs. Craig, 
5 and 4; Mrs. Rees beat Mrs. Maclar­
en, 6 and 4.
Final
Mrs. MacDonald beat Mrs. Rees, 
1 hole.
The semi-final games were played on
May, it was ve h ess and unkinc 
of the Clerk of the Weather to wait un­
til Empire Day for commencement o 
his much needed sprinkling operations, 
and even those most eager for the 
spring showers that, through some 
mysterious chemistry .of their own, pro­
mote growth of vegetation in a rnan- 
ner that no amount of artificial irriga­
tion can equal, would not have grud- 
ged waiting another da3r rather than 
nave unduly nioist conditions upon the 
inaugural day of athletic sport in this 
community. It was not that the am­
ount of rain which fell interfered in 
any way with the programme; it dit 
not, but the threatening aspect of the 
overcast sky and the heayy showers 
that fell during the morning and the 
early part of the afternoon deterred 
many people from attending and mat­
erially diminished the gate receipts, 
urgently heeded by the Kelowna Am­
ateur^ Athletic Association at the out­
set of the season to meet necessary 
expenditure upon sportp requirements.
The grand stand was far from half 
filled and the bulk o f ‘the attendance 
seemed to .be congregated in the hun­
dred or so motor cars parked round 
the fence Of the playing field. Receipts 
at the gate showed a decrease of about 
$100 as compared with last year’s Em­
pire Day, and booth takings showed a 
similar falling-off.
Dissatisfied with the amount of trou­
ble he had caused, the demon of bad 
luck, or some other under-study Of thfe 
Clerk of the Weather, took a crack at 
the power line, with the.result that the 
“juice” was off for about a couple of 
hours in the evening, and the absence 
of light until about 9.15 p.m. showed 
its effects in a reduction of takings to 
the extent of about another $100 at the 
dance. ; ,
Owing to these adverse circumstan 
ces, the amounts available for behoof 
of the K; a . a . C. and as the City’s 
share towards interest and sinking fqnd 
on the Athletic Ground debentures 
will be considerably less, than usual, 
As soon as all accounts shall have been 
received, a meeting of the K. A. A. C. 
executive will be held in order to pre­
pare a statement of receipts and dis­
bursements, which will be published.
Unfavourable weather and scanty at­
tendance, however, did not prevent 
those who were present from enjoying 
an afternoon of excellent sport. - A 
drizzle kept up for a few minutes after 
the football match started, rendering 
the ground rather heavy, but the rest 
of the afternoon, although cloudy.^and 
cool, was marred by only one heavy 
shower, and the field quickly'got into 
reasonably good, condition for. the la­
crosse and baseball gimCs. All three 
games i^ere played with Vernon, and 
Kelowna gained a good Share of suc­
cess, winning at football and lacrosse 
and losing at baseball, so that rooters 
for both towns had something to crow 
about and were correspondingly happy.
garding the Kamloops-Kclowiia ' line 
of the C. N.R. ^
Sir George Foster suggested, after 
discussion, that no position be taken 
on the matter at this time and that 
there might be “a little quiet thought" 
on these questions.
The bill was’allowed to stand over 
for,further reference.
PSYCHIC NOW. FIGURES IN
CHICAGO MURDER CASE
CHICAGO, May 29.—Two instruc­
tors of the, private school attenclcd by 
Robert Franks, Chicago school boy, 
slain while his parcilts Waited to pay 
$10,000 ransom, were freed today on 
writs of habeas corpus when the po­
lice failed to place charges against 
them.
While the police cohtifiued to run 
down hundreds of clues offered hs so­
lutions of the mysterious kidnapping 
and murder, they were especially busy 
searching for ,a red-haired woman as 
a possible participant in the crime 
This red-haired woman angle came 
from two widely,different sources, one 
of them the attorney for the Franks 
family and the other a girl psychic, 
Eugenie Dennis, at present in Detroit. 
In a psychic discussion of the .case, 
Miss Dennis said that a man known to 
the Franks boy, accompanied by an­
other unknown' man and a red-haired 
woman, had lured th e ; boy into their 
automobile and, in attempting to sub 
due his outcries, he had been strangled 
by the woman’s skirt. '
The story from Detroit, when shown 
to the father of the dead boy and his 
personal attorney, Samuel Ettleson, 
brought out the information that they 
were also searching for a red-haired 
woman.
“She was seen hanging around the 
point at which Robert was abducted,” 
Ettleson said. “We're looking for a 
certain, man who can identify her. If 




Borora Are Playing Havoc With Flno 




OTTAWA, May 29.-—The question 
whether a divorce bill should grant to 
the innocent party the right to marry 
again is now being considered by the 
Private Bills Cot"™ltee of the House 
of Commons. The Senate, ,where div­
orce bills originate, has this year al­
tered the .form of bill in several res­
pects, the chief change being that the 
usual section granting the innocent par­
ty the right to remarry has b'‘“n drop­
ped. The whole question has been re- 





Kelowna, 6;' Vembn, 0
ROME, May 29.— Ît was reported 
lerq this afternoon that the recall of 
Prince Celascp Caetani, Italian am-;- 
jasador to the United States, is under 
consideration. Premier Mussolini and 
lis colleagues in' the Italian govera- 
nent are gfreatly disappointed that dip- 
omatic pressure at Washington has 
ailed to bring about modification of 
the immigration’law.
m
The football players .were punctual 
___ attendance and the game began 
close to the advertised hour, the kick­
off being taken about 1.15 p.m. Kelow­
na,' playing towards the nbrth end, 
pressed from the outset and had a 
shot at the Vernon goal but it went 
high. A corner is secured soon after.
CHINESE PIRATES HOLD
■ CANADIAN CAPTIVE
Tuesday morning. The final, which was Bush takes the ball, but Dean, the Ver- 
played in  the afternoon, proved a most! non old-tiiflet;'clears. After~some m pre
subject but would leave the Premier -  -- . - , t .u
to handle it in his speech, and speak and eyening of hstening to the
on taxation. He wished to remind all Metropolitan Sympho Band, an aggre- 
present that the provincial government Ration of musica talent secured by the 
hn,l r,.,lnr^H tHp ratP from ten mills Dominion Chautauquas at^ great ex--
pense. In the evening also Miss Hazel 
Eden, lyric soprano, and Mr. Newell,
affect people resident in other por­
tions of B.C., such as.the Lower Fraser
Valley, whereas the taxation question 
touched people in every part of B.C. 
It was therefore not fully understood 
in other portions of thĉ  province that, 
unless the question of irrigation were 
tackled rightly, numbers of farmers in 
the Dry Belt would have to Abaddon 
their holdings. He would, if elected.
lad reduced the rate fro  ten. ills 
to five mills on the dollar. Mr. Jones 
had stated that the asseMment should 
>e lower, which simply meant that the 
rate would have to be raised. That wiis 
not the proper solution, which, in his 
opinion, was to have a proper adjust­
ment of assessment, as if the farmers 
in (he Dry Belt were to have to pay 
double taxation, i.e. both for their land 
and for their water, they would not be 
etting the same deal as other parts of 
t. C.
The Irrigation Question.
Mr. Latta then went fully ipto the 
listory of irrigation in this part of the 
Interior and.stated that the system us­
ed at the time when the old water com­
panies were in existence of placing high 
values on land was economically un­
sound. The crop produced should nev­
er, in any case, have been included in 
the assessment. In his opinion, water 
taxes, if imposed at all, should be 
spread over a period of years. The tax 
on trees he considered to be unjust and 
the government had. been brought to 
view it as such after^carefully consider­
ing arguments of Messrs. MacDonald, 
Reekie and Casorso, and it was now 
understood that this tax would be ab­
olished. (Applause). He reminded the 
meeting that in 1904 there were only 
two water systems in this part of the 
0 ’'''nagan, that these afterwards in-̂  
«B«^cd to some fifteen or twenty and 
iiT^irr 1914 most of the water compan­
ies were bankrupt. In 1915 the Con­
servative government had had a report 
made bn the irrigation question but had 
done absolutely nothing to improve 
matters. The Conservatives had, the 
speaker stated, no policy il.en and still
(Continued on Page 7)
tenor, were heard, thus music lovers 
were enabled to enjoy a great variety 
of first-class music. The orchestra de­
lighted all by -playing ensemble num­
bers w'hich gave evidence of the high 
technical, skill of its members, besides 
which there were various cornet, trom­
bone and other solos. The vocalists 
were also heard to great advantage. 
Miss Eden singing splendidly, her won­
derfully clear and well modulated voice 
being specially pleasing in the operatic 
selections rendered, while Mr. Newell 
was truly delightful to listen to, his 
singing and great charm of manner 
captivating the audience and calling 
for many encores. Perhaps the most 
pleasing part of the entire programme 
were the duets sung by these artistes.
exciting match and was followed by 
an interested gallery. Through the 
courtesy of the Vernon Golf Club, we 
have been favoured with the following 
detailed account of the play:—
“Few players can produce their best 
golf in a final and this was no excep­
tion; both Mrs. Rees and Mrs. Mac­
Donald can play better golf. Mrs. Rees 
took the lead early and maintained it 
throughout the first half; turning one 
up, then winning the 10th and 11th, she 
increased her lead to three holes and 
appeared to have the game well in 
hand, her short game and putting being 
very steady. She lost the 12th and 
13th, getting an unplayable ball in the 
bushes at the latter hole, and her lead 
slipped back to one. Going to the 14th, 
Mrs. MacDonald hit a beautiful tee 
shot whilst Mrs. Rees failed to carry 
the burn and paid a penalty stroke for 
dropping behind, but making a splendid 
recovery and holing a 12-foot putt, she 
managed to secure a half. The 15th 
was also halved and Mrs. MacDonald, 
holing a tricky putt on the 16th, squar­
ed the match. The 17th was halved in 
4 and the match, was all even. Coming
to the 18th, both players got away 
fair drives, but the Kelowna player had
RUMANIAN KING
HAS NARROW ESCAPE
LONDON, May 29.—King Ferdin­
and of Rumania is reported by .the 
Bucharest correspondent of the Daily 
Express to have narrowly escaped 
death during a prolonged series .of ex­
plosions which occurred in the cent­
ral ammunition depot; two miles west 
of the Rumanian capital, yesterday. 
The King, the correspondent states, 
approached so near the arsenal that 
General Madtresco was obliged to drag 
him away, and a shelljell and exploded 
on the spot where he had been stand­
ing. The correspondent savs it is be­
lieved several workmen were killed. 
A girls’ school nearby caught firci Some 
of the children in it escaped, while the 
fate of others is unknown.
a grassy lie and did not get sufficient 
length to enable her to reach the green 
with her third. Playing two more, how­
ever, she holed a very nice putt of 
eight feet with her opponent still two 
yards from the hole, but Mrs. Mac­
Donald after much deliberation sank 
it and took the lead for the first time 
in the match, on the last green, and af­
ter all that is when a lead counts most.” 
Tea was afterwards served on the 
verandah of the Club House, and then 
Mrs. Corrigan, with Mr, Cossitt as 
spokesman, presented the prizes to the 
winners.
The event throughout ivas a great 
success, the course being in excellent 
condition and the weather agreeably 
cool but fine, and the Kelowna visitors 
speak enthusiastically of the hosi ' 
shown them by the Vernon Clul
pressing by Kelowna, the play is trans­
ferred for a time to mid-field, where 
Kelowna is awarded a free kick, which 
Kinnear takes, dropping the ball in 
front of the Vernon goal with a splen­
did effort. The Vernon backs clear 
and their forward line in a pretty of­
fensive carry the play to the Kelowna 
stronghold, forcing Lewis to save. 
Keeping up their attack, the ball is 
sent high over the Kelowna cross-bar. 
Not to be denied, the northerners con­
tinue forcing the locals and get a cou ­
ple of corners in quick succession, nei­
ther of which, however, they arc able 
to convert. Lewis, Kinnear and Bert 
■\Voods are kept busy by the oppo.sing 
front line, and Lewis is again called 
on to clear. The pressure is relieved by 
the Kelowna half-backs, who get the 
ball away and it is quickly passed tc 
the Vernon goal, where a corner is ob­
tained. Bruce Dean kicks but Mattock 
clears. Further pressure on the Ver­
non goal is broken' and the Vernon 
forward line gives a good display of 
combination, beating the Kelowna 
backs and forcing Lewis, who, howev­
er, is equal to the occasion. Vernon 
played brilliantly up to this time and 
looked dangerous, but they seemed to 
lose “pep” gradually thereafter and 
their Subsequent assaults upon the Ke­
lowna citadel lacked the combination 
and energy displayed at the outset..
The local half-backs getting con­
trol, the play is carried to the visitors’ 
territory and Burt essays a long shot, 
which goes past. Vernon retaliates with 
an excursion to the south end but Lew­
is is unbeatable and the ball again 
travels north. A straight but slow 
shot for the Vernon goal is easily, sav­
ed by Mattock, but soon after Kelow­
na’s first tally is registered by Burt 
cleverly heading .in a well-judged pass 
from Billy 'Woods. Within a minute or 
so, Kelowna gtts a corner. The ball 
is well placed and Billy Woods drives 
the ball past Mattock for goal number 
two. Ejtcfouragcd by their success, the
PEKIN, May 29.—C. B. Chamber- 
ain. United • States Vice-Consul at 
Ganton, has gone to Wuchow, in 
Kwangsi Province, to urge action by 
he local authorities to obtain the re­
ease of four missionaries, including 
a Canadian, Rev. R. A. Jafftay, of To­
ronto, head of the Christian Missionary 
Alliance at Wuchow, and twenty Chin, 
ese taken captive recently by pirates 
who captured the motor boat “Roan­
oke,” owned by the American Southern 
'Baptist Mission at Wuchow. The cap­
tives were all blindfolded and taken to 
the pirates’ mountain stronghold.
LIBERALS REFRAIN FROM
DEFEATING LABOURITES
LONDON, May 29.—Prime Minis­
ter Ramsay MacDonald indicated in 
the House of Commons today that if
With the exception of Aid Latta, alf 
the members of the City Council were 
present at the regular meeting oh Mon­
day . night,, which was considerably 
shorter than usual.
A letter was read from the Secretary ' 
of the Kelowna Volunteer Fire Brig­
ade, informing the Council that Ddvera 
F. Gore and C, McPhcc had handbd in - 
their' resignations to . the Brigade‘oa 
May 12th, that these had been held 
until May 19th, when Driver McPhcc 
reconsidered his decision to resign,'' and. 
that the Brigade had seen fit to rctaia 
the services of the latter. On the'Oth­
er hand, the resignation of Driver 
Gore would take effect on May 31st, 
and the Brigade therefore asked the 
Council to take immediate action , ia  . 
regard to the matter. . ' •
, The contents of the Icjtter came as a. . 
surprise tp most of the members of 
the Council, and general regret was ex­
pressed that Mr. Gore had. decided : to< 
resign his position. Not wishing to 
take any . precipitaite action,: it was ;a- 
greed to leave the matter in the handa 
of. Aid. Latta, chairman of the. Kirc 
Protection and Buildings Committee, 
with a view to retaining the services 0» , 
Mr. Gore, if possible, subject, to : the 
approval of the Brigade. , j  , '
A letter from Mr. J, G. StuarL ift 
charge of municipal marketing, Live V 
Stock Branch, Dominion Department 
of Agriculture, stated that his branch 
was very much interested in the muni­
cipal marketing of farm produce and , 
therefore would like a copy of thie city 
By-Law governing any local market.
The Clerk was instructed^ to reply 
that the market in Kelowna is not rua 
under municipal auspices, but by the ■ 
Kelowna Women’s Institute, and there ' 
was therefore no Market By-Law in 
existence. ‘ ^
Mr. H. B. Burtch wrote to theuffect 
that he had been purchasing kitchen 
refuse from the hotels and restaurants- 
for seyeral years past, and he wouldi
like to be informed as to what stepsi 
he would’have to take to retain this.
privilege while conforming with the 
requirements of the new Garbage Col­
lection By-Law. ' '■
Aid. Shepherd, chairman of the 
Health Committee, said it was possible 
that the City Scavenger might want 
to exercise the privilege now; enjoyed 
by Mr, Burtch and might not wish ,to 
handle the rest of the garbage collec­
tion, without it. At the same '.time, it 
would create a hardship to take away 
from Mr. Burtch the benefits of the 
collection he had been carrying on for 
so long, and to place the handling of 
the garbage in the hands of the City 
Scavenger vî ould deprive the hotels 
and restaurants of the revenue they de­
rived from sale of swill to Mr. Burtch. 
He suggested that_ it might be feasible 
to.grant a special licence to Mr. Burtch 
for handling such material, with pro­
vision that he conform to the require­
ments of the By-Law. -
The'matter was discussed at length, 
proving a knotty problem on account 
of the fact that the By-Law provides 
a scale of charges fof collection of gar-’ 
bage from hotels and restaurants, 
while Mr. Burtch has beeq paying 
these places for the privilege of taking. 
their refuse for pig feed. It was fin­
ally left to Aid. Shepherd, the City 
Clerk and effy Superintendent to sug­
gest some means of dealing with .the 
case.
Reporting in regard to the tourist 
camp, Aid. Knowles drew attention to 
the fact that the Board of Trade had 
gone on record as opposed to the col­
lection of any charge fo r_use of the 
camp, while the general opinion of the 
public at large, so far as he could as­
certain, favoured a charge, being made. 
The matter would have to settledl 
forthwith, as the carnp was now rapid­
ly approaching readiness for occupam- 
cy. The first shelter was about com­
plete, and he expected the site would 
be able to accommodate a certain num­
ber of campers at the end of the cur­
rent week. Tourists were already ar­
riving and, pending completion of/the 
camp, he advised they be given per­
mission to camp elsewhere in the Park 
for a few days. His committee had met
his government should be defeated to- the Gyro Club and, after discussion.
tu the xi,,. Vin/I tirtt CTO nheadnight on a test vote, it would go 
country in a general election. After 
this pronouncement the fate of the 
government was considered to be in 
the balance, with chances against it, 
jut the tension has been relieved by 
still later statement by Rt. Hon. 
!I. H. Asquith, Liberal leader, that his 
party will not vote against the gov­
ernment. There is therefore^ every 
prospect that the Labourites will wea­
ther the storm.
WAR FRAUD CASES
NEXT IN ORDER Ihj U.S.
WASHINGTON, May 29.—Vigor­
ous prosecution of war fraud cases by
the Department of Justice is to start 
at once. AttorneyrGencral Stone an­
nounced today. He estimates .th<it ab­
out $50,000,000 is at stake in the Ciyil^^^  ̂ auv.v-v.v.v....ft ........... ....... -
suits which the government will u n d e r - r e g a r d  to  
take. - . .
the latter had decided not to go ahead 
with the shelter they had contemplated 
erecting, instead of which they had/un- 
dertaken to provide necessary lavatory 
arrangements, which would constitute 
a very valuable contribution.
Satisfaction was expressed by his. 
colleagues with Aid, Knowles’ report, 
especially in regard to the readiness b£ 
the Gyros to meet the views of the 
Council, and authority was given to* 
permit camping in the Park by tour­
ists elsewhere than at the camp until 
such time as the latter is ready for oc­
cupancy. It was also decided, by res­
olution, to meet one-half of the cost of 
employment of Mr. W. M. Crawford as. 
publicity agent at the tourist camp fbr 
the months of May, June, July, Aug­
ust and September, the City’s share to* 
be $12.50 for the first month and 2̂5.00*
for each s cceeding month While np»
DISTINGUISHED FRENCH
DIPLOMATIST PASSES
(Continued on Page 4)
PARIS, May 29.—Paul Cambon, 
Grcnch ambassador to Great Britain 
Tom 1898 to 1920, died yesterday, aged 
Jl. He vifas one of the foremost mcm- 
)crs of the French diplomatic service, 
and had held posts at Madrid and Con­
stantinople before his long period of 
representation of France in London.
camp charges, the opinions exipressed 
by aldermen seemed to indicate adher­
ence to the intention previously ex- 
pre.ssed of levying a fee of 50 cents, 
per 'day. '' ' ■;
Aid. Knowles also reported with re­
ference to thC' serious -jijaihagc being; 
done by borers to Carolina poplars on 
the city streets. Several trees, he ista- 
ted, had already been killed by these 
pests, which bore into the trunks at














GROWERS, SHIPPERS & PACKERS
We are prepared to undertalce the 
managernent of a few good commercial 
orchards near Kelowna.
Write for interview:— ^
p. O. BOX No. 593 PHONE 200
ORCHARDS MADE TO PAY ”
24-tfc
C O A L
BACKED BY | l f |  A |
Service and Quality y U l I L
■ ' ' ■ -1 •. ■ ■ '
YOUK ORDERS W ILI, BE APPRECIATED AND  




H A U G  S O N
in Masons* Supplies and Coal
P.O. Box 166





Enamelled steel Refrigerators with cork insulation do not 
warp, do not get sour and , soggy. They last a life-time
and will save you m oney on yo u r ice D ill.
W E HANDLE THEM.
VERANDAH BLINDS AND RUGS—All siies.
CAMP BEDS AND MATTRESSES.
FOLDING CHAIRS, BASKETS, ETC.
KCLOW M  rURNITVRE COM PANY
LUM BER
DIMENSIONS—all sizes. SHINGLES, No. 1 and 2.
DRY SHIPLAP—in Pine or Fir. ̂  ^  
COAST FINISHING MATERIAL—Best Quality. 
SASH, DOORS and W INDOW S  
Let' us figure on your requirements. Satisfaction guaranteed.
PROMPT DELIVERY Liberal Discounts for Cash.
THE KELOWNA SANMIU CO.. LTD.
Electrification of the Canadian^Pac-
ific Railway in this provin^cc 'is being 
seriously considered by the manage- 
nicnt • ■ * .
The convention of the' B;G. Branch 
of the Retail Merchants* Association of 
Canada will be held at Merritt on June 
4, 5 and 6. t
THK KELOW NA COURIBR AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST THURSDAY, MAY 29th, 1924
B O Y  SCOUT C O LU M N
Troop First t Self Last I
Edited by “Pioneer.”
lot Kelowna Troop.
May 27th, 1924. 
Orders by Command for week end­
in g  June 5di, 1924:
_uties: Orderly Patrol for week. 
Owls; next for duty, Lynx.
Rallies: The combmedTroop will ral­
ly. at the Scout Hall bh Friday, May 
30th, Monday, June 2nd, and Thurs­
day, June Sth, at 7 p.m. The last mon- 
tioned Rally will be for the purpose 
of holding a full dress rehearsal for 
the Entertainment, the first perform- 
•uicc of which is to be given on the 
following Friday evening. It follows, 
therefore,' that full Uniform must be 
worn at. this Rally.. «  ,
On Saturday of this week the Patrol 
Leaders go oft on an over-night camp. 
The combination of illness from
which he recently suffered, approaching. . . .  .. . ------- i._old age and the fact that he expects 
to be leaving town during the sbmmcrillj  t o *:—— > 
have led P.L. Lloyd Cunningham of 
the Owl Patrol to hand in his rcsigna_..I MM. fitICAtStion, which; under these circumstances, 
we had very regretfully to accept. We 
arc also equally sorry to receive the
resignation of 2nd Howarjd McCarthy 
of th “  ' “  ‘uk w.c Eagle Patrol, for similar good 
reasons. At the Court of Honour held 
on the 23rd inst., to consider these re­
signations, 2nd W. Longlcyjof the Owl 
Patrol was promoted to be Patrol Lea­
der, and Scout Harry Campbell of the 
Lynx Pitrol was chosen by P.L. E. 
Williams of the Eagle Patrol to be his 
Second, which appointment was con­
firmed by the Court 6f Honour, as was 
also that of Scout W. Knowles to be 
Second of the Beavers. ■ .
We are very glad to have the tOl- 
lowin^ notes for publication in connec­
tion with the Okanagan Mission Pack 
of Wolf Cubs which was formed some­
thing over five months ago under Rev. 
Mr. Davis as Cubmaster, with Mrs. 
Bond as Assistant Liady Cubmaster. 
They were fbrmed with a roll of 19 
Cubs, consistmg of: The Grey Wolves 
—Sixer Archie Stubbs anfl Cubs D. 
Murdoch, T. Gaitskill, T .‘ Stubbs; G. 
Baldwin ' and , Jack Bell; the Broi;^ 
Wolves—Sixer Kenneth Bond, D. 
Reed, D. Ford, D. Hobson, ^B. Farris 
and F. Thorneloe; and the B la^  
Wolves—Sixer Ronald Gaitskill, E. 
Dodd, C. Chaplin, R- Simeon, _D. 
Stubbs, P. Mallam and D. Hall. The 
following form the Local Committee: 
—President, Mr; G, B. Ford; Amcc- 
President, Mr. J. W. Bell; Hon. Sec. 
and Treasurer, Mr. L. D. Browrie-Clay- 
ton; Committee: Messrs. H. C. Mallam 
and H. B. Surtees. ,
Most of the Pack have now passed 
their 1st Star test and are looking for­
ward tq a summer camp with] the East 
Kelowna Pack. An enjoyable/after- 
ribon was spent at Cedar Creek on Sat- 
uiday, May 10th, when each .Cub cook­
ed his own meal. The afternoon was 
spent in playing Cub games and bath­
ing. On Saturday,-June 14th, they hope 
to have another outing at Cedar C^ek, 
when their brother Cubs from the East
Kelowna Pack will join'them.
We here extend an invitation to all 
Scouts and Cubs of the District to at­
tend any of the performances of, our 
Entertainment, but would ask tiiat in 
doing so they wear their Scout or Cub 
uniform, and if they have not a uni­
form, then that they wear their button 
badge.
VALUE O F  ARSENICAL SPRAYS
Biting Insects and How To Get Them
(By H. H. Evans, Department of Ag­
riculture, Vernon) r
The insurance of pewonar property 
is recognized as an indi^Hdual snd na­
tional necessity. Insurance of the food 
supply of a nation can be placed m a 
similar category.  ̂ .
■ I t is a recognized fact that the high­
er the degree of development reached 
in either the plant or ahimal kingdoms, 
and the more intensive becomes the 
cultivation and breeding of the same, 
so they become more subject to r ^ -  
ages of pests.and diseases. If this fac­
tor is borne in mind, the producer will 
be in a certain degree forewarned to 
■the advent of many of the pests and di­
seases with which he may have to 
contend. Some of the pests and dis­
eases of fruit and vegetables are con­
tinually with us; others are more Or 
less periodic and only become of econ­
omic importance over intermittent per­
iods. * , V A tThe Codling Moth and Lesser Apple 
' Worm .
These two pests have been placed 
under the same heading owing_t6 the 
similarity of their feeding habits and 
the methods of control for both pests. 
Wherever the Codling Moth has be­
come firmly established it is annually 
the cau^e of tremendous economic 
waste; it is very difficult of eradicat­
ion once firmly established in an orch­
ard section devoted to growing of ap­
ples and pears. In the Okanagan the 
pest is two-brooded and in some sec­
tions there may possibly be three 
broods. The Lesser Apple Worm is 
often mistaken for the Codling Moth, 
owing to their similarity in appearance 
and the fact that both worms enter and 
feed upon the flesh of the fruit; in both 
cases ruining the fruit for market. Egg 
laying of the moths of these, two pests 
commences at or shortly after the blos­
som period. Owing to the extended em­
ergence of the moths, egg laying is ex- 
tended over a considerable period, 
which is an important feature to be 
borne in mind when planning control 
or preventive spraying.
In quarantine areas for Codling Moth' 
Control the Department of Aj^iculturc 
have worked along definite lints, and 
arc obtaining good results from, such 
measures. Growers situated outside 
quarantine areas should use every en­
deavour to prevent the spread of these 
two pests by protective sprays and 
should not fail to apply an arsenate of 
lead spray at the calyx stage and a 
cover spray two 6r three weeks later; 
the rate of application is one pound of 
arsenate of lead to forty gallons of 
water.
Fruit Tree Leaf Roller
Much has already been written re­
garding this destructive worm, a pn'cat 
deal more should and*no doubt will be 
written in an earnest effort to bring to 
the attention of the orchardist the des- 
ructive nature of this pest and the ab- 
soluto necessi^ of adequate^ control 
measures, This worm over-winters in 
the egg stage on twigs and limbs.
IJIN T E R
(By M. S. Middleton, B.S.A., District 
Horticulturist, Vernon) •
Winter Injury occurs in many dif­
ferent forms upon fruit trees but one 
of the most common is th.it of injury to 
the trunks' and main branches; this is 
usually termed “Sunscald”. This form 
of Winter Injury has been observed 
pretty generally throughout the north 
end of the Okanafjan Valley this 
spring. It is practically confined tb 
the Cambium or growing layer on the 
trunks and main branches, extending 
•from near the ground upwards two to 
three feet, ajid is more severe and gen­
erally to be found on the more tender 
varieties. The trouble is usually found 
bn the West or North side of the tree. 
This year it is principally on the North 
side. It cannot be detected except by 
cutting through the bark and examin­
ing the condition of the Cambium. If 
this examination reveals a light yel­
low or greenish colour, the trees may 
be passed as all right, but should the 
incision show a dark brown to armqst 
a black colour, further attention must 
be given immediately or the tree vvill 
suffer to a greater or lcs.s extent ac­
cording to the severity of the injury. 
■The degree of injury may vary with 
-different trees in the orchard.
The serious part of a;ll the trunk 
forms of Winter Injury is that they arc 
seldom noticed in time to effect a cure, 
usually the winter injured or sunscald- 
cd trees arc dead or dying before they 
arc discovered by the grower. In some 
cases the bark will spilt and heave a- 
way from the wood and later dry up 
and leave a blaze bn the affected side. 
In other cases the bark may cling on 
to the trunk and dry rot start up which 
later works into the trunk of the tree. 
It is with all this in mind that the fol­
lowing recommendations for its prop­
er treatment arc being made. ^
That a thorough examination of the 
Cambium of all your trees be made bv 
making a slight cut ̂ with a knife. If 
any discolouration is found, immed­
iately gouge or slit them up and down 
the length and breadth of the injury. 
These slits should be made from VA to 
2 inches apart (a,farrier’s knife with a 
curved blade kept sharp makes an 
ideal tool to gouge out the slit 4n t̂he 
bark). The slits should be made just 
as "^narrow as possible but must reach 
through the bark down to the Gamb^ 
um. These slits heal over from both 
sides and by fall the tres will be quite 
healthy. / \
The theory of the practice is that the 
iniurv which is caused by numerou.s 
cells having been ruptured, and the cell 
sap brought in contact with the air in 
the air spaces, creates "oxidation, hence 
the brbwh discolouration. Later^a fer­
mentation gives rise to the term sour­
ing.” The result being, if the souring 
is allowed to go bn, the bark over the 
affected part dies and later dries up and 
peels off, leaving a blaze or scald on 
the tree. This blaze may be a good 
deal larger that the original injury, as 
the drying up or cracking'of the bark 
often separates it from the “vilood for a 
greater distance. I t is on account of 
the above that the slitting is advised. I t  
allows the sunshine (tne greatest 
infectant we have) to enter and tb 
gases to escape, and as a result new cell 
growth will bei encouraged and healing 
take place. ;
UnfoTtunatel'y, this operation will 
not effect a permanent cure, as subse- 
querit weather conditions may again 
cause the trouble, but the operation can 
be repeated, if necessary, with just as 
effective results.'
As mentioned above, this form of 
Winter Injury is most common on 
what we consider to be pur more ten^ 
der varieties and is generally found 
with’n three feet of the ground, so that 
there, appears great possibilities m the 
practice' of “double-working by top 
working the susceptible tender .so- 
to hardv resistant stocks with a view to 
preventing the above source of trou­
ble. This, however, is a large^ subject 
in itself and can be dealt with m a fut­
ure article.
G L E N M O R E
Ranchers have been busy with calyx 
spray and thinning will bepin in about 
ten days as apples arc sizing up well. 
Wc think some of those “wise folks,” 
who think that ranchers are making 
“mountains out of molehills" when 
they state what it costs, to maintain 
an orchard, would tell a different talc 
if they had to pay for continual spray­
ing, three at least being necessary for 
perfect fruit. Their eyes would be op­
ened if they had to pay the expenses 
on a tcuracrc orchard for one, year. 
There arc still some, who from their 
criticism of the fruit grower still think 
he sits dbwn and watches his fruit 
grow till it falls into his lap beautifully 
matured. Who is there in the fruit bu­
siness who docs not pare his cxpcn.scs 
down as much as possible? But unless 
he provides fertilizer, cover crops ami 
performs all other orchard practices 
faithfully, which take capital, he can­
not increase production or obtain ,A1 
fruit.
I 'll’ >(■
A number of our young people plan­
ned and carried out a most aucccssful 
picnic-to, Nahun on Saturday, May 24, 
returning next day. Those providing 
car accommodation were, Miss Ritchie, 
Messrs. R. Stuart, P. Rankin and A. 
Rankin.
New water shcdules were issued 
this week, as owing to the dry season 
there is a shortage of water in the 
dam. Instead of water every other 
week, it is now available for seven 
consecutive days every third week;, ■ • ♦ IN'
Tennis enthusiasts have'been busy 
on the courts, which are now in fine 
shape for play. Will those who enjoy 
this fine recreation apply for member­
ship arid show their appreciation of 
the work done?
Where applications of oil ernuhions 
were given in the dormant period and 
the work done in . a thorough manner, 
good results have been obtained. ̂  Even 
with the best of spraying, it is impos- 
sible to 100 per cent of the eerRS 
covered on large trees. Fpr the above 
reason it becomes essential that lor 
adequate protection an arsenate of lead 
spray should be applied in the calyx 
period at the rate of two pounds of 
arsCnate of lead to 40 gallons of water
The Oblique Banded Leaf Roller and 
The Bud Worm
These worms differ from the Fruit 
Tree Leaf Roller in that they over-win­
ter as partly grown worms spun up m 
a silken case in any convenient crevice 
of the tree: so far, these cases seem to 
be impervious to the action ot oil 
sprays, and owing to this feature we 
must place our dependence for control 
in the arsenical sprays.  ̂ As these two 
worms leave their winter quarters ear­
ly in the season to start feeding, early 
applications ot spray are necessary. 
At least one spraying should be given 
prior to or by the early pink stage of 
the blossom; followed by the calyx 
application.
Eggs of these two pests are laid on 
the foliage in early summer durinp: the 
month of June. Where infestation is 
heavy, another arsenate of lead applic­
ation should be given during the latter 
part of June or early July, depending 
on the hatching period. No definite 
date can be given. T w o' pounds of 
arsenate of lead to 40 gallons of wat­
er is advised for each of these three 
sprays. ,
Green Apple Worm, Measi^ing Wo. 
rm. Tussock Moth Larvae, Tent Cat­
erpillars, and various other solitary and 
colony worms a re ! also controlled by 
the application of arsenate of lead as 
recommended above. It may be advis­
able to point out a few features neces­
sary to success in combating any or­
chard pest. They arc the correct mat­
erials at proper strengths. Correct time 
of application. Adequate equipment of 
high efficiency loaded only according 
■to its average capacity. The addition 
'of a casein spreader to all sprays at the 
rate ol l A  pounds to the tanks,_ adds 
materially to the spray’s efficiency. 
Most important of all is the best man 
possible on the end of spray rod or gun 
to ensure a thorough job.
• The combination bpray of arsenate 
of lead, lime sulphur and nicotine sul­
phate 40 per cent at this period is good 
insurance.
Would it not be wise for dog owners 
to keep tab on their pets? An animal 
that destroys young pheasants and dis­
turbs the setting hens should not be 
allowed its liberty. One of these can­
ines got busy betweeri Sunday evening 
and Monday morning near town. Out 
of a dozen ducklings over eight weeks 
old, he selected eight and left them ly­
ing dead. Who can be proud of or pet 
an animal’like that? Surely the owner 
must know of this characteristic in his 
dog.
iMr. and Mrs. J. N. Cushing, with 
Mr. A. Sorel, returned from their trip 
to the South on Monday afternoon. 
They left by the 9 o’/clock ferry on 
Wednesday, so completed a trip of 
about 1,000 miles in five and a half 
days, making .fine time. The first day, 
they made Chelan, stopping at Lake 
Chelan, the “Switzerland of America:,” 
a distance of 200 miles. On Thursday, 
they reached Wenatchee, where some 
oFthe orchards were visited. Mr. Pet­
ers was on hand (many, will remember 
his thinning demonstratibris in this 
district), and gladly gave information 
on the fruit situation. ^
Frost injury varied in the Wenat'^ 
chee district. Some sections were al­
most wiped out, others have SO per 
cent crop and again* others have 75 per 
cent crop. In consequence, good prices 
are expected. The prune districts have 
suffered heavily. A beautiful twelve- 
acre orchard was visited which usually 
returns the owner 12,000 packed boxes. 
This year he estimated his crop at 
2,000 boxes. - ■
Orchard machinery attracted Mr. 
Cushing, especially a new Dering dit­
cher., Stationary spray plants are in­
creasing, in number and . are found to 
be a _great improvement over spray 
machines'. A home-mixed oil is also 
being largely used. , .
It is. interesting to nOfe that Orien­
tals are not employed iri the thinning 
operations which have commenced, this 
being about ten days earlier than in 
the Okanagan.
From Wenatchee the journey was 
continued through Blewitt Pass, over 
Echo Hill and Snoqualmie Pass (where 
snow banks many feet high are still 
.much in evidence) to . North Bend, 
forty-five miles from Seattle, where a
T m i e  E c o i i b m y
Is  inot s o  n r n c li  w lhot y o t i  payt'otf* oai 
a s*tic le  o s  w lhot y o u  iu  s»©tum .
H441.
I s  l i i c o m p o r o b l ©  i n  v a l u e .  T r y  i t  t o d a y *
SE E D  CORN
It is time to plant FIELD aifid SW EET  
CORN. Wc have a very complete stock 
at the present time so advise placing your 
orders now. :
SPRAYS
Black Leaf 40. 
Paris Green.
Lime Sulphur. Arsenate of Lead. 
Everything suitable for the bugs.
■ * STOCK YARD MANURE
Car Lots only ........................................................$3.60 per ton
GASOLINE AND OILS
HAY STRAW
Wc keep open Saturday nights.








f f o n i a t c o
** T/be Universal IV.allboard
Finish Y our Interior 
The Lamatco Way
Cover your shiplap or V-joint walls and ceilings with Lamatco 
J'^-inch three-ply veneer, then finish in kalsomine, flat wall fiaint, 
wallpaper, or in beautiful natural grain finishes. Six standard widths 
make possible a variety of panel design which will permanently beau­
tify your home, your office or your store. Write for samples and 
literature.
For natural grain panelling use Lamatco Finishes and get per­
fect results. , ‘ -
For Sale By
lEGKIE HARDWARE LIMITED, Kelowna, B.G.
Manufactured By
Laminated Materials Co., Ltd.,
New Westminster, B. C.
w m .
■an
stop over was made. Seattle was rea­
ched at 10 a.m. Friday and the day was 
spent in shopping and a visit to some 
of the shows. A beautiful road was 
traversed to Lake Stevens and Ever­
ett, and the homeward trip completed 
a very enjoyable short holiday.
The rain on Tuesday was welcomed 
by all, the only trouble wasf that it did 
not last long enough. Like Oliver 
Twist, we still venture, to ask for more. 
At the end of three to five days we
might cry 'enough.”
. Several “ Hello Bills” made the trip 
to yernon on Tuesday night from 
Glenmore, viz., Messrs. J . ' N. Cush­
ing, R. E. J. Hunt, F. Paul, M. Paige 
and F. McLaren.
• Work has been: started on the new 
pile trestle bridge on the Penticton- 
Summerland road, where it crones the 
Okanagan river at the outlet of Okan­
agan lake. ' /
iSnii
Provincial Elections Act
SOUTH OKANAGAN ELECTORAL DISTRICT
P U B L I C  N O T I C E
Is hereby given that the hereunder stated names and 
addresses of Agents of Candidates have been declared in
writing to m e • •
Candidate Names of Agents Addresses of Agents
J. W. JONES ....  ........ ......Edwin Clyde Weddell ............................. Kelowna, B. C.
C. B. LATTA ................  ..... Andrew Walter Hamilton. .Kelowna, B.. C.at y
J. W. S. LOGIE
H. B. D. LYSONS
.William Simpson ....  ....... ........... .....Summerland, B. C.
.Berkeley Henry Belson ......... ............... Kelowna, B. C.
.Allen Edgar Ross .............. .................... ..Kelowna, B. C.
.Hugh Williams-.......... ..... ....................... .Peachland, B. C.
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ffcwdi of the Bank c( Montreal lias cloself
coixiddod widi chegitadlual devdopmmt o fO inaicfa i 
irom a i b ^  txiiohf to a gre^ . , *
’ liidheBank's westw^a^vancetodie Pacific Goast̂  one of die important 
(inks in its transcontinental chain of Branc^ was fiumed ia zS^S at 
B̂V̂ hinip̂  w l^  the Bank opened its first Branch west of the Gteat 
lakes, ■ ,. ■
IThis forward step̂  taken seven y'rars hefbtie railway conimunication was 
opened up betwem Montreal and Winnipeg, made available to, the 
incoming jpopiiladoii on the prairies the stabilizing oHiperatiori of a 
strong, conservative and at the same time energetic financial institution*
O f the Bankas 567 Blanches, 12 arc situate in Winnipeg 
and x8o in the Praide Provinces, including Winnipeg.
Established over lOO years
TEhtal A s s e ts  i n  e x c e s s  o f  ^ 6 5 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0
Chnrlca Thco. Bcoscrer. SOFT CREPE FROCK HAS UN- 
,USUAL CRYSTAL BEAD DESIGN
»r you (
-Hujrh j. Williams.
■'oliiViolin Solo&—ta) Mazurka 
narski); (b) Moment Musicalc (Schu­
bert).—^Annie Martin.
Vocal Selections—(a) "Wanderers’ 
Night Song" (Rubenstcin); (b) "The 
Swallow" .(Scrradcll).—Truman Trio.
Cornet Solos—(a) The Blind Girl's 






M U TU A LITY
•‘The woman you vowed to love, cherish and protect 
deserves all the comfort you can give her while you live 
and the protection of adequate insurance should you die.
Heed the advice of old age and insure now while you
ible.can. The day may come when you are not insural 
Be a Mutualist.”
Let us send you pur booklet, "Life Insurance at Gk>st.
i^ M U T U A L U F E











lo); (b) Elegy (Massenet).—Grace A 
dams East.
Baritone Solos—(a) "O Flower of 
All" (Metcalf); (b) "Gbod Night" 
(Bischoff).—Clarence H. Oliver.
Address—"The Evolution of the 
Pipe Orgaii. ’—Charles H. J. Truman.
Vocal Selection—(a) “Annie Laurie" 
(Gcibcl); (b) "Marcheta”. (Schcrtzln- 
gcr),—Truman Male puartcttc.
(5rg.'in Solo—Reverie (Bcsscrcr),' 
Charles Thco. BcsSercr.
Vocal Selection—-"Crucifik” (Figure). 
—Truman Trio.
Whistling Duct-7-“Moon ^oths" 
(Kussener).—Shirley Irvine and El­
aine Bucklund.
Tenor Solos—(a) ''I Hear a Thrush 
at Eve" (Cadman); (b) "Then You'll 
Remember Me," from "The Bohemian 
Girl" (Balfc).—Robert M- Battispn.
Contralto Solos—(a) -Tn an Old 
Fashioned Town" (Squires); (b) 
“Dream Tryst" (Cadman); (c) "Sonny 
Boy" (Curran).—Ruth Hall Crandall.
, Cornet Solos—(a) “I  Love You Tru­
ly" (Bond); (b) ‘̂Just A-Wcaryin’ For 
You” (Bpnd).-=-Gracc Adams East.
Vocal Selections—(a) "Schneider’s 
Band”; (b) Winter Song (Bullard).— 
Truman Male Quartette.
Viplin Solos—(a) Norwegian Dance 
Grieg); (b) "Le Cygne,” the Swan 
Saint-Saens).—Armine Martin.
Bass Solos-^(a) “Roadways” (Dens- 
more) ; (b) “I’m a Jolly Old Rover” 
(O’Hara).—^Charles H. Lloyd.
Vocal Selections-T-(a) “The Garden 
of Your Heart” (Dorcl); (b) "The 
End of a Perfect Day” (Bond).—Tru­
man Trio.
Saturday, June 7
8 p.m.—Accompanying the Carey 
Male Quartette, Joseph B. Carey, 
blind composer of music, will enter­
tain the audience of KGO, offering his 
own compositibns. ; '
. Instrumental Selections—(a) Moo'r 
ish Night'Song (Rasch);, (b) Negro 
Song.—Aripn Trio. .
Vocal Selections—(a) "Moonlight 
(CareyV; (b) "My Old Irish Mother" 
(Carey).—Carey Male Quartette. , 
Euphonium Solos—(a) The Kerry 
Dance (Molloy); (b) “Good-bye” (Tos-. 
ti.—Ernest Paul Alwyn.
Piano Solos—(a) Etude, Opus, 36 
(MacDowell); (b) Second Nocturne 
(Chopin).—Marian Kinnisten.
Reading—"Bradfoid, You’re Fired;’’ 
—̂ Guy B. Kibbee.
Violin Solos—(a) Elegie (Massen­
et); (b) Gypsy Dance (Wicr) “ Ethel
J S c s * *  ̂ ^
Baritone Solcfê —'(a) “Just A-W ear- 
3nn’ For You" (Bond); (b) "I Love 
You Truly" (Bond).-—E. E. Lichtig.
Instrumental Selections— (̂a) Seren­
ade (Chaminade); (b) Pierrette (Cha- 
mi'nade).—Arion Trio.
Vocal Selections—(a) “Mattinata" 
(Tosti); (b) “A Dream” (Bartlett).— 
Dorothy Hanly.
Trios for Soprano, Violin and > Bari­
tone.—Belmont Trio.
Vocal Selections—(a) “A Bungalow 
in Idaho” (Carey); (b) “In the Har­
bour of Home, Sweet Home” (Carey); 
(c) “Sierra SUe” (Carey).— Carey 
Male Quartette. '
Violin Solos—(a) Andante Religiose 
(Thome); (b) Berceuse (Ilyinsky).— 
Ethel Isaacs. *
Tenor Solos—(a) "Two Little Girls 
in Blue” (Graham) • (b) “Sweet Six­
teen" (Thornton).—Pete Dunworth.
Saxophone Solos—(a) “Saxetta,” 
Valse Caprice (Alwyn); (b) “Last
Rose of Summer” (Moore).—Ernest 
Paul Alwyn.
Soptano Solo—“Thy Beaming Eyes" 
(MacDowell).—Matilda Stress.
Baritone Solo—“Tommy Lad” (Mar- 
getson).—E. E. Lichtig.
Piano Solos—(a) Concert Study in 
P  Flat (Liszt); (b) Romance (Sibel­
ius).—-Marian Kinnisten.
Vocal Selections—(a) A Negro Od­
dity, “Arkansaw” (Carey); (b) “West, 
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♦  FOR RADIO AMATEURS41 , , 4.
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KGO ( Programme For Week Of 
June 1st To June 7th 
(Frequency, 960 kilocycles; 312 metres)
Sunday, June 1
; 3.30 p.m.-r-CPnccrt by KGO_ Little 
Symphony Orchestra and soloists. 
Tuesday, June 3
Included in the programme for this 
evening, which commences at 8‘p.m., 
will be thrilling particulars about 
“Hunting Wild Game in Africa,” re­
counted by H. A. Snow, big game
ill 'hunter and explorer. Snow w be re 
membered by many who heard him 
recently from KGO, describing how 
African elephants are hunted and pho­
tographed. Pictures of the Snow gun 
and camera expedition into Africa have 
been shown in practically every city 
and town in the United States. On the 
same evening, Rabbi J. Nieto will de­
liver an address, and, the choir from 
Temple Israel, San Francisco, will 
sing. The complete programme is as 
follow’s:
- PART I.
Special programine of Hebrew mu­
sic, under the direction of Benjamin S.
Licdcrman, Cantor of Temple Israel,
San Francisco.
Instrumental Selection—“Kol Nidrc’! 
(Bruch).—^Arion Trio.
Vocal Selection—"Adonoi” (Tradi­
tional Hebrew).'—Quartette of Temple 
Israel.
Cantor Solo—An Old Hebrew Melo­
dy.—Benjamin S. Liedcrman, Cantor.
Vocal Selection—“̂Ez Chayim" (Tra­





tional Hebrew).—Quartette of Tem­
ple Israel.
Address—"Service.”—Rpv. Dr. J. 
Nieto, Rabbi.
Instrumental Selection—"Day of
God” (Traditional Hebrew melody, ar­





Soprano Solos.—Mrs. Arthur J. Hill.
Address—“Hunting Wild Game in 
Africa.”—H. A. Snow.
Tenor Solos.—Glenn Chamberlain.
Instrumental Selection — “Darby 
March” (Morris).—Arion 'Prio.
Contralto Solos.—Blanche' Hamilton 
Fox.
Bass Solos.—Mynard S. Jones.
Duets for Women’s Voices.—Bernice 
Hackett, Charlotte Hatch.
Tenor Solos.—Robert E. Saxe.
Whistling Selection.—Harriet Adair.
Instrumental Selections—(a) Etude 
(Chopin); (b) Familiar Melody, “All 
Through the Night” (Welsh).—Arion 
Trio.
Thursday, June 5
8 p.m.—Programme by the Truman
Undertaking Company, Oakland. 
Violin Solos—(a) Gavotte (Gossec);
(b) Orientalc (Cui).—^Armine Martin 
Vocal Selections—(a) Barcarolle
(Offenbach); fb) "Nearest and Dear­
est” (Caracciolo).—Truman Trio.
Whistling Selections—(a) "From the 
Land of the Sky-Blue Waters” (Cad­
man); (b) "Ih Springtime” (Grunn). 
—Shirley Irvine.
Vocal Selections—(a) "Sing Allelu­





Comrade B. H. Belson has passed 
on to the writer a letter which, he re­
ceived a few days ago, from an ex- 
mernber of this branch, who is now 
settled in Kent County, Ontario. This 
returned man is now engaged'in grow­
ing onions on some reclaimed marsh 
land, and he states that last year he 
took SO tons off a piece of land of five 
acres, which crop netted him $2,200.00 
and that he received the whole of this 
sum,'or in other words had marketed 
his crop within five months of actual 
planting.
He goes on to say that out East 
they use a number of implements in 
the growing and cultivating and also 
the harvesting, which cut down the la­
bour item very materially, and farther 
offers to send particulars of these im­
plements, should any of the members 
of this branch be interested.
In the particular district in which he 
lives, he says there are no Orientals
Soft crepe of the satin-back variety 
akes the effective frbek sketched a- 
ove. ,
The crepe turns its shiny_ side out 
and the gloss of the material blends 
perfectly with the tiny crystal beads 
th a r make a design down the front 
of the dress.
The beads are very tiny ones, and 
the oval motifs which-they trace vary 
in size from the largest at the centre 
of the panel to the smallpst at , the 
neck and hem. The back of the frock 
is exactly like the front.
EAST KELOWNA
Just at time of writing a most un­
usual sound can be heard. Hark! ’tis 
the much longed-for rain pattering on 
the roofs and dripping'from the eaves 
Such a cheerful sound and how wel­
come W the thirsty land! What a re­
lief to think of the dusty roads be­
coming more comfortable for traffic, 
and travellers and tourists able to see 
the beautiful scenery, instead of it 
being obscured by clouds of dust; What 
pain we do suffer as we bump over the 
newly repaired roads that are really the 
despair of motorists and travellers and 
a pet abomination. It is to be hoped 
that the aspiring politicians (who must, 
surely be suffering as •we do, as they 
have to traverse them frequently these 
days) will be able to express their 
views more eloquently when appeal­
ing for better roads for the various dis­
tricts when they reach the Mecca of 
their political hopes. Raindrops in the 
sunny Okanagan are worth their 
weignt in, gold and about as scarce as 
a snowball in—;a much warmer clime. 
♦ ♦ ♦
The Girl Guides and Brownies, 
captained by Mrs. Maude-Roxby, at­
tended church service held in the 
school last Sunday evening, when the 
Rev. C. Davis gave a special address 
to the Guides and referred to the great 
work done in the past by Lady Pellatt, 
the founder of the Girl Guide move- 
men in Canada, who was Ctiief Com­
missioner for nine years. Mr. Davis 
made sympathetic reference to her 
death recently and held up her life of 
unselfishness and self-saCrifice as a 
symbol of what the life of every Girl 
Guide should be. The service conclud­
ed with the singing of the favourite 
hymn of Lady Pellatt. • ,
■ * *
Mri and Mrs. Jones-Evans wish to 
thank all the folk \vho proved such 
friends in the troubled times when 
their two daughters were so ill. Their
practical symp^hy and gifts pf books, 
flowmagazines and ers made the weary 
days and weeks pass more quickly and 
pleasantly when they were confined to 
the narrow limits of the horne. Mrs. 
Gregory, with Laura and Victor, are 
free from the quarantine restrictions 
and now have the pleasure of wander­
ing whither they please. It has been 
a trying time for all concerned. Mr. 
and Mrs. Perry are to be congratulated 
on the rapid recovery of their children 
after their sickness. The splendid 
showers of rain should clear and purify 
the air of many impurities that thrive 
on dust and dry heat.
There are signs of activity about the 
packing houses of the Associated Gro­
wers and those who are.the fortunate 
possessors of trucks have been busy 
hauling shook from town.
Next week we will have the guns of 
both the Conservative and Provincial 
parties trained upon our suffering 
heads. They each hold out such choice 
goodies, we hardly kno-w where we 
are. If all the promised treats mater-
or foreigners, other than a few Belg-j ialized, we’d surely be living in a land ̂̂   ̂ ^ ^ A. L. _  ̂Lb ̂   ̂ ^ ̂  MB M ̂  X * mm mm ^̂mm m m _4- - — b 1 I « 'mm mm ̂  mm mm mmm m m mm r% A m ̂  mSians, and that they are getting t-nor- 
,mous crops, both of truck stuff and to­
bacco, and expresses the hope that in 
the near future the Okanagan should 
get back the onion, and trqck crops in­
to the white man's hands.
The balloting for the vacant seat on 
the Executive ■will be held on Satur­
day next, May 31st, from 11 o’clock 
a.m. to 9 oclock p.m.
SCHOOLBOY HOWLERS
How much truth there is in this 
statement by the keen young observer 
of our highways who notes:
“When walking the motorist is a 
nuisance, but when ridi Jie pedest­
rian is often invthe way.’ , -r
But one fears his fcllow-pupil was 
only guessing when he rendered “Up 
Betimes” as ‘*Up the River.” Obvious­
ly he hs(d “The Thames” in mind.
flowing with milk and honey, instead 
of a land flowing with apples and no 
money.
The secretary of the Sunday School 
is troubled about the meagre attend­
ance of children and adults at Sunday 
.School. I-ast year there was an av­
erage attendance of about 30 scholars 
and 7 adults; now it has dwindled to 
from nine to 12 scholars and two or 
three adults. As the school is run for 
the benefit of the children, and those 
who are trying to keep it going have 
little spare time and need all their en­
ergy to carry on their daily work, 
surely the parents of the children 
should help as much as possible by at 
least seeing that the children attend 
regularly; it will give encouragement 
to those in charge who arc sincerely 
trying to help. The secretary is_ in a 
•predicament over the supply of litera­
ture. This quarter sufficient was pur­
chased to supply all the children on 
the roll at a cost of $6,60, but owing
W h a t  d o
e y e s
A sk  and answ er th is question honestly
Your mirror can tell you what 
other eyes sec—if you will con­
sult it honestly, and honestly ac-
Blcxion lovely, radiant, youthful. 1 ‘ ..........................
cept its judgment. 
BiJut you need not fear its ver­
dict. Because unlovely skin need 
not remain unlovely. The allur­
ing youthful complexion Nature 
gave you may be yours today. 
Millions of women now follow 
this simple rule to keep the radi-r 
ance and beauty of schoolgirl 
coihplcxion. You can, too.
J u s t  th is
Cleanse the skin regularly, au­
thorities say, to keep your com-
lut beware of harsh cleansing 
methods. They injure skin. .
W ash  th o r o u g h ly  w ith  
Palmolive Soap—each night be­
fore retiring. Rub the creamy, 
foamy lather well into the tiny 
pores. Rinse — and rc îCat the 
washing. Then rinse again.
Then-—if skin is dry—apply a 
little cold cream. That is all. Skin
i i
but thorough cleansing qualiticEP 
since the days of Cleopatra, And
So cared for is not injured by 
cosmetics, by wind, and sun, or
Madtf in Uanada
bjr dit-t.
T h m  s i m p l e ,  a n d  c o r r e c t  w a y
You cannot find a more effec­
tive bcautv treatment. Be­
cause Palmolive Soap Is 
blended pf rare ' palm and 
olive oils—-famous for mild
It is inexpensive^.,
Be sure you get Palmolive — 
which is never sold' unwrapped. 
All dealers have it. After even a: 
short period of this treatment 
you will see a marked improve­
ment in your skim '
Many now use Palmolive for 
the bath:— letting it do for the 






THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY OF 
CANDA, LIMITED 
Winnipeg Toronto MontreA
Palm and olive olU-mnothiugelse»»glvt 
Nature** green cotot to Palmolive So«p,
ISL
•il
C y c l i n g  F a r  E a s i e r  
t h a n  W a l k i n g
J p R A N K  J'ones used to complain
_ about his feet getting so hot
and achey from his long walks to 
and from work on the hard roads 
and pavemients.
One day when he felt more tired, 
and his feet hurt hini worsd than 
usual, he happened to see a man go 
gliding by on a bicycle.
- "Cycling is far easier than walk­
ing,” said Frank to himself. Anjd 
all day long while h e '^ s  working 
that thought kept running through 
his mind.
That night, on the way home, he 
dropped into a C.C.M. Dealer’s an(| 
looked over the different C.C.M.: 
models, choosing one that suited 
him in every way.
Since then Frank’s feet have had a  
much easier time and he’s quit com­
plaining. In  fact, he’s boasting now 
about how fine and fresh he feels since 
he started Cycling.
He also tells how quickly and easily 
he Cycles to work and home again—how 
he saves the shoe leather he used to
wear‘out on the hard cement walks— 
how he saves valuable time by Cycling 
instead of walking.
If you gave Frank a chance he would 
tell you all about the C.C.M. Triplex 
Crank Hanger—the wonderful power 
plant that responds to the slightest* 
pressure on the pedals and makes the 
C.C.M. run so smoothly, quietly and 
easily.
He would show you the strong, ppw- ------  ---- . . .  -  -erfnl framed of. English Seamless 
ing—the bright silvery nickeling that 
won’t rust because it is done over copper 
-—ftie sparkling enamel that is baked on 
over a coat of anti-rust so it will stand 
rain, snow and all kinds of weather— 
the new Gibson Pedal with its -.rust-
Sroof aluminum frame—and the C.C.M.[ercules Coaster Brake that coasts so easily, has such braking power, and is ounces lighter than the old-style side- 
arm type.
The C.C.M. dedler will, also, be glad 
to tell you all about the C.C.M. and to 
show you the new models— t̂he Stand­
a rd  the Special, the Sport model, the 
C.C.M. Flyer, the Curved Bar model.
Prices are $15 to $20 lower than the 
“peak” prices.' A Bik Dollar’s value 
for every dollar you invest in a C.C.M.
O O M *  B i c y c l e s
C l e v e l a n d — C o l u m b i a — R e d  B i r d  
P e r f e c t — M a s s e y
Made in  Canada by
Canada Cycle & Motor Company. Limited -
Montreal, Toronto, WESTON, Ont., Winnipeg, Vancouver
Makers of High-Grade Canadian Bicycles for 25 Years,
Also of C.C.M. JOYCYCLES— High-grade, Easy-running Tricycles
"C'C'M* 
Tr i p l e x ' 
H a n g e r
jneans
269
to the school being closed, due to sick­
ness and the attendance having fallen 
off, most of the said literature is still 
on hand. The question now is, is it 
necessary to order another quarter’s 
Supply or not, and is it worth while to 
continue without the support of the 
parents? Please-note that the Sunday 
School is strictly undenominational ex. 
cept on the Sunday taken by Rev. Mr. 
Davis. '
m  JOB PRINTING
OF HIGH QUALITY
GO TO THii COURIER
PlAYTril^lS!
THE GAME FOH EVERYBODY
OLD AND Y O U N G -
MALE AND FEMALE
Tennis is the only game that is 
played in every civilized country in 
the world under the sqme rules.
BALLS
SEE US FOR TENNIS SUPPLIES  
RACKETS NETS RACKET COVERS 
PRESSES, ETC.
We handle fresh stocks of Wright & Ditson and Spalding
Tennis Balls!
“The store that takes an active interest in your sports.”
O . K .  C y c l e  6 * S p o r t  S t o r e
TED BUSE, Prop. '
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P r o f e s s i o n a l  &  T r A d e s
0Bi.il. W. H. SHEPHERD
• '- -.' '--.  ̂ -r-' ' '
DENTIST
Cor, PeUdori St. & Lawrence Ave.
mlmfm
! BURNE & WEDDELL 
Barriuter, Solicitors and 
Notaries Public
E. C. Wcddcii
• (Established 1903) 
KELOWNA, B.C.
NORRIS &  MCWILLIAMS
b a r r is t e r s , SOLICITORS,
n o t a r i e s  p u b l ic
(Suirccssors to R B. Kerr) 
Rdweliffe Block. Kelowna, B.C.
RITCtliE & SHAW
b a r r is t e r s , s o l i c i t o r s , 
n o t a r i e s  p u b l ic
WUHts Block Kelowna, B.C.
H E R B E R T  V . C R A I G
' BARRISTER-AT-LAW^ . ,
SOLICITOR, NOTARY PUBLIC 
(Late Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops),
KELOWNA - B. C.
MRS. A. J .  PRIiCHARD
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M,
'Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and. Theory. 
Studio: Corner of Richter St. iwd 
Haiyey Ave. Phone 22S-L3; P.0.294
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
aod SHEET, METAL WORKS
w , G. SCOTT, Proprietor 




•Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work , 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent.
' F. W . GROVES
M. Can. Soc. C. E.
Consulting,. Civil and Hydra^ic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveiror
SurvevH and Reports on Irriifalion WorUs• ' Applications for Water Glcenses
KELOWNA. B.C.
ABBOTT &  McDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Hewetson & Mantle Block 
, KELOWNA
JOSEPH ROSSI
CONTRACTOR <  
Plastering and Masonry
()fficei - D. Chapman Barn
•Phone 298
WOOD FOR SALE
Pine and Fir. Quality and quan­
tity guaranteed. Price, $3.50.
J. W. C. THOMPSON 
'Phone 3154
CHURCH n o t ic e s
UNITED CHURCH. Anniversary 
Services, both morninR and evening. 
11 a.in., Special Children’s Service. 
Sunday School classes will meet at 
10.30 a.m., in time to march into church 
for 11 o’clock, when the minister will 
give a special, children’s message. The 
music will be led by a large children’s 
choir and orchestra. Sunday School 
children, wdth their parents, are all ur­
ged to be-present. 7.30 p.m., annivers­
ary sermon, preacher. Rev. W. A. 
Guy, B.A., B.D., of Vernon. Special 
music will be rendered by the church 
choir. Members of the congregation 
and friends arc urged to come to this 
evening service, as the children, with 
their parents, arc expected to fill the 
church at the mbrning service.
BAPTIST CHURCH, Sunday, June 
1st. Services; Morning, 10.30, Sund.ay 
"School; 11.15, Morning Worship, sub­
ject “The Christian Covenant.’ Com­
munion at morning service. Evctimg, 
7.30, Preaching scrVicc, subject The 
World’s Wisest King, who was he?
Thursday evening, 8, prayer meeting. 
Friday evening, 8, young people s mcct- 
ing.
THE SALVATION ARMY, Capt. 
and Mrs. Ede, Commanding Officers. 
Sunday, 11 a.m., Holiness Meeting; 
7.30 p.m., Salvation Meeting.
SUMMER R A D IO
This will be the bcBt summer for 
radio reception that wc have ever 
had; so predict radio experts, 
Have you an approved lightning 
arrester on your aerials?,
Bruch ^’'acuum ArrcstcrO arc ap­
proved by the National Board of 
Fire Underwriters. Install one and 
be safe.
All parts curried in stock for any 
circuit that you wish to build at 
prices to suit your poCket. Buy 




TH E PIONEER RADIO HOUSE 
OF THE OKANAGAN 
Phono 342
•LOAF of our Bread is 
a tempting article of 
food. You'll be tempted 
to bite a piece right put 
of it before the butter has a 
chance to meet it half way. 
Serve our bread. It's full of 
food satisfaction. Tell your gro- 
cefyman what he already 
knows-—that he should deliver 
our bread to your home.
S








In white gold, 





JEW ELER AND 
OPTOMETRIST
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA
IN THE MATTER OF THE COM­
PANIES ACT, AND IN THE
)E 'M.'VTTER O  TH E  BRITISH  
COLUMBIA ( L o w e r s , l i m i t ­
e d . IN VOLUNTARY LIQUID­
ATION. ' '
To all persons or creditors having 
claims against The British Col­
umbia Growers, Limited, in vol­
untary liquidation. .
TAKE NOTICE that His Honour 
Judge John D. Swanson, Local Judge 
of the Supreme Court, by order dated 
the 2lst day of May, 1924, has fixed the 
time within which creditors of the a- 
boyc Company are to prove their 
claims at twenty-one days from the first 
publication of this notice and that 
those failing to do so within the said 
period shall be excluded from the bene­
fit of any distribution of the assets 
of the said Company made before such 
debts arc proved. All claims are to be 
filed with -the undersigned as Hquida 
tor, duly verified by Statutory Declar­
ation within the said period.
’ D.A.TED at Kelowna, British Col­





(Continued from page 1.)
ground level, eventually girdling the 
trees. He:specifically mentioned §ome 
very handsome trees at the Public 
School as being in a dying condition 
through this cause. Mr. Ruhmann, Gov­
ernment Entomologist. Vernon, had 
examined the tfees and had suggested 
certain treatment requiring the use of 
poison,, but was to make a further in­
spection. A srnallcr species of borer 
was also attacking willow trees at the 
tourist camp, and the trees would seem 
to be doomed unless some preventative 
measures could be taken.
There being no further business, the 
Council adjourned until Monday, June 
9th. *
T H E K E L O W N A  C O U R IE R
and
Okanagan O rch ard lst.
Owned and Indited by '>
G. C. ROSL,
deals like t|ilo if the opportunity offers.' 
Ye gods I Forty to sixty-five * cents 
tor the wholesaler I What did theprofit .V. v..,w ................. .........
retailer pay, what did the consumer 
■ vha .......
Circulation, 1,200
pay, and w t did the growers of these 
American peaches receive? And Vvlmt 
profit, in comparison to this,’ did the 
Canadian grower of pca'chcs make on 
his crop last year?
'! SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address in the British Empire 
$2.50 , per year. To the United 
tates and other foreign countries,
The grower dumbly wonders why, 
ric ‘
•m mt\̂ W ^ m j  »»  ̂ 9’ W
with the beggarly p es he receives, 
the consumer on the prairie is ajways 
raising a clamour about the prices he 
has to pay for fruit and is therefore 
hostile to any measure of protection
$3.00 per veaL .
The COURIER docs not necessarily
that would preserve the prairie market 
for the B. C. grower. If the wholesaler
endorse the sentiments of any con­
tributed article.
To ensure acceptance, all manuscript
can make such exorbitant profits as 
that stated above, is it not probable 
that it is by no. means a lone Instance?
should be Icgibily written on one 
side of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
The transportation companies, the ,bro 
‘ * ctailcr all
Letters to the editor, will not be ac­
cepted for publication over a "nom 
dc plume"; the writer’s correct name 
must be appended.
ADVERTISING RATES
Classified Advertisements—Such as 
For Sale, Lost, Found, Wanted, 
etc., under heading "Want Ads." 
First insertion, IS, cents per^ line; 
each additional insertion, without 
change of matter,. 10 cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 
cents. Count five words to line. 
Each initial' and. group of not more 
, than five figures counts as a word. 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/:o 
The Courier, if desired, 10 cents 
extra. ' . . .
Transient and Contract Adyertise- 
ments—Rates quoted on application.
Legal and Municipal Advertising 
First insertion, 15 cents per line,
each subsequent insertion, 10 cents 
per line.
Contract advertisers will please note 
• that, to insure insertion in the cur­
rent ' week’s issue, all changes of 
advertisements nxust reach this 
office by Monday night. This rule 
is in the mutual interests of patrons
and publisher, to avoid a congestion 
^  - - ■ -on Wednesda;/ and Thursday and 
cohsequept night work, and to 
facilitate publication of The Courier 
so as to reach country customers 
before Saturday.
THURSDAY, MAY 29th, 1924
Orchard Run
TiiMiiiimHmmimiHiiiHiimniiHimiiMiiniiiitiimiinimmiiiHMmiiiiiiiMiHiiiniiNmtmimnmmni!
TH E MASK HAS FALLEN
Christina Lake, the pleasure resort 
of the Boundary district, was the scene 
of a terrible fatality last S^oday, eight 
persons being drowned there through 
the sinking of a pleasui;c launch in 
plain sight, of other pleasure seekers.
SUBSCRIBE TO T H E  COURIER
When the new phase of the co-op­
erative ' marketing organization was 
entered upon last , year, a great fuss 
was made by some of the fruit whole­
salers, who were profuse in assurances 
o f : support and assistance to the As­
sociated Growers, but these gestures 
were riot altogether convincing of their 
sincerity and recent events go to show 
that the suspicions then entertained 
were justified. Within the past two 
months the mask of friendship has been 
thrown aside, and th*e sordid greed has 
been revealed of the prairie wholesaler, 
anxious to profit even by extermination 
of a basic Canadian industry. Mr. 
Bulman bared the insincerity of the 
jobbers before the Kelowna Board of 
Trade last week, when he produced 
correspondence showing the activity 
which is being shown by the Westerri 
Canada Fruit Jobbers’ Association in 
seeking to secure abolition of the dum­
ping duty upon all American fruit bh 
the ground that the ordinary duty of 
30 cents per box is sufficient protection 
together with the; difference in freight 
from Washington , points. The desire 
of the wholesalers to import American 
fruit is so patent that their "pious wish 
that the 30c per box remain untouched 
is mere camouflage, as they know full 
well that it is quite' insufficient to save 
Canadian markets from a deluge of U. 
S. fruit of the cheaper grades, when 
the necessity arises to slaughter it.
This paper has consistently urged 
during the past year that thb only sal­
vation for the fruit industry lies along 
the path of the growers co-operatively 
wholesaling their produce themselves, 
both to secure proper. distribution and 
to defeat the rings, cabals and combines 
that bull or bear the market as they 
please and by their selfish greed have 
brought the growers to the brink of 
ruin. Like all popular movements, co­
operative marketing is cursed with the 
presence within its ranks of many faint 
hearts, men of neither courage nor vis­
ion, who set up a howl every time the 
feasibility of entering the wholesale 
game is broached. They have been so 
accustomed to wear the chains of bon­
dage to the fruit jobbers that the iron 
of slavery no longer galls their necks, 
and to talk overthrow of their fetich 
smacks to them of high treason. They 
declare it would be impossible for the 
Associated Growers to operate a wholcr 
sale department upon such a small per­
centage of profit as the existing fruit 
houses, that the amount of capital re­
quired ca'nnot be obtained, and so on. 
Without attempting to deal in detail 
with all these objections, we will con­
fine ourselves for the present to point­
ing out that the ■ Associated Growers 
is not a profit-earning concern; it is 
not operated 4or the purpose of paying 
dividends,Which wholesale fruit houses 
must make otherwise they would soon 
go out of business. GOod value would 
be secured if tjie Associated merely 
broke even upon the cost of doing bu­
siness, owing to the enormous benefits 
of vastly improved distribution of the 
fruit crop, abolition of “bluff” price- 
cutting and closer contact through the 
retailer with the consumer. But, after 
all. arc the .profits of the wholesalers 
so small as it is the custom to ,repre­
sent them? Here is direct evidence to 
the contrary. Writing under date of 
Aug. 24, 1923, to the Associated Gro­
wers, a well-known Calgary wholesale
ker, wholesaler and re o  get their 
whack, tlic consumer pays a high price 
and the produccrj the man who has 
invc.stcd liis all m his orchard, has 
worked without regard tô  union hours 
and has taken all the risk and worry, 
gets—what? .
Weeks of precious time may be 
wasted in "conferences,” .abstract per­
centages of control of fruit tonnage 
may be set, growers may be cajoled toP./K.4 ■w —--
come within the foW of co-operfitive 
marketing, extravagantly large salaries 
and other expenses may be pruned 
down, but whqt does it all avail the 
movement if the cream is skimmOd 
between the producer and the consum­
er and the grower is left with insuffic­
ient to meet his operation costs, leav­
ing out of the question any remunera­
tion for himself or interest^ on his in­
vestment ? The campaigning, discus­
sion and propaganda all seems beside 
the mark. What if the growers are
lined up as 100 per cent co-0|perativc,
they arc still up against the o(d meth­
ods of distributing their fruit in their 
natural and nearest‘markets,'the prai­
ries, and a change must be brought 
about if they are to benefit by the re­
sults of organization.
It rests with the growers themselves 
to decide. If they want a wholesale de­
partment to be operated by the Assoc­
iated Growers, it is in their power to 
instruct the Board of Directors to take 
steps to that end. From the days of 
the Hebrews in the wilderness down 
to the present day, there has been a 
tendency to bow down to what man 
has created, and aiBoard of Directors, 
once in the saddle, is prone to trade 
upon this ancient failing of the human 
race and to esteem itself master instead 
of servant. Hence, if the Directors 
fail to . respond to any general request 
for action filong the lines indicated, 
they should be reminded that it is their 
duty to obey rather than to command, 
so far as the wishes of members are 
concerned. • _ ■ . .
We venture to saj? that, if decision to 
eiiter the wholesale field is made, there 
will be no difficulty as to finance. A 
loan should be forthcoming from . the 
Provincial. Department .of Industries 
but, which is much more important, the 
hearty co-operation of business and 
professional men and others nqt immed­
iately ehjgaged in horticulture, but 
largely dependent upon it for their live­
lihood, m ay be expected,towards sub­
scription to ar^ issue of shares or de­
bentures. Like all local business epn- 
cerns, The Courier has been hard hit 
by the difficult'times of the pLSt tvvo 
years, but, in the hope that others "will 
do likewise in proportion to the mag­
nitude of their business, we will gladly 
dig up $200 towards any scheme for 
financing entry of the Associated Gro­
wers into the wholesale field.
RAIN FAILS TO
SPOIL GOOD SPORT
(Continued from Page 1)
fruit firm made the following unblush- 
[dmissimg ad on:
“At the present time you have not 
enough peaches to take care of the re­
quirements of the trade, even for eat­
ing purposes, and for that reason we
arc compelled to import about two
‘ Cl ' ■cars of rawford per week. You will 
admit*! that you have not this variety 
to offer to the trade. They arc a des­
irable variety AND WE IN OUR 
JOBBING HERE CAN CLEAN UP 
FROM 40c TO 65c PER BOX ON 
THESE p e a c h e s  IN DISTRIBU­
TING THESE CARS, and surely you 
\Viil give ijs the credit of puttirig over
locals force Vernon hard. A shot goes 
past, another by Burt goes over, and 
then another corner is secured but the 
ball is' kicked too close and hits the 
goal post. The furious pace is main­
tained and the Vernon goalie falls in 
successfully saving a shot. McClymont 
drives in a hard, low grounder but 
misses a wide-open opportunity to 
score." Vernon clears but the local 
half-backs return the ball and in the 
twinkling of an eye McClymont nobly 
retrieves his error by scoring Kelow­
na’s third goal with a dandy shot. 
Half-time temporarily ends the strug­
gle with- the score 3 to 0 .in favour of 
Kelowna, a figure that was not fore­
casted by the good showing made by 
Vernon at the beginning of the period.
Second Half
On resuming, the Vernon lads buck 
up and make tw o. .onslaughts upon 
Lewis, which that Avorthy defeats_ with 
his accustomed* skill and _ readiness. 
Kelowna then has a look-in but the 
Vernon defence is op. the alert and 
some end-to-end play’ and long kick­
ing ensues. Then a terrific bombard- 
iheiit foUoAvs of the Vernon goal. A 
shot goes high over the bar. Mattock 
saves another dangerous one by Bush 
and others come in quick succession, 
trying the Vernon custodian sorely. 
However, he protects his charge for 
the non.ee and the Vernon backs finally 
clear. The northern right wing has a 
good try at the Kelowna fortress , hut 
it proves impregnable, and the ball is 
soon in Vernon territory once more. 
From a hot melee in front or goal a 
sizzling shot by Billy Woods tallies 
Kelowna’s fourth counter, and Mat­
tock makes a good save of another 
shot, falling on his knees as he grabs 
the ball.
Vernon gets the ball away two or 
three times but without any real dan­
ger to the Kelowna goal, the northern­
ers’ shots being all lengthy and lack­
ing force, and thereafter the ycrnoii 
men arc kept penned to their own 
part of the field most of the time and 
are forced to fight on the defensive. 
The Kelowna attack loses none of its 
fire and Burt scores a fifth point. The 
Vernon goalie works desperately a- 
gairist the storm of shots rained upon 
him but he cannot keep them all out, 
and Burt adds a sixth point with a hot 
drive. A beautiful shot from McCly­
mont is cleverly returned by Mattock, 
who also clears another deadly shot by 
Billy Woods, after which play slack­
ens and Vernon manages to get the 
ball away for a minute or two. The 
right wing takes the sphere uj) to the 
Kelowna goal but the kick is wild. 
The ball is returned immediately to 
the Vernon end, where a goal is 
promptly disallowed on . the ground of 
“hands.’’ Burt sends in a hard shot 
but Mattock, makes a good save. Ver- 
non then makes some last despairing 







"These Will be Days ef Big Savings"
Special Wash Deeds Offerings
G ingham s, 4 y a rd s fo r 95c '
British made ginghams, 27-inch width, pretty designs, 
suitable for' children or grown-ups;
4 yards fo r .......................................................
E n g lish  G ingham s 
32 inches wide; beautiful soft materials;
3 yards for .......... .............. -........................
VpUe, 3 y a rd s for 95c 
American made voile. of excellent quality in ^ r k  
floral patterns. A bargain at
3 yards for .................. ............................
R om per C loth, 3̂  y a rd s for 9Sc 
Hard wearing material in fast colors, suitable for 
play or school dresses. CIk /»
Special bargain, 3 yards for ................... .
Serpen tine  Crepe, 3. y a rd s fo r 95c 
Handsome floral designs, suitable for surmner drcMcs, 
kimmonas or waists, washes and launders ^
beautifully. A real bargain, 3 yards for ....
Scotch Z ephyrs, 2 y a rd s fo r 95c
Beautiful range of plaid patterns absolutely fast wasn- 
ing, makes handsome summer dresses; 36 
- inches wide. Extra special, 2 yards Tor ....
C olored Sateens, 3 y a rd s fo r 95c 
Almost every color in this lot, reliable 
quality; 3 yards for ............... ..... .............. .
Boys’ Wear Bargains
Boy Scout or Cub khaki knickers, made from a_dura- 
ble khaki cloth, pockets and belt loops; Q C  a
all sizes; per pair'.... .............................. .
Boys’ summer jerseys, knitted from fine quality 
yarns, in navy or khaki, all sizes; 2 for ....
Boys’ all wool worsted jerseys, button
style, in colors brown and navy; all (P I
Boys’ shirts, with collar attached, in khaki, blue^iam- 
■ bray and creanr cotton materials; all sizes; ■ a
up to 14, eacrf .........._ _
Boys’ khaki cotton hats with stitched nm and
fancy cord ribbon band; each ............—...... . _
Boys’ pure wool golf hose in sizes up to 9,
English, made, all colors. Special, per pair • ,
B oys’ T w eed  Caps, 95c
A new range of boys’ tweed caps with satin
lining and leather sweat pad; wonderful val. 
C hildren’s  C overalls, 95c
In khaki or blue stripe with contrasting trim- 
. filings, all sizes, 2 to 8; a t ...................... .
Staple Bargains
Heavy Linen Crash Towelling, conies in white
or linen shades. 4 yards for .....
T u rk ish  T ow elling , 4 y a rd s fo r 95c 
A good grade of tow(elling in dark colors with ^ M e r  
—splendid value.
4 yards for .......... ........................... . ..»
W h ite  S heeting  a t  59c p e r/y a rd  
Perfectly bleached 9/4 sheeting, even weave, 
no dressing. Extra good buying at, yard . 
C ircu lar P illow  C otton , 2 y a rd s  for 95c 
A very fine grade, 42 inches wide, that will A C ^  
give excellent wear. 2 yards for ................
W h ite  C otton, 4 y ard s fo r 95c _
Perfectly bleached, made special for the home. A P ^  
36 inches wide; 4 yards for ..... ....................
F lannele tte , 4 y ard s for 95c _
30-inch flannelette in a nice soft heavy weight.
Special, 4 yards for ......
P illow  Cases, 3 for 95c 
Plain pillow cases, full size, suitable for any
ordinary pillow. 3 for .......... ........— - ....
H eav y  C otton  Sh irting , 3 y ard s or 95c_
Of excellent wearing and washing qualities.
3 yards for ............................ .
T u rk ish  T ow els, 95c pa ir ^  
White and colored, 20 x 42, British made, A C ^
splendid quality; per pair .............. -....  .......
L ad ies’ M orning  D resses 
A nd A llover A prons . ......
Neatly trimmed, pockets and belt, good washing mat­
erials. You will make no mistake to buy two A p : ^  
or more of these while they last. Each ....
95c Bargains in Women’s and Ghildren’s
Hosiery
Children’s sox in plain or fancy tops 3 pairs for 95c 
Children’s full length, hose in black, brown or A C ^  
white, all reliable wearing qualities, T pairs 
Women’s pure thread cotton hose, quality gua- 
ranteed. Black, brown and white. 3 pairs for , 
Women’s hose, all, colors, perfect
finish; per pair ......... -....-............. .......
R IB B O N  S P E C IA L  ^
Girls’ hair ribbons in plain taffeta or Dresden 
patterns; very special; 3 yards for
C hildren’s W ashab le  D resses, 9 5 c ^ _  
These dresses arc wonderful value and come A ^ ^  
in favorite colors; each ........ ........................
S P E C IA L  T A B L E  
O f In fa n ts ’ W ear a t 95c a  garm en t
This includes wool vests, wool jackets, wool b l^ p ts ,  
barrow coats, gowns, etc.
PRICED SPECIAL at ...................... .....
"Free Whistles for the Boys and Girls” 
Splendid Silks and Linings
PONGEE SILK, very reliable wearing and 9 5 c
laundering quality, 34 ins. wide. Special, yd,. 
Messaline Silks, $1.95 per yard 
Yard wide silks of excellent quality, all Q K
Fancy Silks, $1.95 per yard
Fancy silks for waist^ or trimtnings, yard $ 1 .9 5
wide. On sale, per yard 
JERSEY SILK for underwear in pink (R l 
and white. Special Sale price, per yard
BLACK ITALIAN LINING. English made, 54 in­
ches, wide, much used for house dresses, 7 5 c
bloomers, etc. Special, per yard
•Art Sateens, 2 yards for 95c 
Suitable for linings or dresses; smart designs. 9 5 c
2 yards for
95c Bargains, for Men
Men’s Sample Caps, 95c
pular colors, exceptional
9 5 c
Smart styles, po  value, 95c 
Men’s fine cashmere socks, all wool; colors Jblack, 
grey and fawn; all sizes.
2 pairs for ...........i-i—..............................
Men’s Strong W ork. Shirts, 95c 
These come in khaki, chambray and heavy 
cotton materials, full sizes; a bargain, each 
Men’s Natural W o6l Underwear, 95c garment
Medium weight, shirts have long sleeves, 9 5 c
drawers ankle length; a garment
Men’s Wool Golf Hose; 95c pair
British made, popular weight, good range of
colors; all sizes; per pair v t l \ /
Men’s Cashmere Jerseys, $2.75 
100 per cent wool. Smart looking with neat roll col-: 
lar in heathers and plain colors with
neat stripes. SPECIAL .........................
Men’s Cotton Sox, 4 pairs for 95c
These are the well known mechanic sox that give 
excellent wear; brown or black. v
Men’s SuspenderSj 2 pairs for 95c '
Men’s Police Brace, very elastic, leather
ends; 2 pairs for ........ ...... ....l........_.....'........
Men’s Fine $hirts, 95c
Some have collars attached, neat patterns, sizes A pT ^
1414 to 17; Special .......... ........................ .
Men’s Dress Shirts, $1.95 .
In the very latest patterns, Tooke and Arrow makes.,
Wonderful range, all sizes. , $ 1 .9 5
EXTRA SPECIAL
Greaf Shoe Bargains
Children’s canvas sandals in brown or white, 9 5 c
sizes 4 to 10, 11 to 2; per pair ............... .̂.
Women’s sandals in pearl elk, colored kid $ 3 .9 5
and patent leather. Special, per p a ir .......
BOYS’ ORCHARD SHOES, asbestos tan, water­
proof; a wonderful wearing shoe; sizes ApT
11 to 13, 1 to 5;-any size, per pair ....
Women’s pumps and Oxfords in black or. brown, kid
patent leather, medium or high heels, $ 1 .9 5
“Classic make,’" any size, per pair
Men’s Dress Shoes, $5.75 per pair.
Men’s Oxfords or bals with "Goodyear welted soles,
any style toe, in calf or kid leathers, $ 5 .7 5
EXTRA SPECIAL, per pair 
Boys’ dress shoes, Classic make, QF>
black calf leather. Special, per pair ........ w O m U O
Millinery at Special Sale Prices
$ 7 . 7 5All pattern hats in values to $l2.75;3-DAY SALE PRICE . .................
Ready-to-wear hats at reduced prices. See Our A pf ̂  
table of children’s hats at ..........  —....... ....  v t / v /
LADIES !
Buy your Coat, Suit or Dress during this 3-day 
Sale. A Big Clean-up. No two alike.
SUITS . § 2 2 .5 0  $ 2 4 .7 5
COATS $ 9 .5 0  “  $ 1 5 .0 0
All New Models.
Wliiiewear
Night gowns, made of cambric in pink or OPCiTi 
white, with embroidery trimming; each 
Ladies’ blooincrs in nice fine quality in pink OFCp
or white; 2 pairs for"........... .......................-
Ladies’ knitted vests, with strap, 4 for ........... 95c
15c
GROCERY BARGAINS 
DURING THIS THREE-DAY SALE
Corn Flakes, Unfit five, per package .................  10c
Victoria Cross cleaned Currants, pkg. ........
3 tins Heinz oven baked Beans, 18-oz, size, 
and one bottle Heinz Mustard Sauce ....
Malkin’s Best Coffee in scaled tins
per lb. ............*......................... -.......... ...........
Mixed Nuts, 5 lbs. for ............................. ......
9 5  c 
5 9 c
95c
but their kicking is wild and their play 
lacks combination. However^ one a t ­
tempt looks dangerous and ‘ Turk has 
to get busy to save his charge, bour^- 
ing the ball several times before he 
gets it out of the danger area. Kelow-
simplcr English: “He entered the a
bode of the tonsorial arti.st to have the 
luxuriance of Ifis hirsute, appendage 
diminished.” Below arc some of the
attempts;
"He cfitcrcd
fContinucd on Page 8)
SCHOOLBOY HOW LERS
Pupils in a certain school were apked 
to tt'W rite^he following isentence in
______ the house of the artist
to have his picture painted.”
"He went into the doctor's house to 
have his appendix cut out.
. "He entered the life of a priest to 
have his old ways done away vyith.”
On another occasion they were asked 
to'mention six Arctic animals. Ih ond
case the answer was: “Three Polar
bears, two seals, and one reindeer.” 
Scripture and geography supply their 
share of shocks for one is momentarily 
staggered when informed that “Sodom 
and Gomorrah were destroyed by brim­
stone and 'treacle'” ; that "John the 
Baptist lived on honey and 'hlucbolt- 
Ics’ ”; that "our Lord’s family V^ent up 
to Jerusalem in a charabanc,” and that 






E f t '
First insertion: 15 cents per line
each additional insertion. 10 cents 
per line. Minimum charge per 
week, 30 cents.
In estimating'the cost of an adver 
tieement, subject to the minimum 
charge as stated above? each imtia 
abbreviation or group of figures net 
ieiccccding five counts as one  ̂wore 
and five words count as one line.
If so desired, advertisers may have
m
replies addressed to a box number 
care of The Courier, and fdrvyarded
1
to  their private address, or dcliverct 
on call .It office. For this service, add 
10 cents to cover postage or filing.
FOR SALE—MisccllancouB
h
'CHEVROLET 490 Tourifig, $125.00 
A real snap, so act quickly. Geo 
.'Sutherland Garage. 41-lc
, :NETTED g e m  potatoes for feed 
seed and t.ablc u.sc, prices reasonable 
TPhoiic 436-Rl. J. W. Hughegf. 38-tfc
GORDON SETTER, PUjPS—Parents 
purc-bred tr.iincd bird dogs: $15.00 
bitches; $10.00. Rev. Maclcie, Vernon
, 41-2p
1 GUNS, CAMERAS, GOLF CLUB.S 
, bought and sold. Spurrier s. 34-tfc
f o r  SALE—Cheap, Ford light dcliv 
ery, firî t class condition. No. 460, 
ACouricr.,, , v:41-lp
iFOR BARGAINS in furniture, ranges 
linoleum, beds, ctCy call and'inspect 
•the large variety at! Jones Tqmpest.
FOR SALE—Five horse power Scho- 
ficld-Holden motor boat engine. Bar- 
I gdin. Write No. 368, Courier. 37-tfc
;FOR SALE—Good tent land frame, lOx 
12, ' six foot wall. Apply, H. , E. 
/Atchison, St. Paul St., phone 335-R5.
41-lf
;FOR SALE—Cheap, Cleveland trac 
tor (out of repair); can be seen at 
‘High Farm, Fintry, B. C. Submit of- 
' fers, in writing, to District' Horticul­
turist, Vernon, B. C., or to Land Settle­
ment; Board,’ Victoria, B. C .. 40-2c
3 ^
lr«'
FOR SALE—Female fox terrier pups, 
good breed and well marked. Moorey, 
vPendozi Street; 4 l”lp
;FOR SALE—Maxwell car in A1 con: 
: dition, painted and overhauled. ^Would 
• trade for Ford. Phone 257-L4. 41-lp
' PIANO—Mason & ' Risch, in splen­
did condition; attractive price. No. 
458, Courier. ■ 40t2p
•FOR SA LE—Lady's bicycle; also 
swarms o f  bees. $5.00 without hive; 
'^10.00 with hive. Apply, W. T. Barber, 
Rutlanp.  ̂ 40-tfc
POULTRY AND EGGS
iW ii
'T H O R O U G H B R E D  bantam chicks 
for sale, cheap. Phone 184. 41-lp
EXCHANGE
i I
WOULD EXCHANGE a 17 jewel 
Elgin watch in O.K. condition for: a 
clarinet C or a 6 keyed flute. Wesley 
■ Searle, General Delivery. 40-2p
A
TO RENT
FOR RENT—rSmall cottage at Man­
hattan Beach, for July and August. 
Phone 452. 41-3p,
FOR RENT—Furnished 'house, for, 
Ju ly  and August. Modern, seven 
rooms, sleeping porch, garage, five min­
utes walk from park and Post Office- 
No. 461, Courier. 41-lc
TO REJ^T—Furnished bedroom on 
Fuller Avenue. Apply, P.O. Box 491.
41-lc
■•OFFICES for rent in Shepherd Block.
30-tfc
Anhouncements
Fifteen centB per line, each inser­
tion; minimum chai'gc, 30 cents. 
Count five words to line. Each 
initial and, group, of not more 
than five figures counts as 
word.iiniiinH»niniMiMiiiMOHinM»iUMMmiMMMti*nmMM*»»MMiiHiimiMMMmMnMHHuni/itMHMmimiiî
T H E  KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
The Conservative candidate, Mr. J.
Local and Personal
Mrs. A. H. Badlcy returned from 
the Coast on Monday.
Mr, C, S, Rankin,,of Vancouver, is 
st.iying at the Lakeview.
Dr. Mathison, dentist, Willits' Block, 
telephone 89. tfcl
Keep your eye on Chtipin's window 
for Saturday candy specials. iS-tfc |
, ■ « * «
Mri- J. Hunter Harrison, of _ Van 
couver, is making a short st.ay in the 
city.
Mr. M. L. Jewell, of Vernon, was 
visitor to town on Wednesday after 
Rutland Community Hall Rally Day I noon 
Concert and 3rd. ' 39-3c ^  j  j,
. , „  . . . V „  A T„r ;  of Penticton, paid the city a visit onMrs. A. J. Pritchard, L.R.A.M., A.
R.C.M., teacher of pianoforte, begs to 
announce that she lias removed to the Mr, J. L, Dunlop, of Merritt, who 
corner of Richter, St. and Harvey Avc., was staying at the , 1 alace, returnee 




"' * * .
 ̂ For The Best,
VGo To Alsgard'a.
Painting and kalsomining. 
Pettigrew. Phone 431.j«i
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Brown, o : 
, .rmstrong, took in the sports hi 
here on Empire Day,
. , The Kelowna Badminton Club has 
been granted a certificate of incorpor- 
, ation as a Society under the Socic-
. / 'I  tics, Act.” j-tfr36
Mr. W. J. Twiss, of Vancouver, 
School boys and girls are alw ays Mainland manager for the Mutual Life
needing scribbldrs. See the dandy ones Assurance Co. of Canada, was in town 
in our window. 'Take pen or pencil. A yesterday.
S v a t  f t e ? D , S i S ^ r o f “2 “™ Mrs. TatlcrsficM, o! Hcckmondwikc,
The new* ModeLC. C.*̂ M. Bicycles are England,-arrived iii town yesterday to 
here, t6o. Remember the addrcM, O. K. spend the summer with her sister, Mrs.
CYdLE & |p p R T  STORE, GLENN Leo.,Simomn
BLOCK. ' 41-lc Rev. A. C. Mackie, of Vernon,
accompanied by thirteen boys who at­
tend his preparatory school, paid the 
V . 20-tfch ’̂ ^^ yesterday
Mr. C. B. Lafta addressed a public 
Dr. A. W. Lehman, Veterinary Sur- meeting at Benvoulin on Tuesday cv- 
geon, of Penticton, will arrive in Kel- cning, at which^ speech was also, made 
owna on'June 1st to practise his pro- by Mr. H. V. Craig.
fessipn. . ^  40-2p Conservative committee room,
KELOWNA SC O T T ISH  SO C IE - which is the, Scottish how kept
TY picnic postponed until further open throughout the day and also dû  ̂
notice • ‘ 4i_ic mg part of the evening,
r xu A- I Mr, and Mrs. Wyman Lawrence.
des Rosiers and Mr. L. East- 
Girls inTraming will hold a Rose Tea of Chase, spent the week-end
the home of Mrs. Fumerton, Friday ’ ^Q^oring home on Monday.at
afternoon, June 6th. The girls solicit ’ ^  . .
your patronage. 41-lc Mr. H; Preston, who was shipping
* * •  . clerk at the Kelowna Growers Ex-
!lUTLAND GOMM,UNITY RALLY change last season, has accepted a posi- 
une 3rd in the school grounds. Rut- Lion with the B. C. Orchards, Ltd. 
and. Morning: junior bascbdll, races, ^  , xt,
etc. Afternoon; senior races and jump- Dr. L. N. MacKechnie, the well­
ing; 2.30, basebdll, Winfield vs. Rut- known Vancouver surgeon, who_spent 
aiid. Football match in the evening, part of last week and mis week in the 
Refreshments, ice cream and candies, city, returned to the Coast on lues- 
Nuinerous sideshows, > Aunt Sally and day.
Thursday and left again on Monday 
' “  ■ ■ institute a hew
Admission to grounds free.
* • ». . .  , , , ' , evening for Rossland to ii
Attend one of the performances of lodge at that point,
the Kelowna Scouts 11th Annual ; En- , ,
tertainment at the Scout Hall on Fri-I Mr. B. McDonald and Mr. O. Jen- 
day and Saturday, the 6th and 7th of nens left oa Tuesday by car for the 
 ̂une, at 8.15 p.m., with a Saturday Cogst, their intention being to take in 
datinee at 2.45 p.m. 41-lc part of the fruit districts in Washing-
* * • ton on their way to Vancouver.
The “Wonder’* tennis grip of the j^r. John MacLurg, who had the 
season—Every tennis player should L^ ĵgfQrtune to get the thumb of his 
have one of our special corrugated Ljgijt hand injured at the factory of 
transparent rubber handles for* their c M. Simpson, Ltd., last week, had 
tennis bat. O. K. SPORT S T O R E ,h a v e  it amputated on Tuesday. 
Glenn Block. 41-lc | ; ,
Mr. J. N. Cushing has returned from
The Conservative Commk.ee
‘‘IrS f there by frost in various sectionsposite* Wesley  ̂Hall, Telephone 156. , . - - -  twenty-five to forty per
cent of the fruit crop.
COMING SPORT EVENTS I t  is the intention of the I. O. D. E. to hold a Memorial Service in‘the City 
, Park on the afternoon of Sunday, June 
8th. It will be conducted- by the localFootball
On June 3rd, the Kelowna team will I j.{gj.gy of all denominations and suit- 
journey to Vernon for their next le;^gue Lble music wilt be rendered, 
game. . . ,Lacrosse The Liberal committee rooms for
The next scheduled fixture will be the present^ campmgn a 
played here on June 19th,. when the the old J. R. Campbell store on Pen 
speedy youngsters from Salmon Arm | dozi^Str^^ Com^oanv. Thev
are, due.
WANTED—Miscellaneous
• WANTED-^Cattlc and hprses for pas­
ture. Apply, H. Appleby, Creekside 
Ranch. 41-2c
WANTED—Ads in this column bring 
results. Fifteen cents a line, each 
•additional insertion, ton cents per line 
'Minimum charge per week, 30 cents.
HELP WANTED
WANTED—General help, must be 
good cook. Goqd wages. Apply, Airs. 
E, R. Bailey, Sr.: 41-lc
LOST
LOST—Between Rutland and Kelow­
na, an auto crank, stamped “W. G. 
Grey.” Finder please leave at the Rut­




EST A T E  OF
JO H N  Wm. SM ITH, Deceased
FO R SALE
Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4, in Block 2, 
Map 415 ”B,” Osoyoos Divis­
ion of Yale District, B. C.
The property is situated at 
Benvoulin and consists of about 
t\vo acres of land, with dwell­
ing, stable and other buildings. 
There is also some furniture 
in the house; '
For full particulars app ly :
M ANTLE & W ILSO N , LTD .
Agent for the Administrator. 
' 36-tfc
THE IM PORTED STALLION 
“ SCOTLAND’S LEA SE”
will stand at the Guisachan Ranch.




the Kelowna Furniture Company. They 
are now open continuously.
• j^ELO W N A  AQUATIC 
ASSOCIATION L IM IT E D
FOR SALE
Three second-hand ROW  
BOATS in good condition. 
Length 16 feet; price reason­
able. Apply
F. J. FOOT, at the Pavilion.
41-2c
Sir John .Stainer’s beautiful cantata, 
/'The Daughter of Jairus,” will be ren- 
[dered by .the choir of St. Michael and 
All Angels this evening. The solo parts 
will be taken by Miss B. Stone, Mr. 
P. T. Dunn and Air. Ray Stone.
The classes at the, Public School 
'have since yesterday commenced a- 
gain at 9 a.m., it having been found 
that the change made of holding school 
in the forenoon only was very trying 
to both the teaching staff and scholars.
Enquiry at the headquarters of the 
newly-formed Fruit and Vegetable 
Shippers’ Association has elicited the
statchnent that the independent ship 
pers have no special news of any kind
which, they wish to make public at the 
present time. They arc all busily pre­
paring for the coming season, which 
they expect will be an exccption,ally 
active one for the firms in the new 
organization.
The work of placing septic tanks and 
other sanitary improvements at the 
tourist camp site was begun on Tues­
day, funds having been provided for 
this purpose by the Gyro Club. It is 
expected that the whole camp will be 
finished and ready for tourist traffic 
by the second week in June, including 
light ami shelters. The work is being 
rushed so that about one-half of the 
site will be available at the end of this 
week.
iW. Jones, is taking very little rest these 
days. Last week he assisted Mr. T. A.
J-Ipwc, the party’s nominee for Nprll* 
Okaiifigaii, spcAkiniig at Mala ami En- 
derby. Last night lie spoke at Rutland 
in'
Mr, H. B. D. Lysons, the Proviti 
ciaj Party candidate, will hold ,t pub 
lie meeting in Wesley Hall on the cv 
cning of Monday, June 2nd. He add­
ressed a meeting at Okanagan Cent­
re yesterday and will speak at Win 
Held and Pcachland tomorrow anc 
Saturday and at Glenmoro and Eas 
Kelowna next week. It is umlcrstooc 
that some of the leading speakers p 
his party will assist him towards thg 
close of the campaign.
Mr. G. H. Dunn received a commun­
ication by mail on Tuesday from Mr. 
William Riley, radio 6 RY, San Fran-
cisco, confirpiing the reception of the 
signals sSSAt bn May 23rd from the Ip- 
ciu radio Station 5 BW. The signals
arc stated tb have been very clear and 
strong. Mr. Dunn has now received his 
certificate as operator under federal 
regulations, having passed .the necess­
ary examination before Inspector A. 
Howard; when that official was last 
here.
There have been frequent interrup­
tions tb the power service .during the 
past few days, the most serious one oc­
curring on Saturday night, when the 
“juice’* was off for about two hours. 
The trouble was said to be due to a 
mishap in the power house at Boiining- 
ton Falls. The other breaks in the ser­
vice were comparatively brief. It is 
understood the 'West Kootenay Power 
Co. claimed a year or so ago that the 
oiigest interruption to their service 
during a span of sixteen years did not 
exceed twenty mindtes. If such is the 
case, the record has been getting pret­
ty badly busted during the past few 
months.
Writing to the Editor from on board 
the Cunard R.AI.S. “Antonia,” at Que. 
>ec, on May 19th, Mr. F. R. E. De  ̂
iar.t, who will take charge of the 
3. G. fruit exhibit at the British Em-̂  
lire Exhibition, gives some impress-; 
ions* formed on his trip. He mentions 
that the season both on the prairies 
and in the country betvŷ een Ottawa and 
Montreal seems tb be v6ry backward, 
ittle seeding having been done in the 
irairie provinces aqd none in Quebec, 
I ue in the latter case to excessive rain- 
: all rendering it impossible to get on 
the land to work. He writes interest- 
ngly of the fruit situation in the East 
and as to the packages desired by the 
public, and some of the details he gives 
will §ppear in our next issue.
In spite of the fact that the provinc­
ial election will, take place on* June 20, 
it has been definitely decided that there 
will be a joint meeting of the Fish and 
Game Protective Associations in this 
part of the Interior oh June 16th. The 
meeting will consist of representatives 
: rom every existing organization for 
1 le protection of game from the Grand 
: 'orks district to Princeton and front 
Penticton to Kamloops, also Revel- 
stoke. Kelowna has been selected as a 
central point for the delegates to meet 
at, and it is hoped that it will be pos­
sible to have resolutions passed which 
can be accepted by the Provincial 
Game Board, when the latter holds its 
sessions in the Okanagan a little later 
on. The meeting here will be attended 
)y. one, or perhaps more, representa- 









ALL. PARTS of the WORLD
McTavish & Whillis
Insurance Real Estate
Tuesday next, June 3rd, being the 
King’s Birthday and an official holi­
day, all banks, offices, stores and oth­
er business premises will be closed all 
day. 'The usual weekly half-holiday 
will also be observed on Thursday. 
June 5th. .
Word has been received by the local 
Liberal executive that Mrs. Mary El­
len Smith, the well-known lady mem­
ber for Vancouver City expects to 
I arrive in town next Tuesday;. If so, 
a public meeting will be addressed by 




Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that
27
a chestnut mare, branded on the
left shoulder, was impounded in the 
Pound kept by the undersigned on Sa­
turday, the 17th day of May, on the 
S.E. of Section 23, Township 26.lo
A. W. DALGLEISH,
Poundkeeper.
Air. D. B. AfcClcment, who was in 
charge of the shipping department of 
the Kelowna Growers’ Exchange last 
season, left yesterday for Vernon, 
where he has accepted a position in the 
office of the Associated Growers of 
B. C. His place here this coming sea­
son will be occupied by Mr. W. Speers.
The Gleiimore Gun Club has accep­
ted the challenge of the Vernon Gun 
Club to a team shoot, which will take 
place at Vernon on June 3rd, the 
King’s birthday. The secretary of the 
club therefore would be glad if mern- 
bers who can take this event in will 
hand in their names to him or to Mr. 
J. B. Spurrier.
Having received authority to com­
mence work on the Peachland-Princc- 
ton road, Mr. S. T. Elliott, General 
Foreman for the Department of Pub­
lic Works, has employed a large force 
a,nd the work is proceeding quickly. 
Now that the route of the Trans-Pro­
vincial Highway has been definitely 
decided, it will be possible by using 
this new connection to save a distance 
of some eighty miles in making the 
journey from Kelowna to the Coast, 
as thi long detour via Penticton and 
Kercmcos will be avoided.
On Thursday last a special meeting 
of the members of the Jack McMillan 
Chapter, L O-D. E., was held at the 
residence of Airs. W. Lloyd-Jones, 
Richter St., for, the purpose of enter­
taining Mrs. C. E. Dick, one of the 
most active members of the Order, who 
leaving next Monday with her 
amily for Speers, Sask., where Mr. 
Dick has made arrangements to open 
general store. Over thirty ladies 
were present and the occasion _ was 
utilized to present Airs. Dick with a 
very beautiful’ comb in_̂ token of the 
appreciation of her many services. This
at a meeting ■which was also addressed 
by Mr. E. C. Weddell, and since his 
return from tlic North also held meet­
ings at Okanagan Mission, Winfield. 
Ellison and Joe Rich, at which he had 
the assistance of Mr. J. F. Burne and 
Mr. T. G. Norris. Tomorrovy he speaks 
at Nnrainata and, by special rcqiiest, 
will remain over at that point on Sat­
urday to attend the field sports which 
will be held there on that date. Next 
week he is booked to again help Mr. 
Howe by addressing a meeting at Oy- 
ama on Monday, but has been obliged 
to decline further requests of like iia- 
tui'ic from other constituencies. These 
have been very iiiimcrous, Mr. Jones 
having been asked to deal with theJin -  
anciul and agricultural problems affec­
ting the province. Returning to his 
own riding, he will hold meetings 
Tuesday at Benvoulin, in the school, 
Thursday at Glcnmorc and Friday at 
East, Kelowna, so that-altogether his 
campaign is an extremely active one.
OBITUARY
Mrs. Margaret Florence Meinnes
The death occurred In Vancouver, pit 
Wednesday, May 21st, of Mrs. Margar;- 
ct Florence Mcliines, wife of Mr. A.,C.; 
Mclnncs, LaWson Avenue, Kelowna, 
after several years’ suffering from rheu- 
matisin*and kindred troubles. The fun­
eral tbok place on Friday, May 23rd, 
ment being made in Ocean Viewinter
Burial Park, Vancouver.
Mrs. Mclnncs, who was born forty 
^ rcc  years ago at Shelburne, Ont., I 
camejo Kelowna about three years ago 
from Brownlee, Sask., for the benefit 
of her failing health. She isi survived 
by her bereaved husband, by her fa­
ther, Mr. S. F. Aberdeen, of Winfield, 
and three brothers, Messrs. J. H. Ab­
erdeen, of Winfield, William Aberdeen, 
of Rosetown, Sask., and. T. H. Aber^ 
decn, of Eyebrow, Sask.
m a r r ia g e
THOMSON-MATHER.-;-At Kam-| 
loops, on May 20th, Phyllis Beynon, j 
only daughter of George and Isobelj 
Mather of Willesden Green, London, 
England, to Donald Thomson, of Shus- 
wap, third son of the late John arid 
Caroline Thomson of Tilbury, Essex.
41-lp.
The importance of the lumbering in­
dustry to this Province is shown by 
the fact that, according to figures bas­
ed on official industrial estimates, one 
man out of every four in B.C. i§. en­
gaged ini some process connected with 
the turning of the produce of our for­
ests into money. There are now al­
most forty-one thousand men employed ! 
jy the 3,620 concerns which are han­
dling B.C. timber, either in its ra\v 
state or in one of its manufactured 
:'orms. It lias also been calculated that 
this army of wage earners; together 
witk their dependents, actually out­
number the population of the City of | 
Vancouver.
IS
was done by Airs. Lloyd-Jones, who in 
I’elfa few w l chosen words told Mrs. 
Dick that the members of the Order 
greatly regretted her departure from 
Kelowna and wished Jierself and fam­
ily all possible success in their new 
surroundings.
Mrs. A. Fraser returned on Saturday 
from Calgary, where she spent two 
weeks attending the training cour.se for 
Guiders. which was held in the Y.vV. 
C.A. building in that city and which 
was taken advantage of by over twenty 
Guide officers. The classes were in­
structed by Miss Joyce AValton, of 
London. England, a Very experienced 
officer, and Mrs. Ratcliffe, of Toronto, 
who is a company officer and comrnis- 
sioncr for the \Vest Toronto district. 
Miss Walton, who holds the “Red 
Cord,” is one of the best known offi­
cers in the English capital and has 
charge of over seven thoupnd girls in 
her district. She will visit the Coast 
of B. C. later, while Mrs. Ratcliffe will 
take in most of the Interior points,^ar- 
rivinj? ‘at Kelowna on June 16th, when 
she will inspect the local corps and con­
duct a class. Airs. Fraser, who now is 
Captain of the Kelowna Guides, at­
tended three classes daily while at Cal­
gary. She states that the training giv­
en was a very thorough one, taking in 
almost all the subjects which Guides 
have to learri. While she was at the 
Albertan capital it snowed heavily and 
the weather was very disagreeable for 
the season of the year.
WILL GO TO GENEVA 
Hon. W: IL Craig, Attern^jy
General for M anitoba, has reocived 
notice of h is appoin tm ent as one oi" 
the  technical advisers to the  Doni- 
iriion Governm ent a t the Intern.a- 
tional Labor Conference to be held 
a t  Geneva th is  sum m er.
A graphic description of a football 
match by an embryo reporter excites 
our warm sympathies for the losers;
“A football match was played on the 
Forest between old rrien and young 
men. Every time the old men scored 




LOOSEMQRE— At the Kelowna 
General Hospital, on May 21st, Mich­
ael Looscmorc, son of Mr. and Mrs. A. 
C. Looscmorc, of Rutland, aged 22 
months.^ 41-lc.
Sealed tenders will be received by 
the District Forester, Vernon, not later 
than noon on the 10th day of June, 
1924, for the purchase of Licence 
X6249, near Duck Lake, to cut 440,000 
feet of Pine and Fir sawlogs.
Two years will be allowed for re­
moval of timber.
Further particulars of the Chief For­
ester. Victoria, or the District Forester, 
Vernon, B. C. 41-lc
We Specialize in Feeding Calves 
for our Sanitary Meat Market. 
WANTED TO PU R C H A SE - 
CALVES any age. 
PH O N E  178
CASORSO BROS., LTD.’S office.
41-tfc
ENVILLE BOY, No. 22684 
CLYDESDALE STA LLIO N
Will serve a few approved mares 
this season at Eldorado Ranch. 
Fee $15.00. Phone W. POTTS, 
Manager. 4l-2p
Millinery at 25%  
Saving
All c;irly opportunity is here to purchase 
your suninier hat at a great saving in price. 
You save 25c in every $1 by purchassing your 
hat this Aveelc ami next, '
Tlierc is a large assortment trom which to 
choose and many exclusive models.
BUY YOURS TODAY.
New Sandals in  the Shoe 
Department
T H E  N EW  ZEV SANDAL
We are now! showing the new Zev Sandal in 
smoked elk and lojg cabin bhek. This is the. 
smartest sandal that has been shown for the 
coming, seasoii. ,
A BARGAIN , IN  W H IT E  CANVAS 
H IG H  SHOES FOR GIRLS 
ON SATURDAY ONLY
The sizes are 8 to 2’s. They come \vith. 
leather soles and heels; also rubber soles
and heels. ..................75c
Priced at, to clear
1/
w n t M  S
PH O N E 361 KELOW NA, B. C.
ra w N n A L PAiirr o f  aritisa  calum iaa
PU B L IC  M E E T IN G
W ill be held at the 
W ESLEY  H A LL, KELOW NA, on
KSONDAY. JUNE 2nd
at 8.15 p.m.
MR. H. B. D . L Y SO N S
TH E PR O V IN CIA L PARTY CANDIDATE 
and Other speakers will address the meeting.
41-lc
John Bull: “You fellows are putting the clock back Instead of
forward. For goodness sake use this proper key.”
—Passing Show.









PAOIC SIX THE KELOWNA COUKIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARHI8T
THURSt»AY. MAY 29th, 1924
:  Jim  Browne lETIEIIS TO T K  [H im
R U T L A N D
A RUTLAND CHALLENGE 
TO INDEPENDENT SHIPPERS
^Xubricatioh is the life of 











(The House with a Smile)





Kept in a cool place, Paci­
fic Milk goes through hot 
weather in splendid condition. 
I t  is rather painful to sud­
denly discover when you are 
in a hurry, tha t the cream 
you are .depending upon has 
turned sour. Those who usfe 
Pacific Milk find .it can be de­
pended vtpon in any weather. 
We have many letters which 
mention how well it keeps 
during the summer.
Paciffo lUlllk. Co., Limited
Head Office: Vancouver, B.O. 
Factories Ladner and Abbtsford, B.C
COX’S EMPORIUM
Big Sale of Glassware
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY  
May 30th and 31st;
Tumblers, Fruit Bowls, Sdla^ 
Bowls, Jugs, Vases, Sugars, 
Creams, Butter Dishes, Wipe 
Glasses, etc;,
AT GREATLY REDUCED  
PRICES.
See Our Window Display.,
When the Empire Service Squadron 
visits Vancouver next month a party 
consisting of twenty-four officers and 
two hundred and fifty sailors will tour 
Western Canada as far as Winnipeg, 
going East by the Canadian National 
line and returning by the C.P.R.
The Summerland-box factory has re­
sumed operations.




Would you kindly publish a few plain 
wordtt to the independent shippers 
Geo. Rowcliffc, Ltd. in particular?
; 1st. I chhilenge Geo. Rowcliffc, Ltd., 
to offer the' growers as a whole the 
cost of production for all their fruits 
with a 5-ycar guarantee over their sig­
nature. (Cost of production to be de­
termined by the B.C.F.G.A.)
2nd. I challenge him on oath to 
state to the public that he did not cut 
prices on any fruit for season 1923 
3rd, I challenge Him on oath to statp 
to tfic public that he will not cut prices 
for season 1924-25 and make a deposit 
of $5,000 in trust with parties to be 
named, the above amount to be paid 
over to the Kelowna General Hosjpital 
if it can be proved that he or h»s a- 
gents did cut pHcics for season 1924-25.
4th. I challenge the independent 
shippers to state , they have not always 
made a larger profit on handling the 
growers’ fruit than the grower him­
self has.
5th. I challenge the independent ship 
pers to state they did not offer for 
sale McIntosh Red apples before 
Wcalthies were sold put by the As­
sociated Growers. (The old time com­
petition which Geo. Rowcliffe, Ltd., 
blow so much about and which has 
cpst the growers thousands arid thou­
sands of dollars.)
6th./ I challenge the independent 
shippers to state on oath'to the public 
they will not Wace or offer for sale 
McIntosh Red apples for seaspn 1924- 
25 before Wcalthies are gold out.
' Growers! This is the sort of corn- 
petition Geb. Rowcliffe, Ltd.,' ask you 
to go in bondage on. Why is an inde­
pendent shipper , who has never pro­
duced anything but always makes' a 
profit , out of the grower so keen to be 
always telling him he is. such a fcwl 
he does not know how to sell what he 
produces? There is a reason!
7th. I challenge them to prove that 
by competition they .ever paid the gro­
wers their just dues.
8th, I challenge them to state their 
profits and salaries on oath for the 
past 12 years. ,
9th. I challenge the Occidental 
Fruit Co. to state to the public that 
for season 1923-24 they exported 50% 
of the total export tonnage.
In conclusion, Mr. Editor, I would 
say^tb the independent,^ shippers, do 
you realize the 'responsibility and risk, 
you, a small minority bf shippers, are 
taking upon yourselves through greed 
and selfishness to break up the whole 
of the fruit industry of British Colum­
bia, thereby wrecking homes and star­
ving women and children? On the 
other hatid, the grp\ver tqkes the ri%  
We have been f  very law abiding peo­
ple up to the present but if the inde­
pendents succeed * in wreckirig the 
growers’ organization and do not themr 
selves succeed in'  ̂giving the growers 
the cost of production as a minimum 
price for their fruits and produce, may_ 
the I^ rd  have mercy on their souls! 
Yours truly,
. A. E. HARRISON.
General sympathy is being extended 
to Mr. and Mrs, A. C. LobsciUore in the 
sad Ibas of their little boy, Michael; 
who died on Wednesday evening fol­
lowing an operation at the General 
Hospml in Kelowna. The little fel­
low was only 22 months old, and the 
blovr is a licavy one to his parents, who 
have now' been., bereft of both their 
children. , . . .
The funeral service was held on 
Friday morning in the English Church 
at Kelowna, the officiating clergymen 
being the Vcn. Archdeacon Greene 
and Rcr. C, E, Davis. The little white 
casketr covered with wreaths, v?as car­
ried into the church by Messrs. C. 
Bond, A.. E. Harrison, T. McMurray 
and T. Maxwell, and after the beauti­
ful service was over a goodly number 
of friends of the bereaved parents fol­
lowed the remains to the Cemetery, 
wlicrc the committal service was read 
by Mr, Davis. ,m * •
Mr. J.B. Craig returned home on Sat­
urday, after attending the Methodist 
Conference at Vancouver, The new 
pastor at the Methodist church is Rev. 
H. S. Hastings, who has been stat­
ioned at Coquitlam for the past two 
years aiid who.will take charge about 
the middle of June.
A conference of Christian workers 
was held in a big marquee'on the lot 
being worked by Mr. T. LansdoWne, 
from Saturday to Monday ijiclusivc.
About 100 members bf a religfous per 
suasion who don’t believe in binding
cd to be, first, that some of the play­
ers'db not know the game, and, »cc- 
ond, some of the men who have been 
practicing did not turn up and their 
places had to be taken by substitutes ut 
the last moment. This latter docs not 
lend to good play, for football as in any 
other game the men must know each 
other’s play and work together if the 
best results arc to be achieved. Rut­
land, however, did very well under the 
circumstances and although they were 
out-classed as far as the forwards Were 
concerned, their backs put up a sluroX 
defence particularly in the second ha t 
,whcii they broke up again and again 
(the visitors’ attack.
Kelowna’s forwards were on the 
ball all the time and played good c.3m- 
bination and they were ably scoonded 
by thc4)acks. "Tommy” Pitt, their 
trainer, who came out to sec ho\v his 
men worked, seemed to be well pleas­
ed with the play of his charges, wh<? 
deserved their victory. Three of the 
four goals scored were put through in 
the first half, but the sturdy defence of 
the home team, particularly Howes 
in goal, resulted in only one bemg re­
gistered in/the second half. By ^the 
way, Mr. Pitt was seen casting envious 
glances at one or two bf the Rutland 
mem whom he would like to secure for 
his team, their play attractiiig his fav­
ourable attention. ’ Scotty Dean play­
ed a splendid game for . a man so dis­
abled by wounds as he and proved 
of great assistance to the Rutland team 
who appreciated the help he gave them.
It has been brought to our a,ttention 
that the big/charge of $20iJ0 is being
' he Co
t t t  i / n  i




HERE IS YOUR 
OPPORTUNITY
A WEEK’S SPECIAL
MAY 23rd to 31st inclusive
China Gups and Saucers
PER $2.25 DOZ.
’ GLASS TUMBLERS
PER 90 c DOZ.
themselves together as ,a church, nor 
having regularly ordained pastors, and 
w;hose Only textbook is the Bible met 
three times a day and discussed Bibje 
subjects. Quite a number of . them 
came from the United States while 
others came from Australia, . New 
Zealand and other parts. The meet­
ings were well attended and the visi- 
tbrs were very earnest in their labours. 
As there is no real organization, purely 
Bible subjects were discussed. Meals 
were served in the marquee, and the 
visitors appeared to-have spent a good 
time in Rutland,m m *
Amolig those on the sick list in the 
district are Mrs. J, Montgomery and 
Mrs. Ira McClure, who both under­
went operations in Kelowna last week. 
We trust that the patients will soon re­
cover enough to be able; to return to
their'loved bnes once more.m m *
The annual church parade of the 
RutlandTroop of Girl.,Guides was held 
on Sunday evening to the Methodist 
church. The parade was supposed to 
have been held tb the Presbyterian 
church but owing to\the absence of 
Rev. J. A. Dow, who is attending the 
Presbyterian Assembly at Owen 
Sound, Ont., there was no preaching 
service there.. V ,, ,
The Guides,- who nearly all turned 
out in full uniform, under the com­
mand of Capt. Mrs. Chambers" and 
Lieut. Alice Jensen, marched to the 
church from their club room at the 
sciiool and were allotted seats in the 
front part of the church. There was 
a good congregation who joined heart­
ily in the, singing of the hymns, which 
were appropriate to an- Empire Day
Hall for political meetings; ,Jsn’t tin's 
'stretching things a little? We know
service.
Before the sermon, Rev. Frank Stan­
ton read a paragraph in memo-v of the 
late Lady Pellatt, who was the found­
e r ..of aind was for a nuiriber of y ^ rs  
the'head of the Girl Guides iUrthe Do- 
minion. While this was being dons, 
the' Guides stood at alert, after which 
Lady Pellatt’s favorite hymn, “Dear 
Lord and Father of us All,” was sung
Mr. Stanton tbok as the cubject of 
his sermon the story of Queen Esther, 
who risked her life to save her people, 
and pointed out the great difference in 
the status of the wemeri and girls in 
these days compared with those of
Queen: Esther. . , , • , td j  jThe service concluded with Rudyard 
Kipling’s hymn, “Land of our birth, 
we pledge to thee”.
Mrs. Fouraefes, of Greyshot, 
land, is here on a visit to her brother, 
Mr. Reg. Wedge, being a guest of Mrs. 
B. Hardiq.
VERNQN AMATEUR ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
CITY PARK, VERNON




LACROSSE . .. SALMON ARi« vs. VERNON
BASEBALL   KELOWNA vs. VERNON
FOOTBALL    KELOWNA vs VERNON
TRACK EVENTS
, 100 YARDS OPEN.
220 YARDS RELAY—18 years and under.
220 YARDS OPEN—18 years and under. 
j^-MILE BICYCLE RACE.
T U G -O F -W A R —V ernon  vs. T h e  W orld  for
the beautiful Cascade Challenge Cup. 
SUITABLE PRIZES. REFRESHMENTS AT BOOTH
ADMISSION to P ark .... . ,50c;
Grand Stand .... 2Sc
Cars, 50c 
Children, 10c
b i g  D A N gE IN COURT HOUSE .
' , AbbotPs Orchestra.
Gents.’ 91.00
41-lc
9 till 2 a.m.
Double Tickets, 91<S0. Ladies', 75c.
Mrs. A. W. Dalgleish arid Miss Ver­
na Dalgleish left bn Sunday for Van­
couver, where they will attend the gra­
duating exercises of the Vancouver 
General Hospital 1924 class, from which 
Miss Beth Dalgleish, who has been 
president of the class for liie past year, 
is graduating. They intend to spend a 
month at the Coast.m m m •
Mrs. Fraiik Bouyette and family are 
now living in the distfict, having rent­
ed Mr. - Lom e Fleming’s house.
' -■ * ♦ ,
; A pleasant social afternoon: was
spent oil Tuesday last at the home of 
Mrs. W. Gay, when the Brownies en­
tertained their parents. A short prog­
ramme was carried out by the Brow­
nies, who entertained their visitors in 
right royal manner.
that political parties arc supposed to 
have lots of money, but to make ex­
orbitant charges like this is not the way 
to encourage the use of the only nail 
we have for such purposes. We under­
stand it was proposed to hold a meet­
ing in favour of the Provincial Party 
there, but that the high fee has ne­
cessitated other plans being made, i  ne 
Community Hall committee, we also 
understand, is taking the precedent of 
the Kelowna Growers Exchange 
charging $20.00 for the use of their 
packing house during the last election. 
'W  for this sum’they hadthe useof the
building for a month, riot for one meet­
ing only, and sublet it 
vatives. The charge of $20.00 is for 
one meeting with the option of holding 
a second meeting free of charge, but it 
is quite possible that none of the paft- 
ies will have time to hold more than
one meeting. ^*, * *■ «
Rutland got off to a good start for 
the 1924 baseball season when they de­
feated the'Winfield nine on their own 
grounds by the near-cricket score of 
17-15. The garne was certainly not a 
\pitchers’ brittle, but it would be unfair 
to the pitchers to call it a slugfest. 
The grounds on which the gatne ^ as  
played must have been the Winfield 
golf course, judging by the number of 
bunkers tastefully arranged around the 
irifield. A hit to. the infield was good 
for a safety every time, while the held- 
ers did their little bit by fum bli^ or 
misjudging a number of flies.. How­
ever, as the first ^game of the season, 
it was a fair exhibition, _ - ,
The excitement was maintained all
the way. Rutland secured a big,lead in 
the second, but Winfield -carne b a ^  
and tied the score. Again iit the fourth, 
after Rutland had accumulated a six- 
run lead, the home team rallied and 
gained up five of the six runs. Robie 
was yanked after the second frame in 
favour of Logie, who finished the game. 
Quigley pitched the first four stanzas 
for Rutland, being relieved^ by Cald- 
'well in the fifth. No one o/ the four 
pitchers displayed very wonderful con­
trol. All received discouraging support. 
The local baseball player and fans 
should derive much encouraget^nt 
from the team’s success, however. The 
team plays next' Tuesday in Kelowna 
against the Elks, and it is hoped that 
there will be a goOdly number of root­
ers on hand to support them. ^
• The teams lined up aŝ  follows
RUTLAND: Monford, 1 b.; Quig­
ley, p., -Ra lgleish, c.; Wanless, 2.,b., B, L»ai
|le ish , c.f.; Connell, r.f.; U arn^,^-s.,
Day, l.f.; Spares: Caldwell, p., K. Dal­
gleish, 3 b.
son, c.; Duggan, c.f.
Score by innings:— ■■■. ^
RUTLAND ....... 1 7 3 3 3-17
W IN FIELD  ....... ........ 2 6 0 5 2—15
Summary.—3 base hits: Ellison,
Wanless. 2 base hits: Shank^ Mon­
ford and B. Dalgleish. H its: off Quig­
ley, 8 in 4 -innings; off, Robie,, 7 in ^  
innWgs; off Caldwell, 1 m 1 inning; off 
Logie, 7 in 3 innings. Struck_out: by 
Quigley, 3; by Robie, 3; by Caldwell 
2; by. Logie, 2.. Bases ou balls,: off
(Budget received too late for last 
week’s issue)
It is not often that the local football 
players have a chance to engage other 
teams. On Monday evening, however, 
the Kelowna eleven came out for a 
practice game and proved their super­
iority by returning home victors by 
four goats to nil. . At 7.15 the teams 
lined upas follows:—
RUTLAND: Goal, E. Howes; lull 
backs, Allen Dalgleish and E. Bush;, 
half backs, Carson Dalgleish, A. W. 
Gray and A. Hall; forwards, W. Price. 
P. Smith, “Scotty” Dean (kindly lent 
by Kelowna), J. Reid and A. Bag- 
shaw. Carson Dalgleish had to re­
tire when- the game had been on for a 
while and his place was takpi by Jim­
my Reid, •
KELOWNA: Goal, Lewis; full
backs, Kinnear and Woods; half backs, 
J. Whittingham, W. Wood and W. 
Hanlon; forwards, Eurt, T. Hanlon, 
Whitchorn, McClymont and Cook.
Referee: A. E. Harrison.
. In both teams were irien who had 
never -played in a match before, al­
though Kelowna had five of their last 
year’s players. Two of Rutland’s team 
(Dalgleish and Howes) are still at­
tending school, atid gave a good ac­
count of themselves. The ground was 
not in shape for a good game, but 
both teams had good practice, never­
theless and weak and strong points 
were revealed which will prove useful 
As far as Rutland was
Quigley, 2J off Robie, 1; off Caldwell,
^  off Logie, 0. Left on bases: Rutland, 
7 - Winfield, 2.
arc also on the market, but tomaiocs 
.have not'come in yet. The majority of 
the KrccnhoM.se men on the Lower 
Mainland arc looking forward to a fav­
ourable year. _
Green Aphids, Leaf Hopperri, and 
Leaf Rollers have been very noticeable 
during the warm dry weather. Tent 
Caterpillars are enjoying their usual 
spring feast where control measures 
have been neglected. ̂  -
Salmon Arm and Main Llpib
Weather conditions continue dryJjut 
arc a little cooler.
Tree fruits arc past the blooming 
period, and if the set is normal the 
crop should be heavy.
Strawberries arc coming into blooiii 
but are in need of rain.
The injury mentioned last week on 
loganberries and raspberries is becom­
ing more noticeable, and in some pat­
ches is quite serious; it is impossible ut 
the present time to definitely forecast 
its effect on the crop.
All ground crops arc in need of ram. 
There is a considerable incrca.se in pot­
ato acreage in the Main Line District.
Chinese growers have gone into the 
celery business at Malakwa again this 
year. Rhubarb and asparagus arc 
moving.
Vernon
The weather has been hot and dry un­
til the past two days, when it has be­
come much Cooler, and at present there 
is every indication that we shall get the 
hiuch needed rain.
The blossoming period this year was 
of very short duration, and fruits where 
set are sizing vety rapidly. At Lhis 
date there is every appearance that there 
will be a heavy drop in several variet­
ies of apples, and also on prunes,’ Un­
til this has occurred, it will be oiily 
wild gucs^ng to attempt to make a 
crop estimate. ,
Tent Caterpillars have caused con­
siderable damage throughout the north­
ern portion of the Valley. They are 
now past their worst  ̂stage. Many 
thousands have been noticed during the 
past week dying, from some natural 
cause, either insect or bacterial paras­
itism. . ,
Fruit tree Leaf Roller injury is very 
general and growers should apply the 
arsenate of lead spf'ays consistently to 
prevent considerable fruit injury.
Powdery Mildew is also very pre­
valent and with present weather condi­
tions there is the possibility of Apple 
Scab occurring at ariy time. Al-l grow­
ers should be on the alCrt against this 
and apply the protective sprays in good 
time.
. All ground crops, are now coming 
along well but are very rpuch in need 
of , rain, Cut worms and the Onion 
Maggot are takim?_ their toll on the 
onion acreage, and in the South-west­
ern section of the Vernon district the 
grasshoj^er is to be found in consid­
erable numbers.
Summerland
During the past week weather condi­
tions have continued dry and hot, and 
rain is badly needed throughout the 
district \  .. ; ,
- All crops are growing rapidly- Al­
falfa will be ready to cut in another 
week, and it is anticipated the yield 
will be good. ,
Apricots, cherries and peaches are 
sizing up well. The thinning of apri­
cots should be well advanced by this
B
time. ■ . , ...Powdery Mildew is showing up on 
several varieties of apples, particularly 
on the jonathari, , . .
Woolly Aphids are showing «P 
large numbers in many orchard^-  ̂Coal- ft 'virifVi ŝ vsDDî >̂
By Horticultural Branch, Provincial 
Department of Agriculture
in other (Tames, 
concernett, the chief weaknesses scem-
Vernon, B.C., May, 24, 1924, 
Vancouver Island and Gulf Islands
The past week has been warm and 
dry; no rain has fallen.
All small fruits have advanced very
' 'Strawberries have reached the height 
of the blooming period. Bernes of a 
good size can be found.^ .
Some growers are just finishing 
planting, while others are beginning 
“strawing” operations.
If warm dry weather continues, pros­
pects are for an early crop of strawber-
Loganberries have developed very 
fast during the past few days. A large 
amount of bloom is now showing. 
Where proper cultivation has been car­
ried on, the soil moisture conditions
arc still’ good, but a heavy rain would 
be of immense value m strawberry 
plantations befrire “strawing gets well
under way. , ,
, Lower Mainland
The month of May so far has been 
much warmer than was the case at 
this time last year, but ram is very 
much needed and the lack of it is nav- 
ing an adverse effect on all crops.
■' A few early potatoes from Ladner 
have niade their appearance on ̂ the 
local market, and while not of a high 
'quality have been bringing a good
price- ' . - .Cucumbers from local greenhouses
oil emulsion applied with 
-brush wiU give good control,
Penticton and Keremeos -
The weather still contiriues hot and 
dry, and a good rain would be of great 
benefit to the entire district. .
Apple Powdery Mildew and Aphids 
have developed very rapidly and unless 
controlled will cause considerable dam­
age. ' Jonathan apples are showing 
more Powdery Mildew than any other 
varieties, while Ae Aphids attacks are 
confined largely to peaches. _
Kootenay and Arrow Lake
Apples are past full bloom and in 
some sections have reached the calyx 
stage. The blossom period was very 
short, only lasting for about a week. 
Growers rire not putting on the second 
Scab spray (calyx). All, varieties of 
fruit should set well as ideal weather 
prevailed during the blossoming period.
Cherries appear to have set well' and 
are making good growth, but it is too 
early to make an estimate on the crop. 
The plum crop will be lighter this year 
than in 1923, while indications point to 
a*n increase in apples and pears.  ̂ ,
Strawberries are at the ■ peak of 
bloom and where irrigated promise an 
average crop. However, the crop on 
the whole will not be as large as last 
year. Raspberries are just beginning 
to show signs of blossom buds, and 
some of the patches, that were back­
ward and showed signs oj winter in­
jury are coming on much better and 
making good growth. Indicafibns point 
to an average crop.
Early potatoes are showing up, while 
the last of the late varieties are being 
planted. The acreage planted to pot­
atoes this year will show a Slight in­
crease over that of 1923. »
The weather continues to be ^warm 
and dr5>''. Spring seedings of grain and 
other crops are badly in need of rain; 
alsa the hay crop and pasture land.
Creston
The weather continues hot with 
wind, and no near prospects of rain.
Apple trees have advanced rapidly 
arid early varieties are in the calyx 
stage.
Strawberries in early and favourable 
locations are rapidly sizing, but no 
shipments are expected for four or five 
weeks yet. In less favoured situations 
they are now in full bloom and give 
promise of a fair crop.
Early cabbages and sweet corn were 
planted out this week. A few tomatoes 
have been put out, but the bulk of the 
crop is still hardening off preparatory 
to planting out.
Alfalfa is growing vigorously and the 
first cutting should be early.
NOTICE
There is to be a Valley Festival and 
Basket Picnic at the Dominion Experi­
mental Farm, Summerland, on June the 
14th. Mr. W. T. Hunter, Superintend­
ent of the Farm, and the Committee in 
charge of the arrangements, are look­
ing forward to a large attendance of 
Fruit Growers and General Farmers 
from every section of the Okanagan 
Valley. A good time and much of in­
terest is assured everybne, and it is 
hoped that many will avail themselves 
of this special outing.’
Remember the Date; - June the I4th
Okanagan Loan and Investrtient 
Trust Company
• FOR RENT
One of the newly erected storeQ in the Foster Bldck, Ber­
nard Avenue from Juno 1st. ^
FOR SALE
with
Fully bearing Orchard together with a well built house, garage 
cement floor. Implement or packing shed and cow stable.
The Orchard, half of which Is 18 years old, and half 14 years 
old, is in splendid shape, seeded to hairy vetch, and easily irrigated. r
M
The varieties arc:—-
McIntosh Red ..........  120 ttccs
Delicious .... -...............  55 ’’
Ycllovy' Newtown ....... 75
Winter Bananas ........... 45
Cherries ...i..—...............  45
Other varieties-.............  ,23
The estimated yield for 1924 based on past two years’ record is 
5,000 packed boxes, exclusive of cherries and prunes,
The Orchard will be sold at a bargain price, and is well worth 
the pjricc asked. Full particulars from:— %






r d a l  e s ’t a t e  d e p a r t m e n t
Kelowna, B.C.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, MAY 30th Md 31st 
The Wonder Picture
“ Rob Roy
The tremendous film production based on Sir Walter Scott’s famous 
historical novel. A play that will, thrill every Scottish heart. Love,
rpmance, melodrama, heart throbs, and the most thrilling spectacles 
ever presented in motion pictures, including the rising of the dans.
Also a coipcdy, “ BACK S'EAGE.”
Sat. Mat.,'3.30, iOc and 2Sc. Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
V MONDAY AND TUESDAY, JUNE 2nd and 3rd
“ T h e  W om an  on T h e  Ju ry
IS IT  FA IR TO ASK ONE WOMAN TO JUDGE ANOTHER’S
•■r . SIN ?' . /
Who can answer.? Who knows?
For the first time this kind of story—for the first time drama as rare. 
Ten stars to play in it—a tremendous vehicle that will sweep you 
along, deep into the depths of its drama—deeper still, for i t ’aims, at 
your very heart.
With an All-Star Cast including SYLVIA BREAMER.
Also Fox News and “FULLY INSURED,” a Comedy scream. 
Evening, 7.30 and 9 20c and 35c
'WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, JU N E 4th and 5th
‘ Ernest Torrence, Mary Astor, Phyllis Haver, Noah Berry and Cullin
Landis in
“ T h e  F ighting  C o w ard
As refreshingly^ new as it is riotously funny.
And say, folks, an expert accountant begins to figure^the laughs in 
this clever comedy. You’ll fairly shout about this picture to your 
friepds. SEE^IT SURE! Also—, ^
Topics of The Day and Lloyd Hamilton in “MY FRIEND.”
Evening, 7:30 and 9 - - . 20c and 3Sc
B. B B lOB ll B i f 'B  B BB B B ;B.
OUR WEEKLY SPECIAL
A  delicious cream centre, chocolate 
coated, topped with a first-quality
walnut.
THESE
W ALNUT TOPPED CHOCOLATES 
ARE A REAL TREAT, IN PRICE 
AND FLAVOR, AT
55c a Pound
B. WILLITS S, CO.
PHARMACISTS and STATIONERS 
SERVICE —^
' YOU W ILL GET IT  AT W ILLITS ”
X.
t h e  a p p l e  a n d  ITS USES
The aople crop of Canada last y ^ r  
according to Bulletin No. 35 of the De- 
parfment of Agriculture at Ottawa, en- 
titled “Canadian Grown Apples , am- 
ounted to 4,063,719 barrels. This was 
about one million barrels less than the 
crop of 1922. These figures, compiled 
by the Fruit Branch, are given m an 
introduction to a long list of fruri re­
cipes which it is hoped will encourage 
the greater use of Canadian apples. 
This bulletin, which is available at the 
Publications Branch of the Depart­
ment, shows that Canadian apples have 
been particularly successful in interna­
tional competitions and are rccognii<m 
as unsurpassed anywhere in the world. 
Apples are classified according to the 
seasons in which they should be used 
and as to their suitabilky for cookini?, 
dessert, and other purposes. The advi­
ce is offered that apples should be 
cooked in earthen or granite utensils 
and only silver, grahite or wooden 
spoons used for stirring. The recipes 
cover all mannqr of . dishes that can 
be made from the “King of Fruits’.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
IN THE SURROGATE COURT OF 
THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
SASKATOON IN TH E MATTER 
OF TH E ESTATE OF MILTON 
THOMPSON BIRD, DECEASED,
ALL PERSONS having claims a- 
gainst the Estate of Milton Thompson 
Bird late of the City of Saskatoon, in 
the Province of Saskatchewan, Deceas­
ed, are required to send same, with 
particulars of security held, if any, and'
verified by Statutory Declaration to the 
undersigned on or before the 14th day
of June, A.D, 1924, after which date the
assets of the Estate may be distrilmted
, hav--airiong the parties entitled thereto,
ing regard only to the claims of which 
the undersigned shall then have notice.
DATED at Grenfell, Saskatchewan, 
this 25th day of April A.D, 1924. 
g a r n e t  C. NEFF,
Grenfell, Saskatchewan, 
Solicitor for' James W. Jones and: 
James Gaddes, Executors of the Estate 
of Milton. Thompson Bird, Deceased. .
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FLOUR and FEED STORE
SPRAYIDE, i r a J S
agents in the district, is the 
most effective, economical and 
reliable preparation for the des* 
truction of all leaf-eating in­
sects and for controlling fungus 
growths, rot, scab and blight. 
It io cquolly valuable for fruits, ve­
getables, vines or shrubs. Sure and 
swift death to the potato bug or 
tomato worm. Sold in convenient 
sired packages. Very moderate In 
price.
OpCn Saturday Night. Free City 
Delivery.
MANY LISTEN TO
♦ OLIVER AND LATTA
(Continued from page 1)
m
■A
had none of any possible practical ben­
efit to water users, and nothing of any 
value had been accomplished till _thc 
advent of. a Liberal' administration, 
when the whole matter of Water for the 
Drsr Belt had bcciiVput'on an economic 
•basis. '
In reference to the Water Districts 
and the expenditures made by them, 
Mr. Latta stated that niost of, the mon­
ey had becti spent in good times and 
now that there was a financial depres­
sion and poor returns for produce were 
being obtained, the rates weije undoubt­
edly too high. He himself could’ not 
see how they could be paid. However, 
:(he Liberal GtoVernment had come to 
the rescue by' allowing a moratorium 
and it was understood, that the term 
<0 f< repayment to the government on 
sums Dorrowed for permanent improvc- 
‘Uicnts would be extended from thirty
been, advanced a period of depression 
in the fruit industry had occurred and 
it would be Well to recollect thar other 
industries Were aljso suffering in the 
same way. He had lia.d pcrlional ex­
perience of what agricpltural depres- 
sioh meant. It would not be fair to 
place the blame for this state of affairs 
bn the shoulders of the government. 
Whenever the fruit growers had asked 
the provincial executive for any spec­
ial favour, such as an extension of time 
for payment of taxes, it had been grant­
ed them. If further concessions were 
asked for, they would be considered 
but he had hopes that the worst was 
now over and that with better times'i ; 
would not be necessary to'either ask 
for or to ‘grant extra aid. _He there 
fpre would not give a public i promise 
then of an extension of the moratorium 
but, if later on, it was found to be ah 
solutely essential, it would be granted, 
if the majority of the Legislature back­
ed the government upml so doing.
Exemption Of' Fruit Trees From 
Taxation
Rej|arding taxation in̂  general, the 
Premier went on to explain that he hac
.years to fifty years. This would be a
■great saving and tip to the present time  ̂_ __ _ _ _________ _____________
the govci'nment had_ done all J t  could over forty years of personal ex 
;possibly haye done. It would, however, pgj.jgj|gg connected with it.. He was oi’ 
be his duty, if elected, to mform Prem-1 ^hat an alteratidn should be
icr Oliver that further r^ief m ^ht b e ' system of making assess-
. necessary, such as extending the pre- nients. He had no wish to quibble and 
:sent moratorium. If necessary, but not it would interest his hearers to knoW 
otherwise, he, Mr. Latta, if elected, he was prepared to advocate, after
'would stand or fall on the question of 
further relief for tho water users of this 
'district, and if that ■ relief were neces- 
,'Sary and hot granted would hand in 
:his resignation las a member of the 
B.C. Legislature.
‘ Touching on the matter of tax sai'cs, 
'the Liberar candidate stated in nlain 
terms that he was utterly opposed to 
7them and would advocate legislation 
-which would abolish them altogether. 
As long as land was kept improved 
there could be no good reason for seiz- 
'ing it for taxes and advertising it for 
■sale. He was in favour.of such land 
rreyerting automatically to the Crown, 
.after a term of years, instead of the 
■present system. He wound,iip, his ad- 
'dress by referring to the heritage, the 
people of B.C. had in thematural beau­
ties of the province, which should be 
capitalized by the maintenance of good 
roads so that tourist traffic could be 
attracted, and stated that in his opin­
ion the game laws should not be ad­
ministered by the provincial police hilt 
by game • wardens. He would advo­
cate the change being made, also the es­
tablishment of a game sanctuary, 
though not necessarily in this constit­
uency, a matter which, he thought, the 
government had already settled on. By 
supporting him as the Liberal Candi­
date the voters would be supporting 
Mr. Oliver and his government, where­
as by voting for his opponents they 
would bt aiding those who could not 
redeem any pledges given. He be­
lieved that it was possible to fully trust 
the present government. (Loud ap­
plause.) . _ '
The chairman, referring to Mr. Lat- 
ta’s speech, stated that all at the meet­
ing would be pleased that the Liberal 
candidate had given a straightforward 
business address, which was a g ^ a t 
^prdvem ent on mud-slinging. The 
..premier would now speak and would 
niention matters of importance to all 
residents of the province. He. Dr. 
TCnox, would like to remind everyone 
•that the people of Alberta and Saskat­
chewan were keenly watching'the pre. 
sent political contest. The govern­
ments of those two provinces had ent
considering the matter . over carefully, 
that fruit trees should not be assessed 
(Applause). If re-elected to office it 
was his intention to call in all the pro­
vincial assessors to a conference with 
the idea of trying to arrive at a more 
equitable method of making aissess- 
ments. Of all classes of the commun­
ity those who earned their' livelihood 
by working on the lahd_ deserved the 
most sympathy and received the#poor- 
est reward for their labours.^ He had 
al’ways promised that the first' relief 
would 6e given them arid this promise 
had been kept. .The rate of orie-half of 
one per cent only applied on land used 
for farming purposes. ̂  I t would ,be a 
blessing to everybody in his opinion if 
all classes were taxed oh their income 
only. However, it should be realized 
that in levying taxes rates must be 
struck which would allow sums bor­
rowed for special purposes by the gov­
ernment to be repaid, and that it was 
not the borrower that fixed the rate: of 
interest, also that the Legislature as a 
whole made kW provincial laws, includ; 
ing those, affecting taxation, and not 
the government. One thing he could 
thoroughly agree with < without any re 
serve whatever which Mr. Latta had 
meritioried, arid that was that tax sales 
should be abolished. These sales were 
in most instances utterly unprofitable, 
were wasteful and led to litigation. In 
his opinion legislation could be easily 
devised by which land could revert to 
the Crown after a certain period of 
delinquency.
Prdvincial Party Charges
Mr. Oliver next spoke shortly on the 
subject of the charges made by the Pro­
vincial Party against his administra­
tion. The Pacific Great Eastern Rail­
way, he stated, had wrecked one gov­
ernment and might, if the charges had 
been proven, have also wrecked his 
own. Long before the advent of the 
Provincial Party, charges of vaiious 
kinds had been levied, mostly in the 
nature of innuendoes, and he had re­
fused to grant a Royal Commission to 
investigate such charges as they had 
not been of a direct nature. His own
ered the fight for equitable freight ! reputation had suffered, as a man in
rates reluctaritly and at the call of.the
a " ' *B.C. government, and if Mr. Oliver
A s
were not backed up in his.own country 
they w6iild take it that resi^nts of this 
province were not so much interested in, 
the question after all and would aban­
don the position they had taken, which 
would be a very serious sct-back to the 
West. He then called on the Premier 
-to address the meeting,
Premier Oliver
Mr. Oliver, who, on rising to speak, 
-was received with loud applause, began 
his address by remarking that the last 
time he had spoken to a Kelowna aud­
ience it had been solely on the question 
of freight rates and on that occasion the 
building had been packed to the roof. 
He had thought at the time that that 
question was the most important one 
of all the problems affecting the West 
and he thought so still. It had afford, 
cd him much pleasure to listen to Mr. 
Latta. whom he had heard speak for 
the first time, and after hearing him 
he had no doubt that that gentleman 
would represent the South Okanagan 
;in the Provipcial Legislature after June 
20th., Though he, the Premier, might 
not be able to follow all Mr. Latta’s 
ideas or to carry out air his wishes, 
still he would always be more than 
willing to lend a sympathetic car to any 
plans he might have made for the bet- 
■terment of conditions in his constituen- 
cy. It would be well for all to bear in 
mind that” the government^of a province 
could not always do everything it was 
asked to do. Its powers were limited, 
•there being many matters affecting the 
welfare of the people oyer which |t hud 
•tio control whatsoever. In this connec­
tion, it should be borne in mind that it 
was the Legislature which made the 
laws governing taxation, not the gov­
ernment., R c^rding the water ques­
tion, referred to By Mr. Latta. he woulil 
wish all to understand that the ad­
vances made Io the Water Districts by
public life should be able to meet any 
charges laid against him. However, on 
direct charges being made by the Pro­
vincial Party, he had at once granted a 
Royal Commission. The leaders of 
that Party had obtained what they had 
been crying out for,and everything had 
been laid open for them to investigate. 
The result had been that the people of 
B.C. had had to foot a bill of some $30,- 
0()0 which was an entirely unnecessary 
waste of money, the best auditing firm 
in the West, and one of the leading 
firms of chartered accountants in Can­
ada, having already gone fully into the 
accounts of the railway and having 
found that they balanced down to a 
cent. The Commissioner had found 
that there was no evidence whatever of' 
wrong doing on the part of govern­
ment. He, Mr. Oliver, did not think 
that the leaders of the Provincial Part- 
y would be so fond of Ro'”-’! Commis­
sions from now oh. Ho-wever, though 
the Commissioner had freed Mr. Bowser' 
of the charge of having received $S0;- 
000 from the contractors, this did .uot 
clear the Leader of the Opposition of 
having paid out, when holding office, 
large sums of public money for which 
no equivalent was obtained. The Pre­
mier then read out extracts of the re­
port made by a co'.imittee of the Leg­
islature in 1917 bearing out his state­
ment.
Mr. Bowser Under Fire 
Mr. Oliver then touched on the sub­
ject of the promises the Leader of the 
Opposition made when recently at 
Wnlhachin and other points in respect 
to irrigation, stating that he himself had 
little time to spare in connection with 
those promises and would content him­
self with saying that any plcdjsrcs given 
by Mr. Bowser were worthless for the 
simple reason that that gentleman 
would never hold office and would 
therefore not be in a position to carry 
them out. If he. Mr. Oliver, were in
been in public life for forty-seven years 
and had never made a public utterance 
which he had afterwards to retract, so 
that he was always careful not to give 
pledges without knowing how or when 
they could be redeemed. I t was cus­
tomary tor Mr; Bowser, the Prcin-cr 
went on to say, to state that the present 
administration at /Victoria “had stjuan- 
dered millions like a drunken sailor". 
He, Mr. Oliver, had never run across 
a drunken sailor with so much money 
to blow in, but was sure of one thing 
and that was that if a drunken sailor 
had millions to squander in a town 
where the Leader of the Opposition 
was residing, he would not rc:tain pos­
session of those millions for any great 
length of time. (Laughter).
After a reference^ to large expendi­
tures made by Mr. Bowserwhen Pre­
mier, Mr. Oliver went into’very detailed 
explanations as to why the cost of con­
tinuing the P..G.E. to Queshel had en­
tailed what appeared, to be immense 
sums, stating that large portions of 
that line had to be reconstructed when 
the present government |look it over. 
Fifteen miles of difficult work had to 
be entirely relocated and very long and 
extremely costly bridges had to he ej­
ected. I t  ivas entirely unjust to put 
the blame for*all this ex'''’"<5ive ex-- 
diture on the shoulders oL the-present 
government. “In fact," said Mr. Oliv­
er, “if you want to put that responsibil­
ity oh my shoulders, I do not want to 
remain Premier. I absolutely repud­
iate that responsibility.” He then ask­
ed the audience if any one knew what 
solution of the difficult P.G.E, problem 
Mr. Bowser had, beyond trying to 
place .the responsibility of the annual 
loss occasioned by the construction of 
the P.G.E. on his, Mr. Oliver’s should­
ers. He would remind his audience 
that it was on account of the pressure 
brought to hear by busiriess men in 
Vancouver that an effort had been 
made to continue the line to Prince 
George and the Peace River district, 
arid he believed that if this were eyer 
accomplished the railway might be 
made to pay. Meanwhile, more money 
was surik each year in paying interest 
on the bonds of the P.G.E. thari could 
3e allowed for expenditure on all the 
present highways and bridges in B.G.
lions over the previous year, in spite 
' ‘ ' hof the fact that the rate eastwards ad 
been also ; dpcrcapcd. Last year, 
through a still further reduction in the 
western rate having been made, forty- 
Six million bushels ha î passed through 
Vancouver and, if the capacity of the 
elevator had been sufficient, another
W INFIELD “ROB ROY” THRILLiS .SCOTTISH HEARTS I
After scyerai days threatening, the 
long looked for rain came on Tuesday 
afternoon and made everyone happy.^W • 4
I British _ Film Production Combines I 
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twenty-five million bushels would have ', Mr. and Mrs. T. !(.,idstonc, of Grind- "Torontn
come westwards. The result of the rod, who have been visiting their dan- Never wniibt irA.i <
slight lowering of the western rate had ghter, Mrs. V. R. McDonagh, for the Scottish is ihio f^^cssed how
resulted in thousands of- more men bc- 
inj? employed in B.C. and an immense 
increase of business at the port o]' 
Vancouver, where already forty-five 
steel steamers were employed in handl 
ing grain cargoes.
He, personally, had taken the stanc 
that the natural movement West of a 
large_ portion, of the produce of the 
Prairie Provinces had been stopped by 
excessive freight and express rates, ant 
if this condition of things wete allow 
ed to continue it would be a disgrace to 
the Liberal administration at Ottdwa 
In the past the railway and express 
companies had had things their own 
way, and even now “they hold you up 
go through your pockets and then kick 
you because you have no more that 
they can take." For the last three 
years he had been fighting against tlii^ 
unjust treatment of the province he 
represented. He wished all to under­
stand that it. would not be doing him a 
personal favour to return him to office, 
but that if that was the result of the
coming election the electors would / have 
voted for a man who gave them ser
the Provincial Government had_ been the same position as Mr. Bowser arid 
made in good faith and on the distinct! Gen. McRae it would be an easy mat- 
-understanding _ that the money lent ter for him to, go round the country
'  Freight Rates
Mr. Oliver next spoke very eloquent- 
y on the subject of the efforts he had 
made .to secure just treatment in the 
matter of freight rates for the people 
of B.C, He first showed that this pro­
vince had given enormous land subsid­
ies towards the construction of the 
C.P.R. and that B.C. had been the only 
province in the whole Dominion to 
make any such grants. It had never 
jeen contemplated at the time when 
such subsidies were made that as soon 
as the line was put into operation fifty 
per cent more would have to be paid 
>y B.C. people for haulage of freight 
hari would be paid by residents of 
Easterri Canada. In comparison with 
this enormous drain on the people of 
the province, taxation was, he stated.
negligible quantity. The ratio had 
jeen that for every $1 thus expended 
in Ontario, for the same service the 
people of the Prairie provinces had had 
to pay $1.20 and the people of B.C., $1.- 
iO. In spite of all the efforts he, Mr. 
Oliver, had made, the Meighen -.jovern- 
ment had paid no attention whatever 
to this grievance and it had taken some 
time to get the Mackenzie King gov- 
etnment to interest themselves in the 
matter.. Howevrir, by nevei* letting up, 
le had at last got the rates so reduced 
that the ratio^was now $1.50 instead of 
;1.80. This concession, though only a 
leginning, was considered by the pres­
ident of the Canadian Manufacturers’ 
Association to be worth from two to 
three million dollars annually to B.C.
Mr. Oliver quoted several freight and 
express rates to show the unequal 
treatment meted out to East and West, 
Among these were the following: 
freight rate on grain for export, per 100 
lbs., Edmonton or Calgary to Van­
couver, 22yi cents; rate on grain, per 
100 lbs., domestic, from and to the 
same points, 41 cents. This rate 
showfcd, said Mr. Oliver, that it was 
made so that the Chinese could bene­
fit more from the building of the C. 
P. R. than the white people of this 
province who had subsidized the line 
heavily. Express rate, flour, carload 
lots, 100 lbs, Okanagan points to Cal­
gary, 350 miles, $2.40; Grimsby, Ont., 
to Halifax, N.S., 1186 miles, $1.50. 
Points in the Okanagan to Vancouver, 
350 miles, $1.90; Grimsby, Ont., to 
Montreal, 390 miles, 95-cents. Freight 
rates on grain. Notch Hill to Vancou­
ver, domestic consump’tion, 100 lbs, 
2 iy i cents; same distance from Fort 
William, East, 13J-̂  cents.
He asked the meeting if they consid­
ered that the Province of B.C. had a 
grievance in regard to freight and cx  ̂
press rates or not, stating that the 
difference in freight and express rafo^ 
had crippled B.C. and that, as the 
trend of trade westwards had immed­
iately followed on slight concessions to­
wards equalization having been made, 
it was only reasonable to assume that 
if the freight and express rates were 
made the same in the West as in the 
East, an enormous amount of business 
would come to B-C. which hitherto had 
gone eastwards. He instanced the Do­
minion Government elevator at Van­
couver which had done practically no 
business until the rate on grain to Van­
couver had been reduced in 1922, when
vice. “You give me theEonour and I 
will give you the service”, said the 
Premier. “Let that sink into your 
minds”. .
He had been asked for, further re­
lief for the fruit growers and the mat­
ter had been in his mind continually. 
The best service he could give them 
would be to. secure equitable*freight and 
express rates, which, if obtained,- would 
represent to them more value than they 
at present received from the produce 
they produced. He had been wBfking 
hard in their interests.^ Yet Mr. Jones 
asked the voters to reject him and his 
government, which had attempted more 
practical work in the intp*-p«:ts o.f the 
people of B.C. than any administration 
the province had had since the comple­
tion of the C.P.R. in 1886. If the vote 
went against the present government 
on June 20th, it could only be constru­
ed that the people of B.C, were not in 
earnest in demanding equalization of 
freight rates, rind it would be well to 
remember that the Conservatives had 
been in office for thirteen years with­
out riiaking any attempt to tackle the 
question. He had been told that Sir 
Richard McBride had dorie ŝo, but on 
looking over official papers of all kinds 
he could never find the least trace of 
anything to substantiate that statement.
vlf you,” continued the Premier, “re­
turn the Conservative Party to office, 
you will be a sore bunch and deserve all 
you get.” He had spoken at several 
meeting^ recently and„ would get no 
rest that day, #as he l?ad to speak at 
Summerlarid the same evening. He 
hoped that all present would_ realize 
that he had worked hard in their inter­
ests and would so cast their votes that 
after the election he could go direct to 
Ottawa and continue the fight for fair 
treatment for this province. (Loud and 
continued applause.)
The. chairman in referring to the 
Premier’s speech, stated that he per­
sonally, had no doubt whatever that 
the people of B.C. would back up Mr. 
Oliver at the coming election: As ma‘t- 
ters stood it was not a matter of a man 
being a Conservative or a Liberal but 
bne of life or death to B.C., whether 
the man who had worked so hard in 
the interests of the province should or 
should not receive the backing up of 
the electorate.
Three' cheers and a tiger were then 
given for the Premier, the National 
Anthem was sung and the meeting ad­
journed.
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last two weeks, returned to their home you had forniod nno unless i
last Saturday. ffat f n ^,• « in « . . . V ® where the
Mr T • ' i. 1- • r picture. “Rob Roy,”
to be shown. Long before the
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^   ̂ ’̂ ‘̂ '■■ifheTe MacGregors were."othing o£ the
CANNED SAL­
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manent position in Kelowna. __
TV/t t? 1 1 n* * ** I f  1. I ^ucdonalds. Macintoshes, MacLcansI Mrs. Ralph Berry returned from the and MacLures. A kiltie or two gmnS-
i" 1 t h e  outskirts of the mass.health, and  ̂we are all \delighted to lending atmosphere to the scene mrl 
have her amongst us again. | when the film at last began to tinreel-
Miss Inez Richards is in the Hospital throrigh/a western “comic” and a t?ald 
at Kelowna, having undergone an pp- elogue-/there was music that st r?ed 
eration for goitre last week. Last re- every Scottish heart and many a S - '  
ports indicate that she is rapidly re- tish foot. At intervals the musieSns 1 
covering and wiU sooa be at home. would fall silent and from one end of
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ley, accompanied by Mr and Mrs, “whussle,” On first hearing these the 
Purvis, of Okanagan Centre, made a pipes, a child in the scat aftad  looked 
trip to OrQvine,.returning on Sunday, up at his father and asked, ‘T o S>ads be- whaVo a_i : \
Bert
They report a ffne trip, the roads be- what’s that noise?” And his’irrevercM
•"g excellent. ^  ^  ,  parent, evidently not Scotch, made
Mr. E. Patterson returned on Mon- “Snake-charmers, my
day, the 19th, from ispending the wint- “'Rnh Rnv " nc _l r .
er at the Coast, and has resumed his and oart fiction Tn
bid place bn the Winfield baseball
team. We are all giad to see “Pat’’ {weeV binds
looking so well, and his loyalty to the whom we fourth eeneratinn ’
all the local fans. ^  ^ native Scot, and the Scot , once remov-'
T>otfo..e/ar. I bcttcr ablc to undcfstand and
.1, r  Patterson also^returned from appreciate all that they lay behind arid
eats of Mr. T. Halford, - , ; •
T-u u 1, II t. a at- , rCesrity, is the finest tradition of the'The baseball game between,the com-] c-istficli m e
bined Winfield-Oyama team arid Rut- T h f  a hiictir u
standing at If-lS. A good crowd wat- .? /!( St ^ct.n
played at Rutland on June 3rd. - S n ^ plots the un-
rrn J • • ai. dolng of thc young chicf. And his hat.Tuesday evening, rin the^^t^^^ grows violent when bon-
munity Hall,^Mr. J. W. JoneS’^M.P.P , nie Helen Campbell, upon whom Mon- 
laid before the electors his pohejf and trose has looked with desire, smiles on 
^ a t  of his party. Mr. T. Norris, of th'e MacGregor. Helen leans from a 
.Celowna, opened the, meeting with a | casement and tosses down a rose, Mac- 
very clear and forceful resume of con- Gregor opens very wide his eyes and 
ditions and candidates. Mr. Jones, who registers love at first sight—no shilly- 
was greeted with considerable enthus- shallying for hirii—and that , night the 
lasm when he took the floor, gave a pair steal away from the duke’s ball 
very interesting and comprehensive and „’de to Inverspaid, where at mid-
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report of past efforts, and in asking night and by torchlight they are wed. 
for the continued support of those pre-j The story really only begins from this
D E T O N A T O R S  
F U S E
an d
sent instanced the many ways in which point. There , are riumerous thrilling 
his, past experience would be of value episodes, such as the rising of the 
to the constituency. ' I clans, the firing of Iriversnaid, the ab­
duction of wee MacGregor, the Mac- 
On Wednesday evening, an import-1 Gregor lament and funeral procession, 
ant meeting of the Winfield growers and a scene showing Robert Bru-ce 
was held at the Hall but, as the offic- watching the st»ider, works in appro- 
ial report has not yet been handed to priately when the hero downcast and 
your correspondent, it will be included all but discouraged mourns: “I’ve nae 
in a later issue. hame, nae name, nae siller!” We’re not
* * • [going to be so unfair as to reveal the
The annual garden party, held by thej secret of how Rob Roy finally con- 
_adies’ Aid of the United Church, Quers his feudal enemy and is enabled 
proved to be a great success iri spite of the MacGregor tartan, on the
the threatening weather which no | .flagstaff. This_js the big “pun-






THE CHEAPER CUTS OF BEEF
—  ------------ „ ---------  ------  . -r.1- I . ■ • . 1 Duncan, who spent the v/in-
doubt prevented the attendance of or the picture. In e  players give ter in California, returned last Friday, 
many from a distance. A good crowd competent perforrnances without seal- ^  ^
turned out and spent a very enjoyable mg the heights and the only fault dis- »
afternoon. The ladies served tea and cernible is in several scenes that im- Mr. H. Jones came up from Pcntic- 
ce cream, and a home cooking and Press one as theatrical. TJie film was ton Saturday morning to spend thc 
arm dainty table/in charge of Mrs. made in Scotland, so the backgrounds week-end at home.
Arnold proved very popular. A neat ^^'e genuine, but the play, while con-j « *
sum was realized as a result of the ef- ceoing a certain relationship with Sir nr- . -n • x.t r i
fort and the Aid is to be congratulated Walter Scott s story, being based on Doris Hannajî ^̂  Kelowna
on affording an opportunity for us all h t  has taken the bit in its teeth, as it ^ospital, spent MonJj'.y afternoon at 
to meet under such pleasant conditions. Were, and run away to more imagina- "ome.
♦ ♦ * . ive—but entirely legitimate—lengths, * * *.
Saturday was Victoria Day and a  ̂ to make it interesting and Mr. Frank Jones returned frpm the 
large number spent the day in Kplow- ®ii sl^nd- hospital on Monday. We are glad to
na enjoying the sports and yarioris o- the hear that he is better.
ther attractions.
The pot roast vvhich is frequently 
used by the thrifty housewife in the ef­
fort to keep down her butcher bill and 
still provide good meals, may be made 
from many of the cheaper cuts, such as 
the chuck, of thc beef carcass. After 
being wiped with a damp cloth it is 
placed in a covered bake pan or casser­
ole, with two cups or more qf hot wa­
ter. It should be covered tightly and 
baked in a moderate oven or on top of 
the stove, keeping the heat just below 
the boiling point. Pamphlet No. 43 of 
thc Department of Agriculture at Ot­
tawa, obtainable from the. Publications 
Branch, shows how the meat bill may 
be reduced by utilizing the cheaper cuts 
of beef. One-half hour’s time for each 
pound of meat in the roast is recom­
mended. About an hour and a quarter 
before serving, pared potatoes and slic­
ed carrots and onions may be added. 
When ready to serve, thc roast should be 
removed to a hot platter and the gravy 
thickened and seasoned. If the meat 
is very fat, it is advisable to remove the 
fat from the top of the gravy, before
« •  •
A very enjoyable dance was given 
at the home of Mrs. A. Drought on 
Roy” will be  ̂shown at thelF*'*^®y evening. A large crowd was
means. As to the photography, nothing 
more beautiful has been seen on cell'u-
rr,, , ... c , , loid than those banks and braesThe regular meeting of the Women s
Institute will be held in,the Hall on 
Thursday, June 5th, when a Baby Cli­
nic will be an interesting feature. Dr. I
Knox, of Kelowna, will give a talk 00 1“ ' '̂ '̂' ’̂ ^ ^ y  30 and 31. 
goitre, and we hope that eyery one in­
terested will take advantage of this j,THE JUNE ISSUE
opportunity to hear Dr. Knox on this q F “ROD AND GUN” j the Hon. John Oliver’s address!^
most important subject.
The Institute will serve a ten cent i t,, , . . . , x.- i , ,
tea and every assistance will be accord-j- . ® beauties and advantages of On-| Mr. J. Nicols left for the prairies on
“Rob , ______^____________ , _
Empress Theatre on Friday and Sat- [ Present and everyone had a good time.
A truck load of Westbank mcji mo­
tored to Kelowna on Thursday to hear
ed to thc visiting mothers and babes. 1 stressed in the spcciaLTouri^t Saturday, 
Don’t forget the date, June Sth. I- ,R°^ Gun in Can--
. * * * ada. In addition to a description of
A'Very enjoyable affair was held at I ® tourist attractions and ^var-
thc home of Mrs. Clagget recently beauty in thc province,
when Miss Inez Richards was “show-1"”“  ̂ suggestions for summer carnps 
ered” by her many friends in honour . the stones in thc_ magazine
_ Mr. J. W. Jones, M.L.A., was a bu­
siness caller to Westbank on Tuesday.
A baseball team composed of W est-'
of her forthcoming marriage. She was | ^^Ih^hsh'ng ajid ^nd Pcachland players played the
PcacI' ‘the recipient of many beautiful K>fts, ?o"9mn Summcrland nine at chland on Mayand thc good wishes of the whole com- M" northern Ontario and hunting and 24th. The Wcstbank-Peachland team 
munity will follow her to her new stones m other, parts of L^on an easy victory by a score of 20-
ched a fine game for the winnets.
It is hoped to commence diamonddrilling on the property of the Kam- Bates, who was Rod and
cheaper cuts of beef.
Anna McMordie, a thirtcen-ycar-old 
pupil in the eighth grade of the Ly(- 
ton Public School, won thc first prize 
given for thc “Save, thc Forest” essay 
in the competition conducted by the
nineteen million bushels had passed Dominion Forest Service for thc Kam-
-would be repaid. Since thc loans had making simila^ promises, but he had'through it, an increase of twelve mil- loops district.
thickening. The pamphlet 'contains ’ loops Natural Gas. Oil 'and Coal Com-
many other recipes for utilizing the pany by thc first of June. This "worh of nnn^linllv fini.^nliofoo-ranSo
‘ twill be undertaken by the Provincial of Directors of the Associated
Department of Mines, a very favour-
able report having been made on the ° - ,Bod and Gun-in Canada house on Friday evening. Thc mect-
propertj by the d?partnfental Resident will? well a ttend^  ^  WestbankEngineer f*' articles dealing with prac- fruit growers. , Mr, Dryden-s interest
't'cally every phase of sportsmen’s in- in this part of the district and his
Last week a larue foree of men had | “ "Rod and  ̂Gun in Canada'; is p a b li8 h 4 lfS ’’e S  board''’'”* meetings here
to be emptoyed in an attempt ' ̂ d_̂ i>y w ; j.'fky'lorT^^^^^ | mneh J p^preeSd b T 't'b d  iMaltinguish a bush fire in
' k ' m M
t »• (•%;
I^AQS SKOHT
THE KELOWNA COUEIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDI8T






(Continued from page 4)
hilt it amiarentlv was not trc, Patterson  ̂making a nice si 
Jich Js to require tS dday tirg a m c . strhig catch. Maxwell singled, 
although it did somewhat impede this
na has one more look-in at the Vernon 
entrenchments and a wicked shot by 
Burt strikes the erdss-bar. The wlnstlc 
sounds for the end of the game with 
the ball in Kelowna territory and the 
score standing: Kelowna, 6 ; Vernon, 1).
Much against his own dcsir^ ^Mr. 
‘‘Tommy” Pitt, manager of the Kelow­
na team, officiated as referee. His de­
cisions were impartial and satisfactory
throughout, the game being clcanl, 
played and therefore easily handlci 
The age and weight - 
team were no match for tiic youth and
visiting
again in Vernon territory, where the I stole second and took third on Parkin 
S?3d«!! h » S n ”d, fear! Wilson sends son’s wild Ijoavc to an open bass at 
ill "I nwSft' OIK* oti JEclwurds* wild clcuro 1 sccoiicl* Stokes flicd to JPinCi wno si 
nicely. The spectators arc treated once g.ain muffed, Lanptaffc 
mort?  ̂ to end-to-end play, tboth goals error. Stokes out stcsahng third on an 
airiitn encountering u rapid botiibtird-| nisulc playf ^  - - . . .
ment The goalies, however, scenilng-j DeHart whiffed. Robic fouled oUt to 
able f “  alch aTcoA irs until a Ssalon. Parkinson out, Wdson to Ms*- 
pass from A, McMillan to Bill Ray- well.
mer gets by the Vernon goal-tender , Ninth Inmng^
amid the wild cheering of the crowd. Knight struck out. S ., Langstaffc
With this goal lead and only a few Kvalkcd. Estabrooks out to Elliott, un­
minutes to go, play tightens up, Ver- assisted. Seaton struck out. ^  
noil doing their utmost to equalize, an,d Buse got a walk. Lewis, running for
the crowd sees some really fast work. Buse, pilfered second and made thirdrrsi ^ C 'A-tvah 'rrl \/lv cl I 1
stamina of the Kelowna eleven.
Vernon men showed up strongest on 
the forward, line, while the Kelowna
Nothing better to tcaae and appease the 
appetite. Noticing handier for the house­
wife to serve.i,'
OLIVES IN BULK—
A n^w departure, a pint—.............. ,
Queen Olives, M anzahiUa Olives, Pimento Stuffed
Olives in Bottles. , •
backs and half-backs played a sterling 
?amc and Lewis was absolutely re­
liable in goal. The respedtive line-ups
VERNON: ' Mattock;
backs, Dean and Baverstock; right
half-back, Ai Robey; centre luilf-back; 







SW EET M IXED PIC K LES and SW EET MUS- 4  K / *
TARD PICKLES, in bulk, a pound :....^
Sweet, Sour, / Mixed, Chow, Gherkins, Onion and
W alnut Pickles in Bottles.
H. KniglU; left hal  back, J. N. Green 
(Capt.); right wing, C. Robinson,, R. 
McLean; centre, McDonnell; left wmg, 
B. Tuohy, E. F. Fripp; spare Crouch.
KELOWNA; goal, ‘‘Turk''^Lewis; 
backs, A. F. Kinnear and Bert Woods; 
right half-back, T. Haridlcn; centre 
half-back, Billy Woods; left half-back, 
Billy Handlcii; .right wing, S. Bush, 
Lea Cook; centre, J. Burt (Capt.); 
left wing, Bruce Dean; G. McClymont.
TUG OF WAR
Kelowna Wins Strenuous Pull
GORGONZOCA and RO Q U EFO RT CH EESE by tbe 
' pound/''
OLD CANADIAN CHEESE, nippy, a pound - 3 5 ( »  
' NEW CANADIAN CHEESE, fresh, a popnd ..... ..
C H R ISTIE’S SW E E T  BISCUITS—Best in Canada. 
H U NTLEY & PA LM ER’S BISCUITS—Best in World. 
A big variety in both kinds.
B O IL E D  H A M , Q V E N  b A K E D  H A M , V E A L  L O A F , 
T E L L IE D  O X  T O N G U E  and C O R N E D  B E E F  
K E P T  IN  R E F R IG E R A T O R — SO L D  BY  T H E  P O U N D
The boys sure let Norm down in the 
suventh. Ten errors is enough to lose 
any ball game. , Lace up your shoed 
and wash the bpttfcr off your hands, 
)oys. Better luck next timcl
ri a uiiic u u  y* •>. i i^use, pu urcu ^ i i
The final blast of the whistle gives on Patterson’s sacrifice to left field.
welcome relief to both prayers and Logic out, W ilson'to M»:«:well. Roth
spectators, the local team being vie- h^ita a Texas leaguer ovcr_ second.
tors by ,a score; of 2 to 1. ,,, , , | Scoring Lewis. Elliott out, Forrester
A. Horrex, of Armstrong, iillcd *,thc Uq Maxwell, 
position of referee to the satisfaction j BOX SCORE
of all. The teams were: , . I ,rT-r»T.Y/'kXT An » i-r p n  A FVIERNON: goal, A. Edwards; point, 1 VERNON AB R H PO, A L
Johnston; cover point, G. Redgrave; I Estabrooks, .........  o
k»t. dcf., L. Edwards; 2nd dcf., C. Nor- Sqaton, c. ..........i..... 6 | a n
ris; 3rd def., E. Johnston; centre,^Fj Forrester, ............ .....5 1 } « «
Mittrio; 3rd home, C. Christicn; 2nd Maxwell, lb. ........... 5 1 1 l l  u
home, N. Carew; 1st home, A. Evans; Wilson, p. 5 1 1  i o
0.8. home, J; Graham; inside home, J. W*^Langstaffc, r.f. ....  ̂ ^ 1 q
Hammil. manager amt spare in ease Stokes, 2b.   » n n — n
of accident. C. Ai McWilliams. _ . **', ....... .......  e n ? 'l 0KELOWNA: goal, A. Gordon; point,I S, Langstaffc, c.f...... 5 0 Z .J U
W. Spear (Capt.); cover point, Dick ^  v , ii  1
Parkins,on; 1st def., Art'Ncil'l ( Scot-1 Totals ............  47 11 11 25
ty”); 2nd def., Rod W att; 3rd def., ’ «  m T>r» a p
C. McMillan; centre, Vic DeHart; 3rdl KELOWNA AB R H PO A E
Following the football game, there 
was a display of muscle and weight in 
a tug of war between Vernon and Ke­
lowna., A good pull resulted in a \yin 
for Kelowna. The prizes awarded for 
the event consisted of eight gold Evr 
ersharp pencils, and the winners were; 
Frank Brown, Mike Johnson, Joe 
Gauvin, Geprge Grant, Leonard Mar­
tin, Howard Welsh, G. C. Hall and 
Les Cook, captained by Mr. A. E; Cox.
home, E. Wilson; 2nd,home, B. Ray- Robic, s.s. 
mer; 1st home, C. MePhet:,; o.s. home, Parkinson, c.f., c.
Geo. Kennedy; inside home, A. Me- Buse, 3b............ .
Millah: spares, J. Aitlcen. J. Parkin- Patterson, c., c.f. 
son, Kim Chaplin, H. Brown, Vic Logic, 2b. 
Fowler. / I Lewis, r.f.
Notes O n’ The Game Elliott, lb. ............. . 4I Pirie, l.f...........
Charlie Shilliilgford says it was a DeHart, p., r.f.
fine game and the first lacrosse gaitlc Roth, p. .........
that Tie has ever watched in Kelowna. ♦Lewis
From The Coach Xinf« Local ball tosoers have been working 
hard to get a good team in shape all 
spring, their chief handicap being the 
grounds, which arc now uv fair shape- 
Thc liiic-up seems to Tack fight and a 
<’i>'i<iAn.Ti>ln ' amount of ‘‘pcp is sadiyreasonable
needed.
LACROSSE
Kelowna, 2;. Vernon, 1
Clare McPhec played a , steady and I Totals ■"•■T7" 'q?i5 
consistent game throughout. Ran for Buse m 9th.
* ♦ • Score by innings
Reid W att put up a fine brand of VERNON ...... i  9 9 ? S 2 a 2 9
defence; and the younger lads on the KELOWNA.... 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 4
lome ^ave a good account of them- Summary
selves in Canada’s national game. Two-base hits, Seaton; sacrifice hits,
Robie, Patterson (2); stolen bases,
The McKenzie Co., Ltd .
PHONE 214
\
P r e p a r e  - -
Your trees for the coming crop with our 
FERTILIZER.
Heavy bearing trees need and deserve the 
best Fertilizers you can give them; real 
food that will build them up and fit them 
to produce heavy high-grade Fruit.
NITRATE OF SODA, per ton $78.00
SULPHATE OF AMMONIA, per ton ...... ......... . $98.00
FLOUR FEED OATS W H EA T
Paris Green. 
Black Leaf 40.
Arsenate of Lead. 
Casein Spreads.
Occidental Fruit Go., Ltd.
KELOW NA, B .C .
Free City Delivery Phone 67-Ll
KEIOWNA AQUATIC ASSOCUTION, U D .
The Kelowna senior lacrosse team, 
smarting under their recent defeat, at 
Salmon Arm and minus the services of 
the popular Charlie Shillingford, who 
is temporarily on the retired list as 
the result of an injury received in the 
game on the ISth at Salnion Arm, re­
venged themselves on the visiting Ver­
non t^am, in a keenly contested game, 
by the close score of two goals to the 
visitors’ one. Vernon got their lone 
tally almost at the end of half-time and 
before A e locals were able to register 
a! counter, the game at half-time be­
ing 1-0 in favour of the visitors. .
' While the players met with minor 
mishaps, Charlie McMillan seeming­
ly being the 'most unfortunate, the 
play was clean and comparatively free 
from rough stuff, and during the en­
tire game there was but one minor 
penalty administered.
The teams faced off at 3.15 p.m,, 
Vernon getting away, and the open­
ing minutes of the game were fought 
around the Kelowna goal, relieved by a 
short rally to the other, end of the 
-field. Earl Wilson sends in a pretty 
shot which Edwards intercepts. Again 
the ball* is swiftly returned to Kelow­
na’s territory but the Vernon home 
find Spear, Neill, and Parkinson on the 
job and checking hard. Another brief 
rally by our home is frustrated by 
Johnson and Redgrave, who are pay­
ing close attention to their men. The 
whistle ends a fast period with advan­
tage of play slightly in favour of the 
visitors.
Second Quarter
John Aitken goes on in place of An­
gus McMillan. Kelowna get away, 
forcing the play into-the visitors’ terri­
tory. During the passing and manoeu- 
vering for position George Kennedy 
draws a penalty, as it happens, the 
only one administered, but that is not 
to -say that George was the only of­
fender. Gordon intercepts a danger­
ous shot from Hammil’s stick. Ver­
non continue working for an opening, 
but Roddy Watt and “ Scotty” Neill, 
checking closely, enable their team­
mates to transfer the battle to the 
northerners’ part of the field. Aitken, 
receiving a nice pass from Kennedy, 
sendsTn a beauty which Edwards stops. 
The play returns to» our end, Mutrie 
trying out Gordon with a fast dne 
which the young goalie handles nicely 
The game livens up and the going is 
fast, each goal receiving repeated al­
ternating attacks and both Edwards 
and Gordon doing good work in their 
respective citadels. In a drive on Ver 
non’s goal by our home, Charlie Me 
Millan receives a poke on the nose ac 
cidentally from an opponent’s stick, 
delaying play about four minutes anc 
requiring Qr. MacEwen’s skill to re
. .  , .. . .  obie, l/atterson ^ ; sxoieu
The visitors were handicapped >»rwrjison, W. Lahgstaffe (2), S. Lang- 
,not having spares, every man on Robie, Buse, Logie, Lewis, De-
team going the full time. Redgrave t,y Wilson, 3; by De-m l ii miic /vcuBi vjjj^^j. ,gjj.m,j5.Qy|-t, YV^iison, ;b  
,and Johnston played a sterling K^ihe, 7. by Roth, 3. Bases on balls, off
and Mutrie and Hammil showed up DeHart, 1; off Roth, 1.
well in attack. ' I Hit by'pitcher, Seaton, by Roth; hits
off Wilson, 6 : off DeHart, 9 in 7 m- 
nings; off Roth, 2 in 2 innings. Double
. plays, batter hit to Wilson to Stokes;
Vemoh, 11; Kelowna, 4 wild pitches, Wilson, DeHart; left on
bases, Vernon 8, Kelowna 2; winning
pair the damage, which fortunately was 
not serious. Resuming play where it
MEMBERSHIP TICKETS
f a m i l y  (2 members) ........ . ....... $10.00
Additions! .Fsixiily Tickets^ csch $2.50
GENTLEMEN ......... ..................  .........  ........ ....... Jf-50
LADIES ..... .............. ............. .........  . .......... $5.00
VISITORS: Monthly Ticket ................... . $4.00
Weekly Ticket  ......... ............. —-  $2.00
A p p l y F .  J. FOO T, at the Pavilion; H. G. M. W ILSO N ,
Bernard Avenue.
39-4c
YOU FOLKS W H O  L IV E  O U TSID E O P CALGARY
Have no reason to think you cannot utilize our service—because our 
parcel post system brings the service to your very doorstep.
Price List and Information upon Requebt.
“ RELIABLEr-THAT’S ALL”
CALGARY, Al b e r t a .
had stopped near the Vernon goal, the 
ball travels to the local end, Mutrie 
pushing it gently past our custodian 
for the firsh tally of the game almost 
at the end of half-time. The whistle 
finds the visitors attacking ahd our 
defence men refusing to let them pass, 
the score being one goal to nothing 
in favour of V^ernon.
Third Quarter 
After the usual half-time interval, the 
teams line up. no change' in players 
being noted. 'Vernoiuget away on the 
face-off, the'ball travelling towards our 
goal, but it is soon returned and an 
opportunity to equalize is lost through 
weakness in passing. Watt intercepts 
and rushes down the field. C. McMilL 
an receives a nice pass but shoots wild. 
The local goal is now the ' scene . of 
attack, Gordon stopping a dangerous 
shot. Fast work gives Kennedy an 
opporjtunity but he misses the mark. 
Charlie McMillan gets the ball, scor­
ing the equalizing goal. The enthus­
iasm of the spectators is roused to a 
hi^h pitch', and whh a little over two 
minutes of the period to go play con­
tinues in the visitors’ territory.
■ Fourth Quarter
'• A. McMillan comes on in place of 
Kennedy. Kelowna get away on the
BASEBALL
Hughie Sparks' all-stars tasted their pRcber, Wilson;'losing pitclmr^^^^^  ̂
second defeat of the season when Ver- tirne^of game, 2 hours, umpires. Dr, 
hbn came over ' last Saturday ar^.| MacEwen and Wilue. 
swamped the locals by a 11 tp 4 score, 
in a very loose exhibition of ball. Boot-
face-off and play is at the Vernon goal, 
Angus McMillan sending in a swift
shot that, the goalkeeper stops. In a 
rush on the Vernon goal C. McMill­
an and Redgrave collide, the former get­
ting a ' lasty fall that necessitates a
further stumpage of play for about four 
minutes. Charlie's next injury was to
B
ing the ball at times when, hits meant 
runs behind their pitcher, DeHart, tells 
the results of the match which was a 
fairly eveii ball game up. to the seventh 
inning, when the Veriion sluggers star­
ted their onslaught ' which brought 
them ffye runs and they_ drove in three 
more runs in the next inning, putting 
the game on ice. The loss sends the 
Kelowna team to the cellar position in 
the North Okanagan league and they 
now have their work cut out if they 
are to figure in the play-offs.
First Inning
Vernon opened the batting. . 
Estabrooks out, DeHart to Elliott. 
jSeaton rapped a single to left .field, 
Forrester followed suit to centre. Max­
well skied the ball to left field which 
Pirie muffed. Wilson fanned. W. Lang- 
staffe hit a slow roller to third which 
Buse'fumbled, Seaton scoring. Stokes 
fanned.
Robie was an easy out, Wilson to 
Maxwell. Parkinson struck out. Buse 
singled through short. Patterson flied 
out to centre field. '
Second Inning
Knight breezed. Langstaffc and Es­
tabrooks hit pQp flies »to DeHart.
Logie fouled , oiit. Lewis died on g  
grounder to Stokes to Maxwell. El­
liott out same route. “
Third Inning S
Seaton fanned. Forrester fouled out g  
to catcher. Maxwell out to Elliott, un- 
assisted*
Pirie singled to left but was called | fg 
out by Umpire Wilde on a safe steal 
to second. DeHart singled, stole second 
and third and came home on Robie’s 
sacrifice hit. Parkinson out to Maxwell 
unassisted.
Fourth Inning
Wilson raps a hard grounder to Ro­
bie and is thrown out at first. Stokes 
reaches first bn Robie’s error. Knight 
out, Logie to Elliott. Slick Langstaffc 
walks. Estabrooks singles, W. Lang- 
staffe and Stokies scoring. 6. Lang- 
staffe called out for missing third base 
by three feet on the play.
Buse out, Wilson to Maxwell. Pat­
terson flied out to centre. Logie out 
to Maxwell, unassisted.
Fifth Inning
Seaton drove to centre, taking two 
bases when Parkinson misjudged the 
ball. Forrester and Maxwell out on 
infield chances. . . .  —1
Lewis walked, purloining second. El­
liott lined to Wilson, who doubled 
Lewis at second. Pirie flied out to 
Langstaffc, who made a nice catch in 
the right garden.
. Sixth Inning
DeHart ambled to first on a walk. 
Robie singled, DeHart going to third 
on the play. Robie stolen second. Par­
kinson struck out. Buse walked. De­
Hart came home on a wild pitch by 
Wilson. Robie scored on Patterson’s 
sacrifice to riight field. Buse out, slid­
ing to third, Seaton to Estabrooks.
Seventh Inning
Seaton began the fatal seventh by 
reaching third on an error by Elliott. 
Forrester made, first on Logie’s error. 
Maxwell out, DeHart to Elliott. Wil­
son safe on a long fly to Lewis, who 
lost the ball. W- Langstaffc singled, 
scoring Seaton«and Forrester. Stokes 
got a walk. Knight struck opt.
S. Langstaffc singled, scoring Wil­
son and W. Langstaffc. Stokes scored 
on Wild pitch by DeHart. Estabrooks 
out, Logie to Elliott. S tuns. ,
Logie singled, stealing second. Lew­
is fouled to catcher. Elliott out on 
weak thp to Wilson. Pirie grounded 
out to Maxwell, unassisted.
Eighth Inning
Seaton hit ^  Roth, now pitching 
for Kelowna. Forrester drove to cen-
$ 10.00
* - '“ “ $ 1,000
will pay the 
Fire Insurance
on the iaver-  ̂ .
iasre house and contents in Kel­
owna FOR THREE YEARS. 
This is only one-third of one 
per cent per year. It is surely 
worth while to be on the safe 
side at these rates.
IN SU RE NO W  W IT H
E. W. Wilkinson & Co.
Established 1893 
Comer Bernard Ave. and Water St. 
Phone 254
■We have some excellent buys 
in both City and Farm property




It just makes one long for b  
something satisfying and B 
stimulating, and those who B 
know say there’s nothing B 
like a cup of good fragrant, B 
hot tea on a hot day.
I I AHONDllE”  T U  :
B Specially blended for our ^ 
B particular trade just hits the g  
B spot and is as free from ian- g  
B nin as it is possible to get g 
B tea. It’s not a cheap tea— g 
B it’s a good tea at a right 
B price.
B PER 7 5  c L B .
O B O B
n6:  Holmes 
I Gordon, Ltd.
! Family Grocers Phone 30
B Quality tip to a standard 
-not down to a price.m
m m m
I iKSi
. OLDEST METHODIST OHimOH IN CANADA 
Plcton, Ontario, to to bo
from June 2nd to 0th. I t  to tho 1 2 6 t h ^ l y e i ^  
odist Conforenco In Canada which woo hMd
church dt Hay Bay, a  few mllos from plcton, to tlio o l d ^  Methodist 
Church In < ^ a d a  and tho conforenco body will visit this chUrch on 
June 4. I t  was buUt In 1792 and to still In a good state of preservation.
T M  'T o u c i i  o f  P a r i s  :
Y b u  w i l l  w a n t  th e s e  f a s c in a t in g  l? a r is  








cost you cart have 
them by making 
them yourself in 
the easy Deltor 
way
■S. YIik
5 2 2 5 —This tucked one/ 
piece frock in size 36 requires 
only yards,of 39'inch ma' 
terial. At our piece'goods 
counter you will find all 
the new Summer materials. 
But before you get your 
tnaiyrial buy your pattern 
and see how much or 
rather how little material 
you need. *
5197—Piaid, striped and 
plain flannel are i among the 
material rgeommended for 
this sports costume, TJie 
Deltor enclosed with the 
ButterickPattem for the dress 
shows you step by step how 
to make it. Get your pattern 
at our Butterick Pattern coun- 
ter and then •visit our piece' 
. goods counter.
oAlways Buy Butterick Patterns with the Deltor
Wash Fabrics
' The patterns' are lovely and bright, the. quality 
crisp and new, and the patterns arid colors diver­
sified and fashionable. The fabrics include voiles, 
ginghams, organdies, batiste, ratines, crepes, dot 
muslins and many other favored cotton wash fabris.
n f  .necial mention in W ash Goods are our English Ratines,
9Sc, $1.45, m .65
VOILES. Patterns are so o K
you must see them to appreciate.
Try^OTc 'o f 'S e 's W '^ S  an d  W ends
how Little they cost.
iw i
Cool, Summer
Heaps and heaps of dainty, snowy white lingerie. 
Materials are sheer a n d  sturdy, and the styles, new­
est and most desirable. And of equal importanee 
is the fact tha t prices are- very attractive..
.TO
Mercerized Crepe in  KrinUe W eave, g Q g
“ ae” o7s:
Am iTi#.vnensive garment if you use the DEj.^ivJK. 
Nainbetter,^Trusonains, Nainsooks and Gambnes at ju st 
the price you care to pay.
t h i s  s t o r e
Will be
C L O SE D ' O N  T H E  K IN G ’S B IR T H D A Y
Also
T H U R S D A Y  A F T E R N O O N i
THOM AS LAWSON, LTD.
PHONE 215 k b l o w n a ; f . c t
m
fm
